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Abstract
This thesis reports the discovery of a wide negative di↵erential resistance (NDR)
region in a graphite-silicone composite that was utilized to create a strain-tuned
flexible oscillator. Encoding the strain into frequency mimics the behavior of
mechanoreceptor neurons in the skin and demonstrates a flexible and electroni-
cally active material suitable for state of the art bio-electronic applications.
The NDR was investigated over a range of composite filling fractions and
temperatures; alongside theoretical modelling to calculate the tunneling current
through a graphite-silicone barrier. This led to the understanding that the NDR
is the result of a semi-metal to insulator transition of embedded graphene bilayers
within the graphite nanoparticles. The transition, brought about by a transverse
bias across specifically orientated particles, opens a partial band-gap at the Fermi
level of the bilayer. NDR in a flexible material has not been observed before and
has potential for creating a flexible active device.
The electromechanical properties of the composite were considered through
a bend induced bilayer strain. The piezoresistance was found to be dominated
by transient resistance spiking from the breaking of conduction lines, which then
reform according to the viscoelasticity of the polymer matrix. The resistance
spiking was embraced as a novel method for sensitive di↵erential pressure detec-
tion, used in the development of two applications. Firstly, it was employed for
the detection of ultrasound waves and found to have an acoustic pressure detec-
tion threshold as low as 48 Pa. A commensurability was observed between the
composite width and ultrasound wavelength which was shown to be consistent
with the formation of standing waves, described by Bragg’s law. Secondly, a dif-
ferential pressure array of 64 composite pixels was fabricated and demonstrated
to image pressures under 3.8 kPa at a resolution of 10 dpi.
The NDR active region was incorporated into an LC circuit where it was
demonstrated to sustain oscillations of up to 12.5 kHz. The composite was then
strained and an intrinsic frequency was observed which had a linear dependence
on the strain with a frequency shift of 84 Hz / % strain. Lastly the composite
was used in a strain-tuned amplifier circuit and shown to provide a gain of up to
4.5. This thesis provided the groundwork for a completely flexible electronically
active device for futuristic bio-electronic skins with resolutions and sensitivities
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There is a demonstrable and pressing commercial demand for the development
of flexible electronic materials. Consumers will soon expect to be able to roll up
their electronic newspapers and neatly fold away their computers [1]. Further,
advances are also sought in humanoid robotics where there is a need for bio-
electronic materials that are capable of fitting curved surfaces, to enable tactile
sensing and interaction with the surrounding environment [2], and demonstrate
sensitivities and resolutions which exceed those of the human skin [3].
Developing flexible electronic circuits and sensors presents many new chal-
lenges, as it is extends beyond the capabilities of current silicon technology. The
solutions will need to come about by the development and realisation of novel
composite materials with properties that move away from conventional think-
ing. Conductive composites will certainly be part of this, with their intrinsic soft
skin-like texture, tailored conductivity and piezoresistance they meet many of the
requirements.
Whilst studying the properties of a graphite-silicon conductive composite we
made an unexpected discovery: At low temperatures, above a threshold voltage,
the current begins to decrease sharply with increasing voltage, an e↵ect known
as negative di↵erential resistance (NDR). The presence of an NDR region is
particularly exciting because it can be utilized in creating active devices such
as oscillators and amplifiers. This discovery opened up three key questions that
this thesis intends to address.
1. Where does the NDR mechanism originate from?
2. How can we utilize the flexibility of the composite?
3. Is the NDR region capable of sustaining oscillations?
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In addressing these questions we pursue the development of a flexible active
composite material capable of meeting the demands for a high resolution and
sensitive bio-electronic skin.
We gain an understanding of the origins of the NDR through a comprehensive
experimental study of the various parameters involved, including: The composite
temperature, filling fraction, particle type and probe separation distances. We
support the experimental results with theoretical modelling of the local density of
states (LDOS) in graphite1 and the tunneling current. This leads us to conclude
that the NDR has its origins in an induced partial breaking of the conduction
band of an embedded bilayer graphene [4].
This is particularly topical with the recent discovery of graphene [5] and the
intensive debate and research surrounding exploitation of graphene’s unique elec-
tronic properties for transistor devices [6]. One such route is through the ap-
plication of an electric field across bilayer graphene to tune a band-gap [7, 8];
this is closely related to the embedded bilayer e↵ect we observe in our composite
material.
In answering the second question, we explore the electrical properties of our
graphite silicone composite (GSC) under bend induced strain, an important prop-
erty when fitting these flexible skins onto curved surfaces. We find a complex
response due to the tunneling nature of the conduction network and the viscoelas-
ticity of the silicone rubber matrix. We observe resistance spikes that occur on
the immediate application of bend. While these spikes have been previously re-
ported [9, 10], the focus is normally on how to minimise their presence as they
detract from the piezoresistive response. However, we embrace the resistance
spiking due to its high sensitivity to perturbations and are able to utilize it for
di↵erential pressure sensing. We demonstrate a novel use for this e↵ect, using
the composite to detect underwater acoustic pressure waves from a low power
ultrasound transducer.2 We also fabricate an array of 64 composite pixels to
create an imaging device sensitive to the resistance spiking.
Conducting composites are widely used in state of the art development of
flexible skins [11]. Numerous research groups are competing to create flexible
transistors using materials such as carbon nanotubes [12], nanowires [13] and
organic molecules [14]. They then demonstrate their flexible transistors by com-
bining them with conductive rubbers that act as passive piezoresistive materials in
order to make flexible pressure sensitive skins, which have a sensitivity of 30 kPa
1Calculations by Dr. Simon Crampin, University of Bath
2Experiment completed in collaboration with Ashok Chauhan, University of Bath
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on a resolution of 10 dpi. [15, 16]. The resistance spiking method we develop
o↵ers a higher sensitivity of < 3.8 kPa. We also demonstrate new techniques for
fabrication of composite devices that are clean room compatible and allow pixel
feature sizes of 50 µm which could be used to attain resolutions of 250 dpi. This
rivals the most senstive tactile sensor, human skin, which can detect a surface
roughness of 100 µm and pressures of 10 kPa [17, 18].
We answer question three by including the composite in an LC oscillator cir-
cuit and apply a steady bias to demonstrate that the composite is capable of
sustaining oscillations. We then take this a step further by bending the com-
posite, to induce a bilayer strain, and measuring the response. We discover the
composite has an intrinsic frequency, independent of the LC frequency, with a
linear dependence on the strain. In this way we demonstrate that it is possible to
encode the composite strain in frequency, mimicking the behaviour of mechanore-
ceptor neurons in the human skin. We are even able to build a flexible amplifier
circuit, using the composite’s active region and intrinsic frequency, with a tunable
gain.
This thesis presents an account of the NDR e↵ect and explores the potential





The aim of this chapter is to describe the underlying physics of carbon based
structures and percolation conduction in composite materials. This will be done
through first presenting carbon and its fascinating allotropic family. The tight
binding model will be used to consider the origins of graphite’s electronic prop-
erties arising from its stacked structure. This will then be put into context and
explained in relation to the properties of graphene and bilayer graphene.
The second part of this chapter will be focused on conduction in composites.
We will discuss how the incorporation of conductive particles into an insulating
matrix enables conduction above the percolation threshold. We consider the
significance of tunneling between particles in conduction lines and go on to derive
the tunneling current through a single barrier system.
2.1 Carbon
2.1.1 Hybridization of s and p orbitals
Carbon is the sixth element in the periodic table, the fourth most abundant
element in the universe and the basic building block for all life. The majority of
objects we encounter in our daily lives contain carbon; the air we breathe; the
food we eat; the fuel in our cars; the plastic in our pens; and the paper we write
on, all contain carbon compounds and molecules. The reason why carbon is found
in such a diverse number of forms is because it can form many di↵erent types
of bonds due to its unique electronic structure. Its six electrons are arranged
around the nucleus with two electrons in the innermost tightly bound shell and
four electrons in the outer valence shell. Carbon’s minimum energy ground state
has two valence electrons in the 2s subshell and two in the 2p subshell. What
10
Figure 2-1: Carbon can undergo three types of hybridization allowing it to form
a vast array of di↵erent types of molecules and compounds.
makes carbon special is that through just a small excitation an electron in the 2s
subshell can be promoted into the 2p subshell. This is energetically favourable as
all four orbitals become exactly half full and can be used to form strong covalent
bonds, which therefore reduces the overall energy.
The valence orbitals are able to hybridize in three di↵erent ways either by,
sp hybridization, sp3 hybridization, or sp2 hybridization, as shown in figure 2-1.
Firstly, in sp hybridization a 2s orbital and one of the 2p orbitals hybridize to
form two sp orbitals. The carbon forms two covalent sigma,  , bonds which gives
a bond angle of 180  with diagonal symmetry. The two remaining electrons in
the 2py and 2pz orbital form pi, ⇡, orbitals perpendicular to the   bonds. When
two sp hybridized carbons are brought together the ⇡ orbitals surround the  
bond and form a triple bond. This occurs in the alkyne family of hydrocarbons.
Next, in sp3 hybridization all four orbitals can hybridize to form four new
orbitals which are all equivalent. This occurs in diamond where each carbon
forms four identical covalent bonds to neighbouring carbons. As each bond is
equivalent a tetrahedral structure is formed with a bond angle of 109.5 . The
four covalent   bonds give rise to diamonds strong and rigid structure. As each
valence electron is in a   orbital it is tightly bound within the bond, forcing all
the electrons to be localized to an atom, and thus making diamond electrically
insulating. The antibonding state  ? is at such a high energy above   that
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electrons are not readily excited into it and so it is not possible for photons to be
absorbed and is why diamond is transparent. Any colouring that does occur in
diamond is due to presence of impurities absorbed as the diamond was formed.
Lastly, in sp2 hybridization the 2s and two 2p orbitals hybridize to form three
sp2 orbitals. This enables the carbon to form three covalent   bonds, separated
by a bond angle of 120  with a trigonal symmetry. The fourth electron in the pz
orbital does not take part in the sp2 hybridization. Instead it forms a delocalized
⇡ bond that has a figure of eight-like orbital in the plane perpendicular to that
of the three   bonds. Graphene, graphite and carbon nanotubes are all sp2
hybridized. The delocalized ⇡ electron is responsible for giving these materials
many of their interesting characteristics. The ability for the ⇡ electron to move
freely between carbon atoms gives rise to a high electrical conductivity. The
antibonding ⇡? state is at an energy very close to that of the ⇡ state which
means the ⇡ electrons can readily absorb photons, making graphite black. The
exact nature of the ⇡ bands formed in graphite will be covered in detail in the
next section.
2.1.2 Allotropes of Carbon
Carbon is unique in its ability to form a complete range of dimensionally di↵erent
allotropes. Due to carbons ability to hybridize it is possible to form nano-sized
balls (0D), long thin tubes (1D), single layers (2D) and crystals (3D), all of which
are stable structures, figure 2-2. A short description of each of these is now given:
0D Buckyballs Buckminster fullerenes are spherical particles formed of 60 car-
bon atoms, C60, arranged in a truncated icosahedral structure, like a foot-
ball, of twenty hexagons and twelve pentagons with a diameter of 0.7 nm
[20]. They were discovered in 1985 by Robert Curl, Harold Kroto and
Richard Smalley who were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1996.
The Buckyball is sp2 hybridized however due to the curvature of the surface
the bond angles are not exactly 120  and it is actually sp2.3 hybridized [21].
Buckyballs caused much initial excitement and interest immediately after
their discovery with many ideas for potential applications in electronics,
chemistry and medicine. The development for applications has been held
back by the cost of production. However the recent reduction of this cost,
to around £150/g, has led to the use of fullerenes gaining momentum in
the medical industry as a drug delivery system [22].
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Figure 2-2: Five of carbons allotropes. The 0D fullerene, 1D nanotube, 2D
graphene and 3D graphite are all sp2 hybridized while diamond is sp3 hybridized.
Figure reproduced from [19].
1D Nanotubes Carbon Nanotubes can be thought of as a tightly rolled up
graphene sheet that forms a hollow tube. Typically a nanotube will have
a diameter of around 1 nm, and can have lengths of up to 18 cm [23]
(although more common lengths are of the order 100 µm). The chirality of
the nanotube, conceptually the angle at which a graphene sheet has been
rolled, determines the nanotubes electronic properties such as whether it is
semiconducting or metallic. Nanotubes can be either just one carbon layer
thick, single wall nanotubes (SWNTs), or have multiple concentric layers,
multi-wall nanotubes (MWNTs). Undoubtedly nanotubes have made a
huge impact to the nanoscience world with demonstrated applications in
transistors [24], oscillators [25] and super tough fibres [26] to name but a
few. It is interesting that no Nobel prize has yet been awarded for the
discovery of nanotubes but this could be due to the contention over who
actually discovered them. However, Sumio Iijima is generally given the
credit for bringing nanotubes to the scientific communities attention with
his paper in 1991 [27], in which he observed and imaged MWNTs and
then two years later he also synthesized SWNTs [28]. Nanotubes cost vary
from just £60/g for an assortment of nanotubes1 to £410,000/g for purely




2D Graphene Graphene is single layer, one atom thick, two dimensional ar-
ray of carbon hexagons. In 2004 Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov
were able to successfully isolate single graphene flakes on an SiO2 substrate
using just a simple mechanical cleavage technique involving scotch tape
[5]; remarkable considering graphene had been predicted to be thermody-
namically unstable and therefore unattainable [29]. Their discovery led
to a ‘graphene explosion’ as its unrivalled mechanical, electrical and ther-
mal properties emerged, all of which originate from its sp2 hybridization.
They were awarded the Nobel Prize just six years later in 2010 for ‘ground-
breaking experiments regarding the two-dimensional material graphene’.
Graphene has been touted as the new silicon, however two key hurdles stand
in the way namely, large scale production and the lack of a band-gap to al-
low the graphene to be turned o↵ [6]. These are two very di↵erent problems;
large scale production requires the ability to have a bottom up approach
of growing defect free graphene which is technically extremely di cult, al-
though some headway has been made with companies like IBM recently
achieving wafer sized epitaxial graphene on SiC [30]. The other problem of
switching graphene on and o↵, so as to make high gain transistors, is an
intrinsic problem arising from the lack of a band-gap in graphene’s band
structure. However this could be solved through bilayer graphene which is
discussed in the following sections [31]. Currently purchasing a single gram
of free standing graphene would cost in the region of £2.5 billion, although
this would be enough to cover an area equivalent to ten tennis courts.
3D Diamond Diamond has been known to humans for thousands of years, as
far back as Ancient India where it was used for religious icons and jewellery.
Diamonds form at high temperature and pressures deep underground where
the carbon is able to sp3 hybridize. As already mentioned the sp3 hybridiza-
tion leads to exceptional hardness and thermal conductivity but low elec-
trical conductivity [32]. A naturally occurring 5 carat (1 gram) diamond
costs in the region of £100,000.
3D Graphite Graphite has also been known to humans for thousands of years
with the Ancient Greeks having used it in pencils just like we do today.
Graphite is built up from many stacked layers of graphene planes each
slightly o↵set from the plane below. This is called a lamellar structure and
the most simple stacking scheme is the Bernal AB stacking. The layers
are loosely bound together through Van der Waals interactions from the pz
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electron in the ⇡ orbital [33]. This is why layers of graphite can be eas-
ily sheared o↵. Graphite is also highly valued in industry applications as
a dry lubricant for the same reasons [32]. Other uses of graphite include
conductive fillers [34], battery electrodes [35] and in nuclear fission reactors
[36]. The lamellar structure means that graphite is highly anisotropic with
very di↵erent properties across its planes than perpendicular to them, for
instance the electrical conductivity is 3000 thousand times greater in the
plane than across the plane [35]. The anisotropy will be a central feature
to our explanation of the sharp NDR we observe in graphite-silicone com-
posites. Solid blocks of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) graphite
cost around £1,000/g.3.
So why is it that the discovery of each new carbon allotrope, the buckyball,
1985, nanotubes, 1991 and graphene, 2004, has generated such huge excitement
in the scientific community; opening up whole new areas and applications in
physics?
The answer all lies with carbons ability to sp2 hybridize forming a strongly
bound lattice whilst leaving one free electron per carbon atom in the pz orbital
that can become delocalized. Collectively the delocalized electrons form the va-
lence and conduction energy bands where they have high mobility and give rise
to the unique and fascinating properties seen in these carbon structures.
2.2 Band Structure: Graphite to Graphene
A band structure arises when a large number of atoms, each with its own dis-
crete energy levels, are brought close together. The outer electrons interfere with
surrounding atoms which causes the discrete energy levels to broaden into a con-
tinuum, forming bands. Thus the band structure describes the range of energies
that an electron may have and the forbidden energies, band-gaps, it cannot have.
The band structure tells us the relationship between the valence band, the
highest filled energy band, and the conduction band, the lowest unfilled avail-
able energy band. When electrons move into the conduction band they are not
bound to a specific atom and as a result are mobile and responsible for conduc-
tion. Therefore in metals, where the valence band overlaps the conduction band,
electrons are readily able to conduct, which is why metals have high conductivi-




Semiconductors have a small band-gap, typically < 4 eV. Electrons can be
excited through the band gap allowing the semiconductor to conduct under cer-
tain conditions. The Fermi energy, "f , gives the energy up to which the highest
electron state is likely to be occupied. The Fermi energy can be shifted through
applying electric potentials and when it is raised up into the conduction band,
the semiconductor can readily conduct.
The next thing to consider is that for a crystalline solid the band structure
will depend on the spatial distribution of the atoms in the crystalline lattice. To
describe this dependence we use the Brillouin zone which is the primitive cell in
reciprocal space. The Brillouin zone has points of high symmetry and it is around
these points that all the interesting physics takes place [37].
Clearly the exact crystalline structure is very important in determining the
band structure. One method that can be used to calculate the band structure in
a crystal lattice is the tight binding model. It combines the solution for a single
electron system and maps this onto a crystalline structure found from the unit
cell and the corresponding lattice transformations from the translation symmetry.
The solution for the total energy is a matrix of terms, the Hamiltonian, which
can be used to find the band structure around the Brillouin zone. Using the
tight binding model we will show that: graphite is a semi-metal with a 150 meV
overlap between the conduction and valence bands [33]; graphene is a zero band-
gap semiconductor and has charge carriers that mimic relativistic particles with
zero rest mass [38]; and bilayer graphene can be influenced through a transverse
electric field to have a finite band-gap [7].
2.2.1 3D Model of Graphite
The most widely used model for calculating the band structure of 3D graphite is
the Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure (SWMC) model developed in 1957-1958 [39, 40].
It uses the tight-binding model from a 2D graphite approximation, developed
by Wallace [41] in 1947, and adds a perturbation calculation to take into ac-
count the interactions between layers. The solutions can be then be found from a
parametrized fourth order equation using various techniques or experimental val-
ues. This makes the model popular amongst experimentalists as the parameters
have physical origins and can be validated experimentally. The model has been
shown to work well in calculating the band structure around the edges of the Bril-
louin zone, H-K, close to the Fermi level, which is where the interesting physics
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Figure 2-3: Graphite with an AB stacking structure has four atoms per unit cell.
The atoms A and A0 have neighbours directly above and below. Atoms B and B0
are directly above and below the centers of a hexagon. The atoms that lie directly
above or below are 6.71 A˚, two layers, away. The parameters  0,  1,  2,  3,  4,  5
for the SWMC model are shown. Figure adapted from [42].
occurs. The presence of many interacting layers alters the band structure so that
the conduction and valence band overlap making graphite a semi-metal. Other
methods can be used to describe the band structure right across the Brillouin
zone however these tend not to be so accurate.
As discussed previously, graphite is built up from stacking layers of hexagonal
graphene on top of each other in an AB stacking structure. This gives graphite
a hexagonal unit cell that contains four atoms. We label these atoms A, A0 and
B, B0 as they are inequivalent, labelled in figure 2-3. Atoms A and A0 have
neighbours directly above and below them, 3.35 A˚ away. Whereas B and B0 lie
directly above and below centers of the hexagons in neighbouring layers. The
next atoms directly above or below B and B0 are 6.71 A˚, two layers, away. The
non-equivalence of atoms A and B is important as it leads to some interesting
features in the Fermi surface.
The di↵erence between the carbon atoms A and B has a subtle e↵ect on the
band structure and properties of graphite. The coupling between these atoms
lowers the symmetry of the system so that it has a three fold symmetry which
leads to a trigonal warping of the Fermi surface.
The first Brillouin zone of graphite is shown in figure 2-4(a). It is a hexagonal
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Figure 2-4: The first Brillouin zone for graphite is a hexagonal prism with height
2⇡
c
. The points of high symmetry are the center  , corners H and H0, centers of
the top and bottom faces A, centers of the side faces M, centers of the of sides









, however it is the one originally adopted by McClure and has
become the conventional Brillouin zone to use. The points of high symmetry are
the center  , corners H and H0, centers of the top and bottom faces A, centers of
the side faces M, centers of the of sides edges K and K0 and the centers of edges
of the top and bottom faces L [40].
Slonczewski, Weiss and McClure used perturbation theory to calculate the
band structure of graphite taking into account the e↵ects of interactions between
the layers [39]. The SWMC model calculates the band structure and Fermi
surface in the region of the H-K-H axis. The seven independent band parameters
it uses are  0,  1,  2,  3,  4,  5, . The first six define the interaction energies, in
eV, between the atoms in the unit cell, as shown in figure 2-3. While   gives
the energy shift between atoms A and B arising from the o↵set stacking. If the
exact values of these seven parameters are known, it is possible to calculate the
energy bands near the H-K-H axis and completely determine the Fermi surface.
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 0  1  2  3  4  5   "F
3.16 0.39 -0.02 0.315 0.044 0.038 0.008 -0.024
3.12 0.377 -0.020 0.29 0.120 0.0125 0.004 -0.0206
Table 2.1: Parameter values for the SWMC model. Top row from Brandt et al.
[44] and bottom row from a more recent review by Chung [33].
The calculation can be expressed in the form of the following Hamiltonian,4
Hˆ =
0BBBB@
E1 0 H13 H⇤13
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The accepted values of the parameters have been found through a mixture of
experiment and theory and have been revised many times over the years as ex-
perimental techniques have become more accurate with terms such as  2 even
changing sign during the 1970’s [44]. The most recent accepted values are shown
in the bottom row of table 2.1. The physical meaning of each SWMC parameter
and what e↵ect it has on determining the band structure is as follows.
 0 The interaction between nearest neighbours, atom A to atom B. This is the
only band parameter that describes an interaction in the plane and also has
the largest magnitude of 3.12 eV as the interactions are much greater in the
plane. All the other parameters are out of the plane and of lesser energy.
 1 Nearest neighbour interaction between atoms of type A. These are in neigh-
bouring layers placed one under the other, i.e A to A0. This parameter
determines the width of the ⇡ bands at the K points on the Brillouin zone,
equal to 4 1 [44].
4For the complete derivation refer to Brandt et al.;[44] or Charlier and Charlier [45]
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-5: (a) The band structure of graphite from K to H. The bands overlap
around the Fermi level by 0.03 eV. Carrier pockets are created along the H-K-H
axis where the doubly degenerate E3 states lie close to "F , which creates a complex
Fermi surface [45]. (b) The Fermi surface for graphite at the corners of the
Brillouin zone centered around the H-K-H axis. All the free carriers are located
along the zone edges, giving rise to slender Fermi surfaces. The  3 parameter leads
to a trigonal anisotropy which is exaggerated here for clarity. Figures adapted
from [45] and [33].
 2 Nearest neighbour interaction between atoms of type B, i.e B to B0. This is one
of the most significant parameters as it determines the coupling between
the ⇡ and   bands and the magnitude of the overlap between ⇡ bands,
which is equal to 2| 2| [44].
 3 The interaction between A and B0. The presence of such coupling lowers the
symmetry of the interaction Hamiltonian. This leads to trigonal warping
in the Fermi surface around K.
 4 The interaction between like atoms not directly above one another. This
interaction gives rise to non-mirror like characteristics of the valence and
conduction bands [46].
 5 The interaction between two A atoms separated by a layer.
  This is the energy shift due to the non equivalence of A and B. It is the direct
measure of the potential energy di↵erence between atom sites A and B [33].
There are four valence electrons in each carbon atom in graphite and four
atoms per unit cell. Therefore the band structure will have sixteen bands, with
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twelve   bands and four ⇡ bands. Of the twelve   bands six are bonding and
the other six are antibonding with a higher energy. The separation between the
bonding and antibonding groups is large, approximately 5 eV and therefore does
not interest us here.
The ⇡ bands can be found between these two groups. Likewise there are
two bonding ⇡ bands and two antibonding ⇡? bands which are strongly coupled.
There are four electrons to fill the bands but not more than two electrons can sit
in each band due to the Pauli exclusion principle. The Fermi level will thus lie
in the middle of the four ⇡ bands.
The Hamiltonian in equation 2.1 can be solved to find the band structure
close to the H-K-H axis of the Brillouin zone and can be seen in figure 2-5(a).
The two bonding ⇡ bands are labelled as E 2 and E
 
3 and the antibonding ⇡
?
bands as E+1 and E
+




3 bands overlap making a
doubly degenerate band, E03 which contains four states. The overlap is by 0.03 eV
making graphite a semi-metal. The importance of the parameters  ,  1 and  2
can be easily seen by examining the solution for the Hamiltonian only around K
and around H using the equations in 2.2:
K H
kz = 0 =) ⇠ = kzc0/2⇡ = 0 kz = ⇡/c =) ⇠ = kzc0/2⇡ = 1/2
  = 2 cos ⇡⇠ = 2   = 2 cos⇡⇠ = 0
E1 =  + 2 1 + 2 5 E1 =  
E2 =    2 1 + 2 5 E2 =  
E3 = 2 2 E3 = 0
It can be seen that the width of the ⇡ bands at K, between E 2 and E
+
1 , is 4 1.
The   parameter at H stops all the bands becoming degenerate. The energy at
the overlap of the doubly degenerate state E3 is 2 2. Referring back to table 2.1
we can see that the 2 2 = -0.04 eV while "F =  0.0206 eV so at K E3 lies below
the Fermi energy by 0.02 eV. At H we find E3 = 0 which is 0.02 eV above "F .
Therefore the degenerate band, E03 , moves from being below the Fermi energy
at K to above the Fermi energy at H. The point where the change of sign occurs
is labelled kzf . Between K and kzf all the E03 states are filled with electrons while
between kzf and H the states are occupied by holes. The means that the charge
carriers are localized in electron and hole pockets. However this is only a 2D cross
section and if we then consider the third axis we can construct a Fermi surface
as shown in figure 2-5(b). The Fermi surface clearly shows the electron and hole
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-6: (a) A schematic of the band structure of graphite to show that the
valence and conduction band overlap by 0.03 eV around the Fermi level making
graphite a semi-metal. (b) The complete band structure of graphite around the
Brillouin zone. The red lines show the conduction bands and the blue lines are
the valence bands. The black box indicates the section of the band structure
found using the SWMC model. Figure adapted from [43].
pockets as we move from K to H, up the kz axis. The Fermi surface is slender
as it extends less than 1% of the distance from K, the zone edge, to  , the zone
centre [33].
In the construction of the Fermi surface there is a  3 cos↵ term, where ↵
describes an angle on the plane that is perpendicular to kz [45]. This leads
to an interesting feature on the Fermi surface around K whereby the electron
pockets have a trigonal warping, unlike the holes which remain cylindrical near
H. Furthermore the pockets are connected by four legs, three legs lie o↵ the H-
K-H axis and one leg which lies along the H-K-H axis [33]. The legs connect at
kzf and at the Fermi energy.
To summarize, graphite is a semi-metal due to the overlap of the conduction
and valence bands , shown in figure 2-6(a), of 0.03 eV. For reference the complete
band structure is shown in figure 2-6(b). The box indicates the K-H region, found
using the SWMC model. The significance of the parameters in the model has
been shown such as; the band overlap due to  2; the on-site energy term   which
stops the valence and conduction bands becoming entirely degenerate at H; and
 3 which leads to trigonal warping in the Fermi surface for the electron pockets.
The importance of these parameters will become apparent when we next consider
the band structure of graphene and bilayer graphene.
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2.2.2 Graphene’s Band Structure
When Wallace in 1947 worked on calculating the band structure of graphite he
started by first considering a single 2D graphite layer, graphene [41]. This was
a sensible approach as graphite layers are only weakly bound together through
Van der Waals interactions. Wallace was able to demonstrate, with the use of
a nearest neighbour tight binding model, an analytical expression for the band
structure of the ⇡ bands of graphene [41, 47].
Amazingly Wallace’s analytical expression predicted that graphene would be
a zero band-gap semiconductor with the valence and conduction bands exactly
touching at the Fermi energy at the corners, K and K’ of the hexagonal Brillouin
zone. With most importantly, a linear dispersion between the energy and wave
vector k.
The significance of the linear dispersion with regard to massless Dirac fermions
was only understood some 40 years later by Semeno↵ in 1984 [48]. Graphene
became a toy model for theoreticians interested in (2+1) dimensional quantum
electronics to play with [6]. However theoreticians also predicted that 2D crystals
were an impossibility as they would be thermodynamically unstable [29, 49]. Thus
despite some attempts to isolate graphene through di↵erent physical and chemical
methods, including intercalation, it was generally expected that graphene would
just remain a theoreticians toy model [47, 50, 51].
Therefore in 2004 the discovery of single layer graphene flakes by Konstantin
Novoselov and Andre Geim, in their own words, “flaunted common wisdom by
experimental discovery”. They used scotch tape to mechanically exfoliate thin
layers of graphite from a HOPG block and repeated the process on the exfoliated
layers over and over until they were left with just single layer graphene flakes.
The flakes were then transferred to a SiO2 substrate. Part of the success of their
discovery lies in their realization that single layers were visible under an optical
microscope if the SiO2 substrate had a thickness of 300 nm. Successive papers
in 2004, 2005 and 2007 showed that graphene did indeed have the properties of
a material with massless Dirac fermions arising from the linear E-k dispersion
[5, 6, 38].
The complete band structure for graphene around the Brillouin zone can be
seen in figure 2-7(a). Methods for calculating this can be found in either the
original Wallace and Slonczewski papers or Castro’s more recent review [39, 41,
52].
The valence and conduction band exactly touch at the Fermi level, the Dirac
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-7: (a) The valence and conduction bands around the Brillouin zone for
graphene. The bands exactly meet at the Dirac point. Close to the Dirac points
the bands have a linear dependence between E and k. (b) Ambipolar electric field
e↵ect in graphene. The Fermi energy is shifted using a gate voltage, VG, leading
to a symmetrical resistivity around VG = 0. The resistivity, ⇢, has a maximum
of 6.4532 k⌦ that occurs when the Fermi energy is at the Dirac point. Figure
reproduced from [6].
point. This makes graphene a zero band-gap semiconductor. If we now examine
the band structure more closely around the Fermi energy, at low energies we see
that there is a linear dispersion between E and k, figure 2-7(b) center-inset, with:
Ek = vF |k|, (2.3)
where k is the wave-number and vF is the Fermi velocity. The linear dispersion
between E and k is characteristic of massless particles and implies that graphene
has charge carriers that have an e↵ective rest mass of zero. This means that the
charge carriers mimic relativistic particles and thus the Dirac equation can be
employed to describe them.
The electrons are not moving at relativistic speeds, but the way in which they
interact with the periodic potential of graphene’s honeycomb lattice gives rise to
quasi particles that are best described by the relativistic Dirac equation where
vF = 106 ms 1 is substituted for c [6].
The valence and conduction bands exactly touch at the critical Dirac point.
The Fermi level intrinsically sits at this point. However in fabricating devices a
gate voltage, VG, can be used to apply a potential that shifts the Fermi level up
or down. Due to the symmetry of the system graphene exhibits an ambipolar
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electric field e↵ect, figure 2-7(b). This means that shifting the gate voltage to
a negative or positive value gives the same change in resistivity. The charge
carriers can be tuned continuously between electrons and holes in concentration
as high as 1013 cm2 and with mobilities in excess of 150,000 cm2Vs 1 at room
temperature [6].
Another fascinating feature of graphene is that when VG = 0 the Fermi energy
is at the Dirac point but the conductivity does not tend to zero, as it would in
a semiconductor, instead its tends to a minimum conductivity value that is the
same for all samples, regardless of size. It tends to multiple of a conductivity
quantum, 4e2/h, which gives a maximum resistance, or resistivity as it is size
independent, of 6.4532 k⌦. Further it is is temperature independent from 100 K
to 10 K. The maximum resistivity can be seen in 2-7(b) when VG = 0.
The minimum conductivity is a double edge sword. On the one hand it is
fascinating and exciting for physics as it is a direct consequence of the massless
Dirac fermions which leads to many other interesting physics including graphene’s
room temperature integer quantum hall e↵ect [53].
However for those wishing to utilize graphene’s high mobility for use in devices
such as transistors it becomes a major obstacle. The minimum conductivity
means that graphene’s electrical conduction cannot be turned o↵. Thus in making
graphene transistors the on-o↵ ratio will always low, with ratios only of the order
30 [5].
For bilayer graphene the presence of the additional layer enables a change in
the band structure such that instead of a Dirac point and a minimum conduc-
tivity, it is possible to induce a band-gap through the use of a transverse electric
field across the layers. This then allows for significantly higher on-o↵ ratios.
2.2.3 Bilayer Graphene
Graphite posses an overlap between its valence and conduction bands around the
K-H axis, making it a semi-metal. While graphene has valence and conduction
bands that are exactly degenerate at the K point and linear at low energies close
to the K point, thus making graphene a zero band-gap semiconductor.
Clearly the interactions between many stacked graphene layers leads to a
dramatic change in the band structure from just a single layer. What happens
when there is just one additional layer, bilayer graphene, has been a topic of
intense research for the last five years [7].
It has been shown that bilayer graphene is a zero band-gap semiconductor,
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without the linear dispersion of graphene, and in the presence of an electric field
across the layers a band-gap is opened up [54]. Thus making bilayer graphene a
tunable band-gap semiconductor with a band-gap that is approximately propor-
tional to the di↵erence in potential across the layers.
Edward McCann can be considered the pioneering theoretician with regard to
bilayer graphene. He predicted that it would be able to exhibit a tunable band-gap
between the conduction and valence bands in 2006 [54]. He described the use of a
parametrized tight binding model, similar to the one used earlier for graphite, to
describe the band structure of bilayer graphene as the gap is opened up [55, 31].
This will be summarized next before going on to briefly summarise some of the
impressive experimental work undertaken to fabricate bilayer graphene devices
and measure this tunable band-gap.
In a similar way to the structure of graphite shown in figure 2-3, bilayer
graphene has two coupled hexagonal lattices arranged according to Bernal stack-
ing AB. The unit cell contains 4 atoms on inequivalent sites A, B, A0, B0 with A
and B on the lower layer and A0, B0 on the top layer. The A, A0 atoms lie directly
on top of one another while A0 lies below the center of a hexagon of the upper
layer and B0 lies above the centre of a hexagon from the lower layer.
The tight binding model is used to calculate the band structure using a SWMC
parametrization, as before for graphite. Clearly not all seven parameters will be
required as there are only two layers, with less interaction, therefore for bilayer
graphene we can define [55]:
 0 The in-plane nearest neighbour interaction.
 1 The strongest inter-layer interaction between A and A0, atoms that lie directly
above and below one another.
 3 The weak inter-layer coupling between A and B0 (or B and A0). This term
gives rise to trigonal warping however it does not have a major significance
in the opening of the band-gap and therefore for a first approximation it is
often set to zero.
  The on-site energy di↵erence between the lower and upper layer, which we
define as "1 and "2 with   = "2   "1 where "2 = 1
2
  and "1 =  1
2
 .
































~ (px + ipy),
(2.5)
where H† denotes the Hermitian conjugate of H, p = (px, py) = ~|k| is the
momentum with respect to the K point and Kv = +1( 1) labels valley K (K˜).
To simplify, we take  3 = 0 as this term has little e↵ect on the size of the band-
































The band structure of equation 2.6 is shown in figure 2-8(a) for   = 0. As can
be seen from equations 2.7 and 2.8, the E±1 bands are degenerate at the K point,
where they exactly touch,   = 0. The E±2 bands do not touch at the K point and
instead are separated by an energy  1, the split due to the inter layer coupling.
The band dispersions are not linear and thus the e↵ective mass, unlike graphene,




When we apply a potential across the layers such that   6= 0. The E±1 bands
no longer touch at the K point, instead they are separated by an energy gap,  ,
thus   is not just the di↵erence in on-site energies it is also equal to the size of
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-8: (a) The band structure of bilayer graphene close to the K point for
  = 0. The E±1 bands are degenerate at the K point, while E
±
2 are separated
by  1. (b) The band structure for bilayer graphene when a potential has been
applied across the layer and   6= 0. The E±1 bands are now separated by   at
the K point.
the induced band-gap. The higher bands E±2 will still be separated predominately
by  1 with just a small contribution from  . This is plotted figure 2-8(b). At
large values of  , when   ⇡  1, a ‘Mexican hat’ structure begins to form in the
E±1 bands. The band-gap becomes indirect and puts a maximum on the induced
band-gap value of about 400 meV.
Theoretically, it is possible to induce a band-gap in bilayer graphene up to a
value of 400 meV [55]. When the Fermi level is shifted into the band-gap there
is an induced semi-metal to insulator transition. Experimentally this can be
achieved by using electric fields to break the symmetry between the layers and
cause a substantial change in conductivity.
In 2006 Ohta et al. used angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
to demonstrate that through potassium doping of the upper layer of a bilayer
graphene it is possible to directly manipulate the size of the band-gap between
the valence and conduction band [56]. The use of potassium doping is crude and
the size of the field applied through the doping across the layers is of the same
order of magnitude as an electric field that could be applied between a top and
bottom gate and was the next obvious development.
In 2007 Oostinga et al. achieved the formidable task of placing a top gate onto
bilayer graphene [57]. They mounted bilayer graphene samples onto a 285 nm
SiO2 layer with p-doped silicon underneath to form the bottom gate. A 15 nm
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Figure 2-9: Zhang et al. were able to use electrical gating to tune a band gap in
bilayer graphene up to 250 meV that follows closely the predicted band-gap from
the tight-binding model when screening is included. D¯ is the electric field across
the bilayer. Figure reproduced from [8].
SiO2 layer, followed by titanium and gold, was patterned on top of the graphene
bilayer to form a top gate. The double gated structure allows simultaneous and
independent control of the charge density in the system, the e↵ective Fermi level,
and the electric field perpendicular to the graphene layers.
Oostinga et al. demonstrated that through the use of two gates, a band-gap
in bilayer graphene could be induced while at the same time the charge neutrality
point (CNP) could be shifted to lie within the band gap, causing the resistance
to increase. However the size of band-gap induced was only of the order 10 meV.
Which due to thermal activation necessitates temperatures of the order of just a
few Kelvin to experimentally measure the induced band-gap.
In 2009, Zhang et al. extended the work of Oostinga et al. [8]. Zhang et al.
also used a top and bottom gate to control independently the electronic band-gap
and the carrier doping concentrations, the e↵ective Fermi level. The di↵erence is
that Zhang et al. used infrared spectroscopy to directly measure the band-gap,
using optical transitions from the ⇡ to the ⇡? bands. The optical determination
of the band-gap is less a↵ected by defects and any external doping e↵ects, than
the electrical measurement of the band-gap. They succeeded in measuring a clear
band-gap in the bilayer graphene of up to 250 meV induced through an electric
field applied across the layers. They further demonstrated that through fine
adjustment of the top and bottom gates the band-gap could be tuned between
0 and 250 meV at room temperature [8]. A plot of the band-gap induced as a
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function of the applied electrical field D¯ is shown in figure 2-9. The tight binding
model, derived previously, gives a linear dependence between the field across the
bilayer and the size of the induced band-gap and can be seen to be a good first
approximation.
2.2.4 Summary
We have seen that bilayer graphene, intrinsically a zero-band semiconductor, can
have an induced band-gap that is tunable in the presence of an electric potential
perpendicular to the layers. There has been a lot of interest regarding bilayer
transistors and Zhang et al. was able to demonstrate a two atomic layer thick
switch. However the interactions between the two layers means that some of the
special electrical properties of graphene due to the, massless Dirac fermions, are
lost for bilayer graphene where the dispersion is not linear. Thus the exceptionally
high mobility seen for a suspend single layer graphene, up to 200,000 cm2V 1s 1
is an order of magnitude smaller, ' 15, 000 cm2V 1s 1 in bilayer graphene [58].
The technical challenges involved in creating the double gated structures required
are certainly not trivial. However the idea of having a electrically tunable band-
gap is still very exciting and may have some applications for novel nanophotonic
devices for infrared light generation, amplification and detection [8].
2.3 Graphite Nanoparticles
In the previous section we have considered graphite as a perfect crystalline form
of AB stacked graphene planes. In the real world graphite does not always come
as this perfectly stacked structure. There are in fact many di↵erent forms of
graphite and in the literature there is a huge range of terminology that depends
on the exact degree of graphitisation and the original source of the graphite, i.e
whether it is synthetic or natural. There is also a substantial grey area between
the di↵erent types and with graphite used in such a huge range of industrial
applications it is natural that for di↵erent industries to each have their own
definitions and terminology. Graphite’s industrial uses include: conductive coat-
ings, glass manufacturing, lubricant formation, metallic alloys, nuclear reactors,
powder metallurgy, structural materials, steel making, brake linings, zinc-carbon
batteries, electric motor brushes and this is to name but a few [32, 34, 35, 36, 37].
For the purposes of simplification all the di↵erent types of graphite can be
generally split into three categories of increasing levels of crystallinity, amorphous
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carbon (AC), pyrolytic carbon (PC) and HOPG.
AC Amorphous carbon does not have any crystalline structure. There is no long
range order such as stacking although there may be small clumps of carbon
joining together to form small hexagonal segments and thus it is possible
to observe some short range order. There will be a range of sp2 and sp3
bonding, the ratio of which can be used to characterise the amorphous
carbon. Carbon black is a good example of a processed amorphous carbon
and it is used extensively as a filler in rubber and in printing [59].
PC Pyrolytic carbon has a good degree of crystalline structure with groups of
graphite layers but that have completely random orientations about the
layer. This is probably the most broad group as the degree of crystallinity
can vary so much. PC can be either: grown through chemical vapor depo-
sition; formed through annealing AC at temperatures between 1,000 C and
2,500 C that restores some long range order; or mined as natural graphite
[32].
HOPG Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite has the strictest definition of the three
types as it lies close to the ideal graphite crystal with an angular spread
between the C-axis of crystallites of less than 1 . It is usually formed
through an annealing process of pyrolytic graphite through heating at over
2,700 C whilst under pressures of several atmospheres. This induces further
ordering between the planes and stress relieving within each plane. It can
also be mined naturally where similar high temperature and high pressure
processes have occurred naturally deep underground [32].
Lastly there has recently, with the advent of graphene, become another form
available referred to as graphene nano-platelets (GNP). These are normally some
form of expanded graphite where a chemical method has been used to break apart
the HOPG into small particles that have just 5-20 layers of stacked graphene
sheets. In some ways these could still be considered graphite nanoparticles but
what sets them aside is their aspect ratio with widths of up to 20 µm but thickness
of just 2-10 nm. Providing that the particles do not aggregate they are able to
provided unprecedented surface to volume ratios and are being rapidly developed
for use in a new generation of supercapacitors for electric cars. The high surface
area means that the GNP based supercapacitor can be rapidly charged whilst
having a high energy density [60, 61].
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2.4 Percolation in Composites
Composites combine two or more materials of di↵ering desirable characteristics
to engineer the resulting composite properties for specific applications. Often
this involves incorporating a reinforcement filler into a binding matrix. The filler
may have the desirable strength, electrical or colour characteristics, while the
matrix enables the composite to have the desired shape, flexibility or viscosity to
support or bind the filler.
Carbon black, an amorphous carbon, can be used to form many interesting
types of composites as it has a range of particle sizes and structures that readily
disperses into polymers, resins, plastics and rubbers. Carbon black is a by-
product of combustion and being easily available has found applications in a
wide variety of industries. For instance carbon black is added to natural rubber
to form tyres with better wear characteristics, it is dispersed in printing inks for
its dark colour and it is incorporated in high concentrations into polymers to
form anti-static coating materials [59].
Due to carbon black being widely used in industry there is a vast amount of
literature regarding its composite forms. This enables a detailed discussion of its
percolation behaviour and we will use carbon black as an example. Furthermore
carbon black composites share many similarities with the composite used in this
thesis and therefore it is a good starting point to discussing the expected elec-
trical characteristics. As our interest is in the electrical conduction behaviour of
composites when the filler is highly conductive and the matrix is a completely
insulating medium that binds the filler. These highly conductive composites are
explained with the use of percolation theory.
2.4.1 Percolation Theory
Percolation is a critical concept for the understanding of transport systems in
disordered systems [62]. Percolation theory deals with the process of fluid flow in
a random media, where the fluid could be water, electrons, or microbes and the
media could be co↵ee granules, atomic structures or human populations. It has
been used to successfully describe physical phenomena such as: how a solvent
percolates through a solute; electron transport in an atomic lattice; or a disease
infecting a community [63]. The pioneers for the mathematical description of
percolation processes were Broadbent and Hammersley in the late 1950’s [64].
The simplest way to picture a percolation network is to take a regular square
lattice and randomly occupy sites with a probability, p. At a critical threshold,
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pc, the first long range connection will occur called the percolation threshold.
Now, imagine that each occupied sites is a wire with a resistance R and there are
two contact points on each side of the lattice, A and B. Below the percolation
threshold the total resistance, RT , will be infinitely large as no current can flow,
figure 2-10(a). At the percolation threshold current can first start to flow and the
resistance will be at a finite maximum, some multiple of R, figure 2-10(b). As
further sites are occupied more paths will be created that are in parallel to each
other and therefore lowering RT , figure 2-10(c). This continues up to a maximum
filling fraction, p = 1, where RT will now be less than R.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2-10: As the probability, p, that a site is occupied increases, the total
resistance, RT , decrease from an infinite value for (a) with p < pc; to a finite but
large value at (b) with p = pc; and then tends to a value less than R at (c) with
p > pc, as parallel conduction paths occur.
2.4.2 Electrical Percolation
It was Kirkpatrick who first formally took the percolation theorems of Broad-
bent and Hammersley and applied them specifically to the problem of conductive
particles in an insulating matrix [65]. In composites we can readily apply per-
colation theory as the conductive particles have conductances which are many
orders of magnitude greater than the insulating matrix. At low filling fractions
of filler, p, there are no current paths through the material and the resistance is
high, if not infinite. As the conductive particles are added to the matrix at some
critical volume filling fraction, which we also call pc, the material makes a tran-
sition from being an insulator to conductor. As further particles are added the
resistance quickly decreases. Eventually the matrix is saturated with particles
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Figure 2-11: As the filling fraction of particles in the composite is increased there
is a transition at the critical volume (percolation threshold), pc, from insulator
to conductor. The resistance decreases many orders of magnitude through the
percolation zone.
and no more can be added.The conduction becomes almost metallic-like as the
resistance tends to a minimum. This evolution is shown in figure 2-11.
Kirkpatrick was specifically interested in the conductance of 2D and 3D re-
sistor networks and at what critical volume fraction they crossed the percolation
threshold [65]. His work led to a simple power law dependence that could describe
the DC electrical conductivity close to and above the percolation threshold,
  / (p  pc)t, (2.9)
where   is the bulk composite conductivity, p the volume filling fraction of filler to
insulating matrix, pc the critical filling fraction and t the conduction coe cient.
Computational modelling of the process described above yields the universal
percolation theory predictions that in a 3D systems pc = 0.16 and t = 2.0 [59,
63, 66]. The universal percolation theory is a ‘touching’ model that assumes that
particles have to be in contact to conduct but that when they do there is zero
contact resistance between them.
The power law can be tested for real composites by fabricating samples of
di↵erent amounts of filler into the same amount of matrix and measuring the
resistance. It can be shown that t is a function of the system geometry and pc
is a function of particle geometry, dispersion and the nature of the conduction
between particles. Thus finding the values of pc and t enables conclusions to
be drawn regarding the nature of the particle dispersions and the percolation
processes.
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2.4.3 Carbon Black Example
In studying di↵erent carbon black composites with varying sizes and geometries
of filler incorporated into di↵erent insulating mediums it was found, by Balberg,
Carmona and many others, that often the expected values of pc and t did not
conform with the calculated values from universal percolation theory [59, 62, 66,
67, 68, 69]. Much work has gone into understanding where the discrepancy arises
and interpreting the values of t and pc with respect to the conduction mechanisms
in the composite and the nature of the particle dispersion.
To enable easy comparisons between di↵erent carbon black types they are
categorised according to their structure. With a low structure corresponding
to spherical well dispersed isolated particles and a high structure meaning either
geometrically highly anisotropic particles that are long and thin, or particles with
a tendency to agglomerate in large anisotropic clumps, figure 2-12.
It is found that generally the high structure particles have pc and t values
close to that of 0.16 and 2.0, following universal percolation theory. However
the low structure particles tend to have t values as high as 6.4 [68], many times
greater than predicted [63].
This is counter intuitive as the low structure particles should conform most
closely to the universal percolation theory as they most closely resemble the
theoretical ideal of an even dispersion. However, the universal percolation theory
makes a central assumption that the conduction between particles is either on,
touching, or o↵, not touching. This binary approach is not valid as electrons
are able to tunnel, and hop, between particles that are not actually in physical
contact.
If we examine our composites more closely we find that the particles dispersed
in the insulating medium are likely to be encased in a thin layer of insulating
medium. Experimental evidence shows that providing the medium is capable of
a high degree of wetting and the particles have a tendency to disperse, then a
surrounding insulating layer will encapsulate the particles [67]. Therefore true
particle-particle contact will not occur due to the insulating bu↵er, unless pc
approaches 0.7 which is the maximum packing fraction of spheres. However,
composites with the insulating bu↵er present around the filler are still able to
conduct at much lower filling fractions than this. This means our mechanism for
conduction, that underpins the percolation theory, is not ‘touching’. We must
take into account the ability of the electrons to tunnel between particles to form
conduction lines.
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Thus the central assumption of the universal percolation theory of particle -
particle touching must be adapted to include the e↵ects of tunneling. At first
the inclusion of tunneling might appear to completely undermine the idea of
percolation. Instead of a system where particles are only electrically connected
when they touch we now have the entire system of particles that are theoretically
electronically connected to every other particle via tunneling. How these two
apparently conflicting ideas are reconciled is that the probability of tunneling
exponentially decays with separation distance. Therefore the tunneling is only
likely to happen between particles that are closely separated. Typically tunneling
distances are of the order 5-50 nm depending on the nature of the barrier and
the materials that form it.
Percolation theory is still e↵ective as only nearest neighbours are assumed to
be able to tunnel but with an adjustment required to take into account tunneling
which is a function of the distribution of distances between the particles. If we
consider the resistance of a conduction line in the composite we must now sum the
resistance of all the particles in the conduction path, R and sum the resistance








where Rc is a function describing the resistance encountered to tunneling. Simply
put we can expect the universal percolation theory to hold when the sum of Rc
is negligible compared to R, while for percolation systems where the resistance
is dominated by Rc then we can expect non-universal percolation and t > 2.0.
In low structure systems, where the particles are small and well dispersed,
we can expect that percolation will start at low filling fractions as tunneling will
enable particles to connect without physically touching. However the resistance
will only decrease slowly as with the addition of more particles the tunneling
distances only decrease by a small amount and the medium surrounding the
particles forces tunneling to always take place. Due to there being many particles
in a percolation path there will always be many contacts, Rc, to include. Thus t
will be tend to a larger value as the conductivity only increases slowly but starts
increasing at a lower threshold pc, figure 2-12.
On the other hand for the high structure particles such as large agglomerates
or highly anisotropic particles, the first percolation path will not occur until a
higher critical volume fraction as there is a greater distance between the particles.
However above the percolation threshold, as the particles are large, there are less
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Figure 2-12: A schematic to show the di↵erence between low and high structure
fillers in a composite. At two representative filling fractions, the low and high
structure fillers clearly show very di↵erent behaviours. The low structure is able
to reach the percolation threshold for a lower p however the high structure once
it reaches the percolation threshold decreases in resistance at a much sharper
rate. This is due to the resistance being less dependant on the tunneling between
particles.
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tunneling barriers to be overcome in a percolation path and so the total resistance
is not so dependant on tunneling. Thus t will tend towards values of 2.0, as for
the universal percolation theory.
This situation is shown in figure 2-12, comparing equal filling fractions of
large (high structure) and small (low structure) particles. The high structure
has a much sharper percolation region, that onsets at a higher pc and reaches
a lower resistance. While the low structure reaches the percolation threshold
sooner but cannot reach such a low resistance due to more numerous resistance
critical tunneling barriers. The simple schematic in figure 2-12 has actually been
confirmed experimentally by Hong through comparing like composites but with
nano-sized fillers and micron sized filler [70]. Hong found that the percolation
threshold of the nano-sized filler was 14% and 30% for the micron sized particles.
The onset of percolation is also shown to occur at the same average inter-particle









where l is the length of the particle and p is the filling fraction [70]. This gives a
typical tunneling distance in these types of composites of 45 nm.
In summary the power law dependence from percolation theory is shown to
be a good starting point for describing the conductivity in composites. However
the impact of tunneling yields greater values of t in low structure composites
If the tunneling distance is large compared to the particle size then universal
percolation theory doesn’t apply; if the particle size is much greater than the
tunneling distance then universal percolation theory does apply. We now consider
the tunneling processes between the particles more closely.
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2.5 Tunneling
Tunneling is a quantum mechanical process by which a particle can penetrate
through a classically forbidden region. In considering electrons of energy, E,
incident on a one dimensional rectangular barrier of height,  , and width, b,
classical mechanics dictates that when E <   electrons will be unable to pass
through the barrier. However in quantum mechanics while most electrons incident
on the barrier are reflected, some are in fact transmitted through the barrier. The
probabilty of electron tranmssion is given by |T |2. The transmission probability
for a one dimensional rectangular barrier when Ez <   is,
|T |2 = 16E(   E)
 2
exp ( 2bkz) (2.12)





The tunneling probability decays exponentially with barrier width, b. The im-
portance of this has been discussed in the previous section where the average
distance between particles in a composite strongly e↵ects the overall resistance.
Further the tunneling probability is also a function of the e↵ective barrier height
and the temperature, T .
We wish to calculate the overall current density through a single barrier sys-
tem when the barrier is biased between the emitter and collector contacts by a
potential, eV . The bias causes the barrier to be become trapezoidal, shown in
figure 2-13, and become increasingly transparent as electrons are able to more
readily cross the barrier via thermionic emission.
We proceed by first finding an expression for the tunneling current through
a metal-insulator-metal (M-I-M) barrier as a function of the available electronic
states and the tunneling probability. The Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) ap-
proximation is utilized to obtain the transmission coe cient of the biased barrier
and we eventually arrive at the generic Tsu-Esaki tunneling equation. We apply
this in chapter 4 to derive the current - voltage (I V ) characteristics for a single
graphite-silicone-graphite barrier.
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Figure 2-13: A one dimensional M-I-M barrier. Electrons are able to tunnel
through the barrier of height,  , and width, b, with probability Z(Ez). The
barrier is sloped due to the applied potential eV .
2.5.1 Current Density Through a Barrier
Current density, J , is defined as the product of the number of electrons per unit
volume, n, the electronic charge, e, and the electron velocity, v, with,
J = nev. (2.14)
Applying this for the tunneling barrier, shown in figure 2-13, the number of
electrons per unit volume is given through summing over all the allowed electron
states in k-space with a certain probability that each state is occupied, fL(E),
given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The electron is only able to cross the
insulator if there is a corresponding unfilled allowed state on the the other side
and so we multiply by 1  fR(E). For tunneling to occur we also need to account
for the tunneling probability which we define as Z(Ez) = |T |2. Thus our current




fL(E)(1  fR(E))Z(Ez)vz , (2.15)
where vz is the electron velocity in the z-direction over the barrier. Rather than
taking the sum of all k-states, instead we integrate over the volume element of




. We also take account of the two possible spin states of the electrons by





fL(E)(1  fR(E))Z(Ez)vz . (2.16)
















As the kx and ky states are symmetric and equivalent integrating over dkx and
dky is equivalent to integrating over a cross-section of the Fermi sphere, kk2⇡dkk.





kk2⇡ dkk fL(E)(1  fR(E))Z(Ez) dEz . (2.19)












fL(E)(1  fR(E))Z(Ez) dEk dEz . (2.21)
Next, we find the total current density over the barrier by subtracting the cur-
rent going right to left, JT = JL!R   JR!L. We assume that any directional





(fL(E)  fR(E))Z(Ez) dEk dEz. (2.22)
The total current density over the barrier has a double integral both over the
energy in the z-direction, over the barrier, and the energy perpendicular to the
barrier. The total energy of the system is given by the sum of these, ET = Ez+Ek.
To evaluate JT we first integrate the Fermi-Dirac functions for Ek.
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2.5.2 Supply Function








and ✏F is the Fermi-energy. To evaluate the integrals of fL and














1 + exp( (Ek + Ez   ✏F )) dEk . (2.25)












































1 + exp(  (Ez + eV )
◆
. (2.28)
We then subtract left from right as from equation 2.22,


















1 + exp(  (Ez + eV ))
◆
. (2.30)
We have integrated the distribution of states in the emitter, minus the states in
the collector, that are perpendicular to the barrier to arrive at the supply function.
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The supply function describes the number of electrons in energy interval, Ez to
Ez + dEz that are available to tunnel.
2.5.3 Tunneling Probability
Now we turn our attention to finding the tunneling probability, Z(Ez), for which
we utilize the WKB approximation. This is a semi classical approximation for
the wave function through the barrier which provides a good solution provided
that the potential varies slowly with z and that the barrier is not too thin [71].
For the sloped barrier in figure 2-13 the potential is a linear function of z and









where kz is the value of the wave vector in the barrier from zL to zR. If barrier
was rectangular we would easily find,
Z(Ez) ' exp ( 2bkz) , (2.32)
where b = zR   zL, the barrier width. This is the same result as given in equa-
tion 2.12. However the applied potential eV means the barrier becomes sloped.
We define U(z) as the linear dependence of potential variation through the barrier
with,
U(z) =     (z   zL) . (2.33)










If we now make a substitution with X where
X =


















































(   Ez)3/2   (   Ez   eV )3/2
⇤◆
, (2.40)
the tunneling probability in a linearly sloped barrier.
2.5.4 Tsu-Esaki Equation
Combining the Fermi-Dirac distributions integrated over Ek and the tunneling






Z(Ez)F (Ez) dEz , (2.41)
where
F (Ez) = ln
✓
1 + exp(  Ez)








(   Ez)3/2   (   Ez   eV )3/2
⇤◆
. (2.43)
This is a very general result that can be readily applied to many tunneling situ-
ations such as M-I-M systems and super-lattices with multiple barriers [72]. It is
possible to find exact analytical solutions for certain situations through either as-
suming; low temperatures, T ! 0; a low applied potential; or a very high applied
potential. In the instance of a high potential we have a triangular barrier and
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we arrive at the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling equation [71]. In the chapter 4.3 we
solve equation 2.41 numerically for a graphite-silicone-graphite barrier in order to
model the theoretical I   V curves for a single barrier system and in the process
extract the height of the silicone barrier.
2.6 Summary
The aim of this chapter was to discuss some of the underlying physics behind
carbon and the nature of conduction in carbon-based composites.
Graphite was shown to be a semi-metal and graphene a zero band-gap semi-
conductor with the significance of its linear E   k dispersion briefly explained.
The tight binding model was applied to bilayer graphene to show that is has
an electric field tunable band-gap. This will certainly be of interest in the next
chapter where we discuss the origins of the NDR mechanism.
Next we considered percolation theory in relation to conductive composites.
The concept of electrons ‘percolating’ through a network of conductive particles,
forming conduction lines, will be of particular interest in chapter 5.4, where
conduction line destruction through perturbations will be used in di↵erential
pressure detection.
Experimental work with carbon black composites was used to show that the
universal percolation theory is not always correct. Instead a non-universal perco-
lation theory is required that includes the ability of electrons to tunnel between
particles due to encapsulation of the insulation matrix. This highlights the im-
portance of tunneling between particles in the conduction lines.
A general tunneling equation was derived, based on a M-I-M barrier, to de-
scribe the current through the barrier. We have included the e↵ect of a potential
that causes the barrier to become increasingly transparent for higher biases. We





This chapter describes the processes involved for the fabrication and measure-
ment of GSCs. Many of the processes are novel, having been developed at the
University of Bath, and are explained in detail. Firstly the composite mixing
and curing methods are given. Then the mounts that hold and enable electrical
contact to the composite are described. This includes a description of the im-
print lithography method, which holds much promise for future development of
flexible GSC devices. Next we discuss our development of naphthalene centered
molecules that increase the miscibility of graphite in silicone. The measurement
processes are all given, with special attention paid to the di↵erent bend-strain
systems developed. The method for calculation of the bend induced strain is
derived. Finally the design and measurement process for a di↵erential pressure
array (DPA) is given in detail.
3.1 Sample Fabrication
3.1.1 Chemical Properties of Pristine Silicone Rubber
Before describing the fabrication of GSCs it is worthwhile considering pristine
silicone rubber itself. The silicone rubber (Alchemie, RTV139) is a room temper-
ature vulcanization (RTV) silicone that cures on addition of a platinum based
catalyst (Alchemie, C149). A RTV silicone was selected because of its ease of
mixing, curing and physical properties. RTV139 is commonly used in mould
making, producing replicas and prototyping; it has a low viscosity (before cure),
exceptionally high tear strength and good elongation [73]. A piece of cured pris-
tine silicone rubber is shown in figure 3-1(a).
















Figure 3-1: (a) Pristine silicone rubber with a 20:1 mix of RTV139:C149 after
curing for 24 hours. (b) The molecular structure of silicone rubber where R is
either a methyl group, vinyl group, phenyl group or hydrogen atom, depending
on the desired properties of the silicone rubber.
of silicon - oxygen chains with two organic side groups attached to each silicon.
The siloxane backbone is common to sand, glass and quartz; it is the organic
side groups on the silicon that give silicone rubber its elastomer properties. In
general the side groups can be any of the following:
• Methyl Group Si CH3 ) Most commonly found group
• Vinyl group Si CH CH2 ) Gives cross linking via double bond
• Phenyl Group Si ) Enables flexibility by reduced packing
• Hydrogen Si H ) Provides cross linking site
It is the proportions of these four groups contained in the silicone rubber that de-
fines its physical properties such as its flexibility or tear strength. The molecular
structure of the silicone polymer is shown in figure 3-1(b), whereR represents the
location of either a methyl group, vinyl group, phenyl group or hydrogen atom.
The curing process, that solidifies the rubber, is by the formation of a complex
3D network of polymer chains achieved through cross linking between the chains.
The cross linking reaction occurs via a platinum catalyst. The platinum has one
free coordination site which interacts with the double bond in a vinyl group. The
double bond is broken and a single bond is formed instead to a nearby Si H
group, leaving the two chains cross linked. The platinum is then released and
available to continue further cross linking. This is known as a platinum-catalyzed
hydrosilylation reaction [74].
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To make pristine silicone rubber catalyst is admixed to the liquid rubber in a
1:20 ratio by mass. The mixture can then be poured into a template and left to
cure for 24 hours. If a detailed mould is being used the rubber can be degassed
which ensures it is bubble free. Once cured the rubber is both very flexible and
durable and can be elastically stretched a great deal, with a maximum elongation
of 400% [73]. For low temperatures when the rubber is cooled below 200K it goes
through a glass transition, Tg and becomes rigid and glass-like. On warming back
again, above Tg, the rubber fully regains its elastomer properties.
The ability to combine the flexible, electrically insulating, silicone rubber with
highly conductive graphite nanoparticles allows for the fabrication of a flexible
conductive composites.
3.1.2 Composite Mixing
The process for the fabrication of GSCs was developed at the University of Bath.
Others have combined silicone rubber and various forms of graphite particles,
such as carbon black [75, 76]. What is unique for our composite is both the high
conductivity of the HOPG particles and the high volume fraction of graphite in
the silicone matrix that we achieve. This combines to form a composite with
a much lower resistivity. The GSC compromises of three main elements, sili-
cone rubber (Alchemie, RTV139), catalyst (Alchemie C149) and 450 nm HOPG
nanoparticles (NanoAmor, 1246HT)1.
The mixing process is relatively basic but requires user skill and patience
to accurately produce the precisely desired concentrations of composite. The
main di culty arises in mixing the thick viscous paste enough, so that all the
nanoparticles are homogeneously dispersed. The fabrication process is shown in
the flow chart in figure 3-2. It includes typical quantities that would provide a
surface coverage of 15 cm2 at a height of 100 µm. The concentration of graphite













where mg,ms and mc are the mass of the graphite, silicone rubber and catalyst
mixed into the composite and ⇢g, ⇢c and ⇢s are the densities of graphite, catalyst
and pristine silicone rubber. Using the masses given in figure 3-2 and the den-
11246HT is no longer available and replaced by 400 nm HOPG nanoparticles, 1250HT
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Property Units Silicone RTV 139 Catalyst C149 Graphite1246HT
Appearance - white liquid clear liquid black fine powder
Density gcm 3 1.11-1.15 [73] 1.12-1.17 [73] 2.25 [77]
Viscosity mPaS 25,000 [73] 10 [73] N/A
Resistivity µ⌦m 1 1 0.4[78]
Table 3.1: The density, viscosity and resistivity of the silicone rubber, catalyst
and graphite used in GSCs.
sities, given in table 3.1, the volume fraction is pg=35.4%. This is close to the
maximum volume fraction attainable before the composite becomes too viscous
to mix homogeneously.
To overcome the greatest di culty of fabrication, the high viscosity of the
wet mixture, various techniques were attempted including incorporating, hexane,
silicone oil, acetone or additional catalyst into the mix. However all of these
were unsuccessful, either they inhibited the cure processes; caused a significant
degradation to the rubber properties; or simply had no impact on the viscosity
at all.
Ideally the fabrication process would be scaled up to enable larger batches
of composite to be produced. This would improve the accuracy in achieving the
desired concentrations through reduction of errors in weighing out. An auto-
mated mixing process would be an obvious improvement and might allow for
even greater concentrations of graphite in the silicone. Possibly the use of a me-
chanical stirrer and some form of sonification, to minimise aggregation, would
be successful. Others have reported improved dispersions through the addition
of large quantities of hexane and then using mechanical stirring and ultrasonic
vibration whilst the hexane is slowly allowed to evaporate o↵ [75].
3.2 Composite Mounts
Predominantly there are two mounts used in making the samples, a PCB board,
which provides a rigid surface and easy electrical contacting; and an acetate sheet,
which allows the composites flexible properties to be investigated. The acetate
mount required some imaginative solutions for bonding wires to enable ohmic
contacts.
As well as the two main mounts a third mount was developed which used
pristine silicone rubber as the mount substrate. Using imprint lithography com-
posite Hall bars were made in a silicon template and transferred onto the pristine
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Weigh 0.1100 g of liquid silicone rubber,
RTV139, onto a small shallow watch glass
Weigh 0.1250 g of HOPG nanoparticles into weighing boat
Slowly add the nanoparticles into the wet rub-
ber. Mix in completely before adding more
Repeat until all particles are homogeneously
mixed in. The mixture will be highly viscous
Add 0.0065 g of C149 catalyst and mix
for five minutes. Viscosity will reduce
Spread composite mixture onto the printed circuit board (PCB)
mount. Use electrical tape to create a template of height
100 µm. Smooth composite into template using a flat spatula
Cure for 24 hours at room temperature. Do not
cover. Remove template and trim edges with scalpel
Figure 3-2: Flow chart outlining the steps in fabrication of GSCs for a sample of
pg=35.4%. The mixing of the graphite nanoparticles as a homogeneous dispersion
in the silicone requires user skill and patience as the mixture becomes highly
viscous.
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silicone with feature sizes of 25 µm. Very few results for this are included, how-
ever the processes have still been described as imprint lithography with silicone
rubber is a completely novel method and holds the best opportunities for future
development of flexible GSC devices.
3.2.1 Rigid PCB Mount
The greatest advantage of the PCB mount is its ease of use for prototyping and
quick development of GSC devices. It is a simple case of designing a template in
software and then following a standard PCB fabrication procedure to produce a
custom PCB board in under an hour.
The geometric layout of the PCB is critical as it must allow four-terminal (4T)
measurements over small separation distances, whilst allowing the composite to
adhere well for good electrical contact. Contact pads must be greater than 1 mm2
to minimise contact resistance. However the composite was also found to adhere
best to the PCB insulating surface, a rough surface of woven glass fibre and resin,
than the smooth copper contact pads. Therefore hollow contact pads were used
so that the composite adhered strongly to the PCB and was forced down onto
the contact pads which allowed good electrical contact. For the 4T measurement,
discussed in section 3.4.1, very thin copper voltage probes were required. A tight
restriction on the total length of the sample between the contact pads, to enable
voltages under 50 V, and the requirement of more than two probes meant that
the probes had to be less than 100 µm wide. Usually PCB manufacture, in
the above way, is limited to line widths of no less than 150 µm. However an
optimised process was derived to enable 80 µm probes that involved a controlled
over etching of the probes.
The PCB mount is relatively easy and simple to fabricate as it follows well
used and documented processes. For the acetate mount and silicone rubber im-
print lithography method this is not the case. Similar issues still had to be
considered such as contact pads, contact resistance, and minimum feature size.
However, for these novel processes there is little or no documented techniques,
and advancement was through a process of trial and error with much experimen-
tation of di↵erent materials and methods.
3.2.2 Flexible Acetate Mount
An important aspect of the research was to explore how the composite properties
respond to bend induced strain. This required a flexible mount which would
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Figure 3-3: A 100 µm thick GSC on a PCB mount. Contact probes are 80 µm
wide. This set-up allows a 4T measurement for di↵erent probe separation dis-
tances. The contact pads are large and are hollow in the centre creating better
adhesion of the composite.
allow the composite to adhere well to the surface and then readily deform as
the composite was bent. Further the mount would have to be able to provide
adequate contact to the composite and allow electrical connections to an external
circuit. It was found that 100 µm thick acetate sheet was best suited to the task.
Contacts were fabricated onto the acetate through a thermal deposition pro-
cess using a specially designed card mask. The card was cut using a laser cutter2
with a feature size of 100 µm. A simple cross shaped mask was found to be
e↵ective. The mask was fixed to the acetate sheet, and secured to a metal plate
in a thermal evaporator ready for deposition.
Firstly 80 nm of chromium was deposited as it was found to form a better
layer on to the acetate than gold. Then 80 nm of gold was deposited on top of the
chromium. The composite adheres more readily to the gold surface and creates
the lowest resistance contacts.
Templates using electrical tape were formed across the acetate to enable
100 um high strips of composite to be cured across the gold contacts. The
composite was mixed, using the method in figure 3-2 and cured for 24 hours.
The templates were removed and a further deposition of gold was done over the
contact areas to minimise the contact resistance, < 100 ⌦. Either two-terminal
(2T) or 4T samples could be made through a simple alteration of the mask. An
2A Epilog 45W laser cutter was used courtesy of the University of Bath Engineering De-
partment. Settings: Speed = 100% Frequency = 450 Hz Power = 45%
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Figure 3-4: An array of nine composite samples on an acetate sheet. Deposition
of chromium and gold was used to create low resistance contacts. A cross shape
template allows a 4T measurement to be made.
array of nine samples is shown in figure 3-4.
To contact the composite samples to an external circuit thin electrical wires
were attached to the acetate. A 50 SWG unshielded copper wire was used as it is
very thin, 110 µm, and light. Therefore the wires do not significantly impact on
the acetate or interfere with bending. To secure the wire in place it was threaded
through a tiny hole punched in the acetate in a region covered by the deposited
gold, and fastened by twisting the end back on itself. A small drop of silver
epoxy was then applied to secure the wire and cured at 80 C for 15 minutes. The
acetate samples were cut into 11 mm by 5 mm strips ready for testing.
This is an e↵ective and scalable way to fabricate the samples. A more detailed
mask could be made through using a better mask material than card, such as
acrylic, glass or thin metal. A laser cutter could potentially be used to cut feature
sizes as small as 25 µm and allow a pixel resolution of 50 µm. This would enable
a device of comparable resolution to the human finger, which can detect surface
roughness down to 100 µm [17] and is one of the most sensitive tactile sensors
known [18]. Therefore this method has potential for helping create suitable bio-
mechanical skin devices. Another way in which to approach these feature sizes is
through using an imprint lithography method.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3-5: (a) A Hall bar shape is etched, 110 µm deep, into silicon to make
a stamp. (b) The composite is then cured in the stamp and released through a
pristine silicone substrate. Composite Hall bars of 50 µm wide and 110 µm high
were successfully fabricated.
3.2.3 Imprint Lithography
The aim of this work was to adapt traditional clean room nanofabrication tech-
niques to create a silicon wafer stamp that could be used to mould the composite
in a way that is scalable for creating large numbers of samples. The stamps were
made in Hall bar shapes, 1,000 µm long and 50 µm wide and 110 µm deep so that
the composite could be spread into the etched out Hall bar, figure 3-5(a). The
technique allows for arrays of small composites to be fabricated reproducibly
however, the di culty lies in extracting the composite from the silicon stamp
after the composite has cured.
The first stage was to produce a silicon stamp with a deep etch of 110 µm and
smooth sides without any undercutting to allow the composite to be retrieved.
The detailed procedure for this is given in appendix B and the recipe developed for
inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) deep etching without
undercutting is given in appendix C. The stamps are shown in figure 3-5(a).
Having fabricated the stamps the next stage was to mix a composite batch
and spread it into the hollow Hall bar stamps through compressing it down onto
the surface of the stamp. In order to retrieve complete composite Hall bars from
the stamp, pristine silicone rubber was chosen as the mount for the GSC. The
silicone rubber can polymerise with the GSC directly to create a strong chemical
bond between the conductive composite and insulating mount.
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An initial trial found that the silicone rubber created a good bond to the
composite. However the composite itself had a tendency to tear as it was released
from the stamp. A release agent of a 1:20 mix of Vaseline to white spirit painted
over the stamp before applying the composite was found to reduce the tearing.
The fabrication of the stamps and transfer of the composite to the pristine
silicone rubber was successful. The composite can be seen having been removed
from the stamp in a complete Hall bar shape with a width of 50 µm and a depth
of around 110 µm in figure 3-5(b).
The next di culty came in making ohmic contacts to the samples. Various
techniques were explored such as threading thin wires into the contact pads and
through the rubber and using silver epoxy to hold them in place. However this
caused strain and movement in the contact pads and damaged the Hall bars.
With a more suitably designed Hall bar mask with su cient sized contact pads
to allow wires to be attached with silver epoxy this problem could be overcome.
Further, the use of cryogenic etching or further optimisation of the ICP-RIE
etching needs exploring. Focus should be put on creating semi-circular trenches
that would allow better release of the composite, which could be achieved through
greater passivation of the side walls during the etching process.
3.3 Naphthalene Molecules for Absorption onto
Graphite
We were interested in the e↵ects of the addition of functionalized naphthalene
based molecules to the composite. The naphthalene molecule is an organic aro-
matic hydrocarbon, consisting of two benzene rings joined together to form the
center of the slightly larger naphthalene diimide (NDI) molecule. The NDI
molecule’s benzene core has the same hexagonal structure as graphite and readily
lies flat on a HOPG surface via ⇡   ⇡ interactions [79]. These molecules can be
functionalized with a range of di↵erent appendages. Including: Si OH groups
that are able to polymerise with silicone rubber; benzene groups that are large
and form a barrier between the nanoparticles; and groups that alter the electron
cloud of the naphthalene through providing additional delocalized electrons.
Four di↵erent molecules were prepared following the procedure given in ap-
pendix D.3 These four molecules NDI-Si, NDI-Hex, NDI-Ph, which have NDI
3The molecules were prepared by Giles Prentice and Dr Dan Pantos from the Chemistry
Department at the University of Bath.
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centers, and DN-Silanol, which has a naphthalene center, are shown in figure 3-
6. The molecules are in powdered form and were each ground into the HOPG
powder for five minutes at a ratio of 1 : 100 by mass. The composites were then
fabricated in the usual way following the method in figure 3-2. During the mixing
process it was found that the graphite powder with the NDI-Si and DN-Silanol
were more readily mixed and produced a lower viscosity mixture. No change in
the miscibility was observed for the NDI-Hex or NDI-Ph.
The resistivity of the composite for each of the four molecules and a control
sample of equal volume fraction is shown in figure 3-7. The molecules that contain
the silicone appendages reduce the resistivity of the composite, in comparison to
the control, while the NDI-Hex and NDI-Ph both increase the resistance by up
to 200%.
The NDI-Si and DN-Silanol are able to anchor the graphite nanoparticles in
the silicone rubber matrix. The naphthalene centers are able to cover the surfaces
of the graphite and the appendages directly polymerise with the silicone matrix.
This improves the miscibility of the composite, observed during the mixing pro-
cess and allows for a better dispersion of particles through the composite. A
better dispersion lowers the overall composite resistance.
The NDI-Hex and NDI-Ph molecules increase the resistance as they are not
able to polymerise into the composite to aid dispersion. Instead they add an
additional barrier to tunneling between graphite particles. The e↵ect is most
pronounced for NDI-Ph as this has the large benzene appendages.
The NDI molecules are able to lie flat on the graphite surface. Assuming there
is no stacking of the molecules the surface coverage of the NDI-Si on the graphite









where ⇢g is the density of graphite, Ag is Avogadros constant, l is the nanoparticle
size , a = 140 nm is the bond length in benzene and M is the molar mass of
NDI-Si.
The addition of the NDI molecules is significant. Including NDI-Si increased
the maximum volume fraction of graphite from p = 36% to p = 39.5% through
the greater miscibility. This enabled lower resistance samples to be fabricated,
which is in addition to the lowering of the resistance of the composite for the same
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This molecule has been
imaged on a graphite sur-
face and shown to form an
ordered arrangement [79].
NDI-Ph 626.70
A large flat structure that






ize directly with the sili-
cone rubber. The oxygen
atom causes the Naphtha-
lene center to become elec-
tron rich which reduces
stacking.
[1] Names are short representative forms. NDI stands for naphthalene diimide, Si for silicone,
Hex for hexane, Ph for benzene and DN for naphthalene.
Figure 3-6: Table showing the names and structures of the di↵erent naphtha-
lene based molecules incorporated into the composite, to altered the graphite
properties or provide direct polymerization into the silicone rubber.
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Figure 3-7: The di↵erence in resistivity from the addition of di↵erent NDI based
molecules for the same filling fractions of composite. NDI-Si and DN-Silanol
reduced the resistance in comparison to the control by 38% and 34%, as they im-
prove the particle dispersions through polymerization with the matrix . NDI-Hex
and NDI-Ph both increase the resistance by 80% and 200%. These do not have
the silicone appendages and do not aid dispersion. The resistance increases as
they cover the graphite nanoparticles and create an increased barrier to tunneling.
3.4 Measurement
3.4.1 Four Terminal Measurement
To measure the electrical characteristics of the GSC a 4T set-up was used. The
current was injected into the sample and voltage probes were then used to measure
the potential drop across a section of the composite. The advantage of a 4T
measurement is that only the voltage drop of the sample is measured and not the
potential drop due to the contact resistance, Rc, or any wire resistance, Rw. The
arrangement for a 4T measurement is shown in figure 3-8(a). The voltmeter used
to measure V4T can be considered to have an almost infinitely high resistance and
so no current is able to flow through the voltage probes. Therefore, as V = IR,
there is no voltage drop across Rp and hence only the true voltage drop across the
sample is measured, allowing for a precise measurement of sample resistance, Rs.
The 4T measurement was particularly important in measuring the properties of
GSCs because the insulating nature of silicone rubber meant that ohmic contacts
were particularly di cult to fabricate with contact resistances of the order 100 ⌦.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3-8: (a) A 4T set-up was used to measure the electrical characteristics of
GSCs. (b) The measurement of the I   V characteristics was automated by a
LabView acquisition program.
3.4.2 Current - Voltage Measurement
The most common form of measurement throughout this work is the I   V
characteristics of the composite. LabView acquisition software was used to collect
the current and voltage measurements and control the source meters directly
through a computer via a GPIB connection. A program was written that swept
the applied voltage, through a Keithley 2400 high precision source-meter, from
zero to a desired value and back again. The ramp rate was set to 500 mV
per second in 100 mV steps. The Keithley 2400 source-meter also measured
the current. A current limit of 80 mA was set to protect both the sample and
equipment in case of shorting. The 4T voltage was simultaneously measured by a
Keithley 2002 multi-meter for each increment in the applied bias. The schematic
for the measurement process is shown in figure 3-8(b).
3.4.3 Low Temperature Measurement
Some of the most interesting characteristics of the composite occur at low tem-
perature; below its glass transition temperature 200 K. The ability to quickly
measure I   V curves was paramount to the success of the work as it enabled
rapid development, prototyping and many repeat measurements. The use of a
sealed cryostat was often unnecessary. Instead a simple custom probe was de-
signed. Samples were attached to the probe and the probe was then directly
lowered into a flask of liquid nitrogen. A polystyrene lid covered the top to
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minimize evaporation losses.
For helium temperature experiments, 4 K - 250 K, a variable temperature
cyrostat (VTC) from Cryogenic Ltd was used. The temperature of the sample
space was controlled through a Lakeshore 340 Temperature Controller as the he-
lium was gently pumped on. The desired temperature was set on the temperature
controller, which automatically controlled heating elements in the cryostat using
a feedback system. Typically it took around 30 minutes to stabilize at a desired
temperature.
3.4.4 Oscillation Frequency Measurement
For measurement of the oscillation frequencies of the composite in an LC circuit
an Agilent DS06014A oscilloscope with a USB connection to a LabView program
was used. Due to the nonlinearities in the frequency response of the composite,
the low single/noise ratio and the presence of two or more resonant frequencies it
was necessary to perform a fast fourier transform (FFT) to identify the position
of the key oscillation frequencies. The pseudo-code for the LabView program
responsible for the data analysis is as follows:
• Read in 100, 0.2 ms frames of time series data
• For each frame
– Perform a second order Savitzky-Gorlay averaging
– Apply a Butterworth bandpass filter between 150 Hz to 20 kHz
– Compute the FFT to find the power spectral density
• Average over the 100 frames
• Detect the main peak and perform a second order polynomial fit to find the
central frequency to a 5 Hz resolution.
The program was adapted for di↵erent measurements depending on the frequency
range or the accuracy desired. It could also be used in conjunction with the I V
program to calculate the FFT for each voltage increment. To minimize the e↵ect
of noise; coaxial cables were used to shield the signal; grounded metal boxes
were used to contain the key components; and the entire experimental set-up was
contained within a closed Faraday cage. The overall e↵ect of the noise reduction
measures was to shift the base noise level down from -80 dB to -120 dB (100 µV
to 1 µV).
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3.5 Bend Induced Bilayer Strain
3.5.1 Room Temperature Bend
To explore the e↵ect of bend induced strain on the composite, at room temper-
ature, a precisely controlled stepper motor was employed, shown in figure 3-9.
The stepper motor was used as a linear actuator with a shaft screw pitch of
0.5 mm, with each single step corresponding to a 1.25 µm horizontal displace-
ment. The horizontal displacement is achieved by a sliding vernier calibre jaw
along the main guide bar such that two supports, that hold the sample in place,
move relative to each other. The supports have machined 70  grooves that pin
the sample in place, restricting any horizontal or vertical movement at the sam-
ple ends, whilst allowing it to rotate freely in a vertically upwards motion. The
horizontal displacement was measured by the attached dial gauge to an accuracy
of ±1 µm. The electrical resistance of the sample is continuously measured in a
4T configuration.
The stepper motor was controlled by a trigger that could be selected to pro-
duce either a 20 µm or 200 µm horizontal displacement. This was achieved
through, a series of logic gates, pulse generators and an 80 Hz oscillator, in order
to signal a Samtronic-101 drive motor. The trigger could be either through a
manual switch or via remote operation. The remote operation was controlled by
a LabView program so that the process of measuring the resistance whilst the
composite strain was incremented was completely automated.
3.5.2 Low Temperature Bend
Ideally a similar set-up to the one described above would be used to control
the bend at low temperatures, 77 K. However this was not possible because the
composite bend must be altered above the glass transition temperature with the
composite then cooled down again to 77 K. Therefore the set-up was required
to cope with regular thermal cycling by having a low thermal mass without any
electronic components, while still being able to provide an actuate and calibrated
horizontal displacement of the sample.
The solution was to use a lead screw actuator, in a similar way to the stepper
motor for the room temperature set-up, to control the horizontal displacement
between two aluminium plates, shown in figure 3-10(a). PTFE blocks were at-
tached to the plates and had grooves cut into them to hold the sample in place.
The set-up could be inverted and placed on a long probe so that it could be fully
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Figure 3-9: The bend in the composite at room temperature was precisely con-
trolled through a stepper motor functioning as a linear actuator. Step sizes of
25 µm were triggered from mechanical switching or through remote operation
with a 5 V pulse.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-10: (a) The low temperature lead screw linear actuator is placed on a
probe so that it can be lowered into a flask of liquid nitrogen. (b) Photos of the
sample flat and in compressive strain. (c) Schematic showing the calculation of
bend radius, ⇢, as a function of the horizontal displacement.
immersed into liquid nitrogen.
The lead screw has a 1/4 inch Whitworth thread with a pitch of 0.05 inch
(20 threads per inch). Such that for each 45  turn of the screw the horizontal
displacement is 160 µm. This is clearly not as accurate as the 25 µm step size for
the room temperature experiment however the screw could be turned 1.5 turns
times, whilst bending the composite elastically, corresponding to 12 steps. The
greatest error comes from human error of lining up the guiding lines to ensure
that the screw is turned exactly through 45 . Other problems were that the
screw thread was not perfectly homogeneous with some rust build up over time.
In reversing the direction of movement it was di cult to consistently compensate
for the backlash. With experience it was found that a 90  counter turn was
required.
Although there are many ways in which this crude set-up could be improved
with careful user handling it was able to provide consistent and repeatable bends
in the sample. To calibrate and confirm that the set-up was producing the desired
bend radius a camera was used to photo the bend for each 45  turn, an example
for two bends are shown in figure 3-10(b). By fitting an arc to the photos, it was
possible to calculate the exact bend radius. This was in good agreement with the
bend radius calculated from the number of screw turns and the length of sample.
The method used to calculate the bend radius, and the resulting bend induced
bilayer strain in the sample is now given.
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3.5.3 Calculation of Bilayer Strain
To find the bend induced bilayer strain of the composite the bend radius, ⇢, must
first be calculated. Through knowledge of either the number of steps, of the
stepper motor, or the number of screw turns, in the low temperature system, and
the initial length of the sample, l0, the horizontal distance, l, between the two
supports can be found. Using the schematic in figure 3-10(c) we use trigonometric
functions to find the relationship between l and ⇢ as:
l0 = ✓⇢
l = 2⇢ sin(✓/2)
)






taking ✓ as the angle in radians of the circular sector, with arc length, l0, chord l































gives the bend radius, ⇢ as a function of the horizontal compression, ⌘.
Next to find the induced strain in the composite we must consider the acetate
and the composite as a bilayer system. The radius of curvature can be related
to the strain, ", thickness, a and Young’s modulus, E, of each layer where the
composite layer is denoted by the subscript 1 and the acetate by subscript 2,
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; h = a1 + a2 .
The composite and the acetate have approximately the same thickness: a1 = a2 =
100 µm which allows equation 3.6 to be simplified, using m = 1 and h = a1+ a2,
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and rearranged to find an expression for the di↵erential strain,  ",
 " = "2   "1 = h(14 + n+ 1/n)
24⇢
, (3.7)















where E1 ⇡ 4 MPa and E2 ⇡ 400 MPa are the Young’s moduli of the compos-
ite and acetate respectively; and h = 200 µm is the combined thickness of the
composite and acetate. Equation 3.8 allows the bilayer strain to be found as a
function of only the change in horizontal compression. When the composite is
placed in compressive strain " is negative and for a tensile strain " is positive.
Bilayer strains of up to ±20% can be used to elastically deform the compos-
ite. Straining the composite-acetate system to |✏| > 20% leads to a permanent
deformation.
3.6 Di↵erential Pressure Array
3.6.1 Concept
The DPA was built to demonstrate that the piezoresistive spiking properties of
GSCs can be utilized in an imaging device. To achieve this an 8 by 8 array
of 64 individual composite samples, pixels, were formed on a PCB board. Each
composite pixel can be individually addressed using a control circuit. The control
electronics were constructed such that each pixel resistance could be measured
four times a second. This enables the detection of sharp resistance spikes caused
by the destruction of conduction lines from a pressure perturbation, a di↵erential
pressure. The control circuit was specifically designed to be electronically isolated
from the sample signal through an optocoupler and transistor components to
allow the composite to be biased into the NDR region.
3.6.2 Design
To individually measure the resistance of each composite without requiring the
use of separate contacts for each pixel, row-column (read -write) lines were used.
In order to only measure the resistance of the addressed composite a transistor in
series with each composite was required that switches on the current path only
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for the addressed composite. The in situ transistor is switched by column (write)
lines that apply a 5 V gate voltage.
The sample signal is then measured between the row (read) line and the
ground of the transistor, having passed through the composite and the drain-
source of the transistor. In total 8 + 8 + 1 = 17 (row+column+ground) contacts
are required to address every individual composite in the array rather than the
82 + 1 = 65 required if the in situ transistors were not used.
To enable a pixel resolution of 10 dpi an array with 2.54 mm (0.1 inch) spacing
between each composite center was used. Each composite forms a 2 mm by 2 mm
square so that there is a 0.54 mm space between composite pixels. The total array
has sides of 19.8 mm.
The row and column lines were fabricated on separate PCB boards, forming
upper and lower layers, shown in figure 3-11(a) and (b). A middle layer was used
to combine the upper and lower layers and lock the structure together.
Holes were drilled through the three layers to allow the composite to form
the connection between the row-column lines. An automated drilling system was
used to drill the required 64 holes in each layer with a 0.8 mm diameter and an
accuracy of ±5 µm.4 The layered construction is shown in figure 3-11(a).
The composite is contacted on the top layer through circular copper tracks,
figure 3-11(b). The composite then extends 300 µm into the drilled hole where
it contacts to a metal pin. The pin, held in place by the middle layer, passes
through to the bottom layer where it is soldered to the drain of the transistor.
The circular copper track has a width of 0.4 mm and total diameter 1.8 mm
giving the drilled hole a clearance of 0.1 mm. The track has a surface area of
1.76 mm2 to contact to the composite. The contact area with the pin below is
0.5 mm2.
3.6.3 Electronics
The electronics was designed to sense the resistance of each individual composite
pixel in the array through a raster scan. A raster scan being where each a row
of pixels is addressed and every pixel in that row is then addressed individually,
before progressing to the next row. The aim was to enable a resistance image of
the 8 by 8 pressure array to be continually updated at a raster scan rate of 4 Hz,
i.e the whole array being addressed four times every second.




Figure 3-11: (a) The upper, middle and lower layers of the device. The composite
pixels are formed on the upper layer and the transistors soldered to the lower layer.
Metallic pins extend through the middle section that lock the device together.
(b) The PCB designs of the upper and lower layers. The upper layer holds
the row (read) lines and the lower layer the columns (write) lines which run
perpendicular to one another. (c) A cross sectional schematic showing the pin,
the bottom contact, coming out of the middle layer and part way into the upper
layer. The composite is formed on the circular upper track and extends down
onto the pin creating the electrical contact between the row and column.
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Figure 3-12: The switching circuit that automates the addressing of each com-
posite pixel of the DPA in turn. The row and column counters control which
composite pixel is addressed while the Darlington transistor - optocoupler sys-
tem decouples the switching circuit from the input signal to the composite.
The in situ transistors for switching each composite pixel were N-channel
MOSFET’s in a SC-75 package. They are suited to this application as they are
small, have fast switching times, < 20 ns and low on-resistance of < 1 ⌦.
The composite address system worked by addressing one row and and then
each column in turn before addressing the next row. The timing was controlled
via the switching circuit in figure 3-12. The role of the key components is as
follows.
Binary Counter The binary counters signal the demultiplexer which row or col-
umn to address. As the array is 8 by 8 the 4th bit is not required therefore
they are used as 3-bit counters that count from 0 to 7. To enable synchro-
nisation between addressing rows and columns (sweeping the column for
each row) the row counter is driven at a frequency set by the output of the
first column. Each time a column sweep is completed the next row is then
addressed.
Demultiplexer The demultiplexer converts the 3-bit binary count to eight indi-
vidual outputs. The column demultiplexer switches the in situ transistors
o↵ and on (0 or 5 V). The row demultiplexer switches the Darlington tran-
sistors o↵ and on (0 or 5 V).
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Darlington Transistor The NPN Darlington transistors switch a current of
50 mA, o↵ or on, into the optocoupler. The Darlington transistors, which
are two bipolar transistors in series, have a high current gain and allow
large currents to be switched.
Optocoupler The optocoupler is an integrated GaAs LED and silicone NPN
phototransistor. When the current is applied, switched by the Darling-
ton transistors, the internal infrared LED lights and emits photons that
incident on the internal phototransistor allowing a current to flow to the
composite. The optocoupler allows the control circuit and composite signal
to be completely electronically isolated.
3.6.4 Composite Pixels
The GSC were formed on the device through using a template of 64, 2 mm sized
squares with a spacing of 0.54 mm. The template was aligned and secured over
the drilled holes and circular tracks. A composite of p = 34.8 %, that included
2% NDI-Si, was firmly spread into the template to push the composite into the
0.8 mm diameter holes and enable contact with the metal pin. The composite was
allowed to cure for 48 hours. A removal template was used to hold the composite
squares in position while the template was lifted away to ensure the contacts of
the composite pixels to the device were not damaged. The 64 composite array
can be seen in figure 3-13. The resistance of each individual composite was
measured to be 6 ± 2 k⌦. Its di cult to calculate the exact resistivity, ⇢, of
the composite due to geometry of the pixel, however we can estimate that the
composite conducts through a cylinder of radius 0.4 mm and length 0.4 mm to
find ⇢ = 7.5 ⌦m. This is higher than would be expected for this filling fraction
of composite and is due to contact resistance which mainly arises from the small
contact area of the metallic pin.
3.6.5 Data Collection
The overall circuit to control the DPA is shown in figure 3-14. To enable con-
tinuous and fast acquisition for the resistance of each array element an Agilent
DSO6014A oscilloscope was used that interfaces directly with LabView via USB
for quick data transfer.
Two frequency generators are required. One to produce the measurement
signal at the sample frequency of fS = 10 kHz. The second frequency generator
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(a) (b)
Figure 3-13: (a) The 64 composite pixels are 2 mm by 2 mm. The circular pillars
seen at the top and bottom are guides for sliding the stamp into position. (b)
The compete device is held in a vice for stability. The green wires address the
eight rows and the white wires seen in the background are for addressing the
eight columns.
drives the switching speed of the composite address system. The drive frequency
was set to fD = 1 kHz.
The oscilloscope then measures the amplitude of the measurement signal, that
passes through the addressed composite pixel and into a resistor to ground, to
find the resistance of the pixels. The oscilloscope records a continuous waveform
of 10 kHz. As the addressing of the composites is being switched at a drive fre-
quency ten times slower than the sample frequency, ten oscillations are recorded
per composite, before the next composite is addressed. The switching is almost
instantaneous.
To determine which signal portion is attributable for which composite a trigger
signal is used to indicate when the first composite of the raster scan is addressed.
Knowing the start location, the waveform can then be split into 64 segments
of ten oscillations each. The mean amplitude for each segment is measured to
determine the resistance of each of the 64 composite pixels in the array. This
process of switching, data acquisition and analysis for all the pixels in the array
is repeated four times a second, yielding a raster scan frequency of 4 Hz.
The device is designed for the detection of perturbations that cause the resis-
tance to spike. Therefore for each composite, i, we compute the rolling point by
point mean of the resistance using the previous twenty measurements, R¯i, and
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Figure 3-14: The control circuit for the DPA. Two function generators are re-
quired: One to generate the signal applied to the composite, fS, and the other to
drive the switching between composite pixels at frequency, fD. The output of the
composite pixel is measured via a potential divider circuit with a 1 k⌦ resistor in
series. The oscilloscope is triggered by a trigger led from the output of row one
that enables the signal to be matched and divided up for each composite pixel.
compare this to the current Ri such that,
R¯i  Ri
Ri
=  Ri . (3.9)
When there is a large change in  Ri the composite has been triggered. A sensi-
tivity, S, sets the minimum required change in  Ri to say that the pixel has been
triggered. A graphical representation of a grid of 64 black or white squares is
used, with each pixel corresponding to a di↵erent square. If  Ri > S the square
corresponding to pixel i changes colour from black to white.
As the resistance changes quickly a forced timeout for a triggered element
is then used; this enables the user to identify which composite pixels have been
triggered; allows the resistance to decay back to a lower value; and for R¯i to settle.
Typically a sensitivity of S = 0.15 was used with a timeout of ten seconds.
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3.7 Summary
This chapter has given details for the preparation a GSC fabricated at the Univer-
sity of Bath. The experimental di culties of incorporating high filling fractions of
graphite nanoparticles into the matrix have been explained and the methods used
to overcome them. Clearly more automated methods for mixing large batches
would be desirable however for the small quantities required it was found manual
mixing was most successful. The di↵erent mounts used for the composite were
described in detail. The imprint lithography technique developed is very exciting
and original. Although no results from these samples have been included in this
thesis the technique described here o↵ers a lot of potential for future fabrication
of composite devices.
The influence on the composite miscibility and resistivity due to incorporation
of functionalized naphthalene centered molecules is given. Of the four di↵erent
molecules tested NDI-Si caused the greatest decrease in resistance of the compos-
ite, as the NDI core sticks to the graphite surfaces through ⇡ ⇡ interaction and
the silicone appendages polymerize with the surrounding matrix. This anchors
the particles into the polymer to provide better particle dispersions, leading to
increased miscibility and lower resistivity of the composite.
The methods for inducing strain in the composite are also shown. Although
the method utilized at low temperatures appears crude with accurate and careful
operation it does provide consistent results, with bending being a well controlled
way to induce bilayer strain. There is clearly still a lot of potential for this set-up
to be improved upon though. The method for calculating the bilayer strain based
on the Timoshenko equation has been derived.
Finally a detailed account of the construction and measurement for the DPA
system has been given. This device is novel in that it is designed not to measure
the piezoresistive response of the composite per se but instead to detect the
resistive spike caused through conduction destruction, due to a perturbation such
as the application of pressure. The array of 64 individual composite pixels is





Resistance in a GSC
This chapter describes the discovery of a wide NDR region in a GSC at low
temperatures. Experimental and theoretical evidence is used to demonstrate
that the NDR originates from a semi-metal to insulator transition of embedded
bilayers in specifically orientated graphite nanoparticles. NDR has not been
observed before in a GSCs and could be exploited to create flexible oscillators
and amplifiers, realizing flexible active electronic devices.
4.1 Introduction
This chapter concerns the NDR observed during measurement of the I  V char-
acteristics of a GSC at 77 K. 1 The composite undergoes a transition from being
ohmic, with the current increasing linearly with voltage, to above a peak volt-
age, the current then steadily decreasing with further increasing voltage. This is
negative di↵erential resistance. It is not a negative resistance, which is a phys-




< 0. The presence of a wide NDR region, to the best of our
knowledge, has not been previously reported in a GSC. The presence of a NDR
region enables the composite to be utilized as a flexible active device.
NDR is most commonly associated with inorganic semiconductor structures
that have specially engineered band-structure properties, such as tunneling diodes
(TD). In these devices the NDR occurs through combining highly doped p and
n regions to create a narrow depletion region, < 5 nm. Electrons can readily
1First recorded in 2009 with lab partner James Stretton at the University of Bath
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tunnel, under forward bias, from the conduction band of the n region into like
energy states in the valence band of the p region. Increasing the bias across the
junction eventually causes a misalignment between the energy of available states
and that of the carriers. This means the electrons are no longer so easily able
to tunnel, hence the current decreases as the voltage is further increased. The
I   V characteristics are decribed as N shaped, as at a high bias the current
again increases due to the barrier having become transparent, and thermal and
indirect tunneling currents dominating.
In TD the NDR only takes places due to the carefully engineered narrow
depletion region which is a high cost, clean room specific process. The same is true
for resonant tunneling diodes (RTD) where, although the tunneling mechanism
is di↵erent, a very particular double tunneling barrier structure is also required.
Whereas, the NDR we observe in our composite comes about in a low cost, bench-
top chemistry fabricated, material of randomly dispersed graphite nanoparticles
in a silicone matrix. The composite does not have a specifically engineered barrier
structure and the NDR occurs through a very di↵erent process.
It should also be mentioned that NDR has been observed in some organic
molecules and composites. For example in polymer tunnel diodes where the ori-
gins of the NDR again relates to narrow tunneling regions [81]. NDR has also
been reported for metallic nanoparticles in organic semiconductor composites.
The shape of the NDR in this scenario is very di↵erent with the current drop-
ping sharply, almost to zero, above a certain voltage threshold and exhibiting a
substantial hysteresis. The NDR is caused through a charge trapping mechanism
that makes these devices bistable [82, 83]. This is useful for electronic switch-
ing devices but with no stable NDR region they cannot be used as oscillators or
amplifiers [84].
Here we present NDR in a GSC that is wide and exhibits little hysteresis. We
study the e↵ects of volume fraction, voltage probe separation, particle type and
temperature dependence on the NDR. We then support the experimental evidence
with theoretical calculations, including calculation of the LDOS in graphite and
the tunneling current through a single barrier to find that the NDR occurs due to a
semi-metal to insulator transition of embedded bilayers in specifically orientated
graphite nanoparticles.
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Figure 4-1: The typical I   V characteristics of a GSC. Below VP the sample is
ohmic. At VP a sharp transition occurs after which the current decreases with
increasing voltage, creating the NDR region. Repeated sweeping of the voltage
shows little hysteresis and the transition remains sharp even after many hundreds
of cycles.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Negative Di↵erential Resistance
In measuring the I V characteristics of a GSC a sharp transition is observed at
a voltage, VP , figure 4-1. Before VP the sample is approximately ohmic with the
current almost increasing linearly with voltage. Above VP the current sharply
decreases and continues to do so while V increases. This leads to a wide NDR
region which has four outstanding features:
1. The transition around VP is sharp and distinct.
2. The NDR extends indefinitely with increasing V with the current continu-
ally decreasing.
3. The transition is robust surviving hundreds of cycles of bias voltage with
little hysteresis.
4. The I   V curves are completely symmetric under a negative bias.
NDR with these features has not been seen before in composites. The sharp,
distinct transition that is robust and remains over many cycles, indicates that
the NDR cannot be thermally induced or be caused by a dielectric breakdown.
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The presence of little hysteresis rules out any exotic charge trapping mechanism
such as those seen in granular metallic composite while the symmetry under the
reversed bias direction means the NDR is of a completely di↵erent nature to that
of a tunneling diode.
Above VP there are current fluctuations that we interpret as the rerouting of
conduction lines. The NDR can be described as wide as it extends indefinitely
up to voltages as high as 120 V. The current peak to valley ratio in figure 4-1 is
around 2.5. This is significant as a peak to valley ratio of 5 is considered high for
some RTD devices [85].
4.2.2 Volume Fraction Dependence
The dependence of the I   V characteristics on the graphite particle filling frac-
tion, p, was investigated, figure 4-2. As expected from percolation theory, ex-
plained in section 2.4, the low field conductivity varies significantly with p, drop-
ping from  0 = 8 mS at p = 34.2% to just  0 = 0.06 mS at p = 25.5%. A fit of
equation 2.9, figure 4-2(inset), yields a critical threshold of p = 24% and power
law exponent of t = 4 such that:
  =  0(p  0.24)4 . (4.1)
This is characteristic of percolation through a network of conductive nanopar-
ticles. As t is significantly greater than that of the universal percolation model
value of t = 2 we can infer that a significant amount of tunneling is taking place
between particles. While a value of pc = 24% is expected for a homogeneous
dispersion of particles.
The maximum filling fraction is close to p = 35%, above this value it is not
possible to homogeneously disperse any more graphite particles into the silicone
as the silicone is saturated.
The current peak shows a systematic shift in peak position from 12 V at
34.2% to 115 V at 25.6%. All the composites exhibit a sharp transition as well as
current instabilities in the NDR region. The peak current decreases from 94 mA
at 34.2% to 7 mA at 25.6%. The shift in peak is due to the higher filling fractions
of graphite producing a narrower tunneling barrier that becomes transparent for
a lower bias.
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Figure 4-2: Decreasing the filling fraction, p, from 34.2% to 25.5% causes the
zero field conductivity,  0, to decrease and the onset voltage, VP , to increase.
(inset) A log-log plot of  0 against p pc yields a linear slope with gradient 4 and
pc = 24% which indicates non-universal percolation behaviour due to tunneling
between particles
Figure 4-3: I   V characteristics for di↵erent voltage probe separations. For
the smallest probe separations we often see a local potential decrease even as
the external voltage is being increased. This is due to the formation of highly
resistive domain boundaries. (inset) A plot of VP with probe separation distance
yields a linear slope through the origin showing the onset of NDR is at a constant
field, EP = 12 kVm 1
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Figure 4-4: Powder XRD data for the three types of nanoparticles. The HOPG
has a high degree of crystalline structure evidenced by sharp di↵raction peaks.
The AC is entirely amorphous with no crystalline structure. Annealing the AC
particles restores some crystalline structure in the PC particles. Development of
sp2 structure is evidenced by the resurgence of the (101) peaks.
4.2.3 Electric Field Domains
The I   V curves were next measured over di↵erent lengths of composite for
the 4T set-up shown in section 3.4. The peak voltage increases linearly with the
voltage probe separation, figure 4-3(inset). This demonstrates that the electric
field is spatially homogeneous up to the peak where it reaches the maximum field,
EP . Where EP can be found from the gradient of the linear fit of distance with
potential from figure 4-3(inset) equal to EP = 12 kVm 1. Beyond VP the NDR
is present for ribbons of length greater than 0.6 mm. Over shorter distances the
current increases up to a peak value EP but then decreases retracing the same
I V curve while the 2T bias voltage across the current contacts is still increasing.
This behaviour can only be explained by the sample fragmenting into electric
field domains at the peak. The domains develop highly resistive boundaries that
sustain the extra voltage seen in the NDR region and account for the drop in
current.
4.2.4 Crystalline Structure of Conductive Particles
Three allotropic forms of carbon were used to study the e↵ect of the filler crys-
tallographic structure on the I  V curves of the composite. The first was highly
ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) nanoparticles, 450 nm in size. The second
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Figure 4-5: I   V curves for the three types of filler particle. Sharp NDR is
observed for both HOPG and PC particles, which has crystalline structure, and
AC have a low conductivity and no NDR even up to 130 V.
allotrope was an amorphous carbon (AC) nanoparticle of diameter 50 nm (Sigma-
Aldrich, 63100) and the third a pyrolytic carbon (PC) nanoparticle also of 50 nm.
We obtained the PC through annealing the AC at 1, 100 C for 1 hour in hydro-
gen.2
Powder XRD3 was used to analyse the extent of crystallisation for each al-
lotropic particle type. The HOPG particles have a high degree of crystalline
structure made evident by sharp distinct peaks in figure 4-4. Close inspection
reveals a quadruplet of peaks around the (101) and (102) lines which shows the
HOPG has planes stacked in two structures AB and ABC. The ABC form is not
uncommon is HOPG and is often referred to as rhombohedral graphite, due to
the shape of its unit cell.
The AC nanoparticles are amorphous with no stacking or hexagonal structure
at all. While the PC nanoparticles developed hexagonal sp2 structure indicated
by the resurgence of the (101) peaks. The graphite layers however have ran-
dom orientations as evident by the faint main di↵raction peak. Covalent bonds
between the graphene planes give rise to peaks C.
The I   V characteristics for the three allotropic forms of composites of con-
centrations, HOPG : p = 30%, PC : p = 23% and AC : p = 30% are shown in
figure 4-5. The presence of NDR in both HOPG and PC composites but not the
AC composites links the NDR to a property associated with conduction through
2Annealed using Ashok Chauhan’s tube furnace at the University of Bath
3XRD data measured by Harry Bone, technician at the University of Bath
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graphitic planes. The onset of the NDR at a lower potential and lower filling
fraction in PC composites is due to a di↵erent structure of the particles with the
smaller particles o↵ering a greater number of conduction paths.
4.2.5 Temperature Dependence
The I   V curves were recorded for the composite in a temperature controlled
cryostat. Increasing the temperature causes the onset of NDR to occur at a lower
VP , decreasing from 32 V at 90 K to 13 V at 200 K, as shown in figure 4-6. This is
due to the thermally activated currents leading to a lower e↵ective barrier height
of the silicone rubber. This is discussed in more detail when the barrier height is
considered in section 4.3.2.
The low field conductivity is roughly constant between 90 K and 200 K with
only a slight decrease in resistance for lower temperatures, but at 210 K the resis-
tance increases dramatically by a factor of three. This is because the composite
passes through its glass transition temperature, Tg ⇡ 200 K. This causes an ex-
pansion of the matrix and increase in distance between the particles, leading to
the resistance increase. Above the glass transition temperature NDR is no longer
observed as the tunneling barriers expand under Joule heating [76, 86]. Below
the glass transition temperature the matrix is frozen and there is no thermal
expansion of the matrix.
4.2.6 Particle Orientations
The presence of a NDR region in both the HOPG and PC composites, but not the
AC composites, links the NDR to conduction through graphitic planes. Combine
this with the evidence for formation of electric field domains with highly resistive
domain boundaries and the knowledge that percolation behaviour cannot by itself
be responsible for the NDR and we naturally look for the cause being intrinsic to
the graphite nanoparticles. Therefore we turn our attention to consideration of
the graphite nanoparticles and their orientations within the matrix to the electric
field.
In a composite the nanoparticles are homogeneously and randomly dispersed
with random orientations relative to each other. The highly anisotropic nature of
graphite means the conductivity of graphite is 3000 times greater across the plane
than perpendicular to the plane [35]. By considering the percolation path through
the composite we demonstrate that for the majority of HOPG nanoparticles the
current flows inside just one graphite plane. In the remaining nanoparticles,
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Figure 4-6: Increasing the composite temperature causes VP to decrease due to
thermally activated currents. No NDR region is observed when the composite
passes above its glass transition temperature and the low field resistance increases
by a factor of three.
Figure 4-7: A schematic of a conduction line though randomly orientated par-
ticles. The black lines indicate a plane of carbon atoms while the particles are
intentionally shown as random shapes and sizes (however for 450 nm particles
each particle is likely to be around a thousand layers thick). If a particle is angled
between 63  and 78  to the electric field the current will cross a bilayer.
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Figure 4-8: The number of layers the current crosses, N, is dependent on the
angle, ✓, between the graphite planes and the electric field, E. The current will
crosses across a bilayer if 63  < ✓ < 78 .
the current jumps one interlayer spacing and rarely more, schematically shown
in figure 4-7. Whether a nanoparticle conducts through a graphite monolayer,
bilayer or trilayer depends upon the angle ✓ between its planes and the electric
field, ~E . Using Ohms law ~J =   ~E we determine the angle  between the
current density, ~J , and the graphite planes. The number of graphite inter-layers,
N , between the current entry point A and exit point B of the nanoparticle is




= 3, 000, the distance between graphite planes, c = 0.335 nm, and
the average length of an HOPG nanoparticle, l = 450 nm. Using the construction














tan ✓ ' 0.448 tan ✓ . (4.3)
Therefore, equation 4.3 tells us that when ✓ is between 0 and 66 , HOPG nanopar-
ticles will conduct through a single graphite monolayer (N = 1). Between 66 
and 78  the conduction is through a graphite bilayer (N = 2), between 78  and
82  a graphite trilayer (N = 3), and so on.
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4.2.7 Embedded Bilayer
The HOPG particles have random orientations in the matrix. If we assume this
is with a 3D isotropic distribution, then 93.5% of the particles will be orientated
to preferentially conduct across a single plane. For the remaining 6.5%, the
current flows into the nanoparticle through one graphite layer (point A), then
crosses one interlayer before exiting through the adjacent graphite layer (point
B). This means that in a conduction line of fifteen particles it is likely that one
will be orientated between 66  and 78  for conduction across a graphene bilayer.
For instance in a sample of length 1.5 mm a single conduction line will contain
around 220 of these bilayer orientated particles.
At high fields the current crossing one interlayer causes an electric field across
a bilayer embedded within the nanoparticle. The potential causes a partial break-
ing in the conduction band and the particle undergoes a semi-metal to insulator
transition.
This is because the mostly transverse bias VAB opens a partial energy gap at
the Fermi level in graphite. This gap is shown in the local density of states plots
of figure 4-9. Unlike the gap of the free-standing graphene bilayer, figure 4-10,
the gap of the embedded bilayer opens above a threshold VAB > 2 2 correspond-
ing to the energy overlap of the ⇡-band (2 2 = 40 meV). The gap is partial.
Nevertheless, it is su ciently well defined to induce a semi-metal to insulator
transition since the density of states at the Fermi level drops from 100% at 0 V
to just 3% at 0.6 V. We conclude that nanoparticles tilted at an angle between
66  and 78  develop a high resistance that breaks the composite into domains of
constant electric field, EP .
4.2.8 NDR Mechanism in a Graphite-Silicone Composite
The composite has a three dimensional percolation network with many interlinked
conduction lines. Preferentially the electrons take the paths of least resistance as
they tunnel between graphite particles. Due to the length of the particles, one in
fifteen of these particles are orientated to the electric field such that conduction
takes place across a bilayer embedded in the nanoparticle. At low fields this
makes little di↵erence to the conduction as most of the resistance arises from the
tunneling barrier. However, when the barrier becomes significantly biased, so
that it becomes transparent, an electric field is applied across the bilayer. This
leads to a partial breaking of the conduction band, in a similar way to that of a
double gated bilayer graphene discussed in section 2.2.3. The particle undergoes
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Figure 4-9: Pseudo-continuous representation of the calculated layer-resolved
LDOS of the ⇡-band associated with c-axis transport in graphite, indicating the
relative availability of electron states at di↵erent energies. A potential with the
indicated value has been applied across the central layers, 49-50, resulting in a
partial breaking of the ⇡-band. Note the data has been normalised and a logarith-
mic color-scale used. (Calculation by Dr Simon Crampin, Physics Department,
University of Bath)
Figure 4-10: Band structure of free standing bilayer graphene showing the classic
Mexican hat structure, around the K point, as a potential is applied across the
layers [4]. (Calculation and figure by Dr Simon Crampin, Physics Department,
University of Bath)
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a semi-metal to insulator transition and the current decreases.
It is likely that the current will try to reroute through di↵erent conduction
lines to avoid the high resistance particle, but which ever path it takes it will most
likely encounter another bilayer particle in the conduction line. Either by passing
through the bilayer particle, with the broken conduction band; or by rerouting
along a longer conduction line; or through having to tunnel greater distances to
avoid the higher resistance particles; the resistance increases significantly. This
causes the bulk current to drop sharply and as the field is further increased the
breaking of the conduction band becomes greater causing the current to decrease
further. This causes the observed wide NDR region of figure 4-1. The rerouting
process explains the current fluctuations seen in the NDR region. Once the highly
resistive domains are established the potential dropped elsewhere in the composite
will decrease, even as the external potential is increased. Thus in measuring the
potential outside of the resistive domain a potential decrease is observed as seen
in figure 4-3.
4.3 Modelling the Current Across a Graphite-
Silicone-Graphite Domain
We model the I V curves of a single graphite-silicone-graphite system to under-
stand the NDR and its dependence on the barrier width and height. The graphite
particle is assumed to be orientated such that conduction is through a bilayer. We
employ the tunneling current equation derived in section 2.5 but with a modifica-
tion to allow for bias to be dropped across both the barrier VBC and the graphite
VAB, of figure 4-11. The e↵ective mass of electrons in the emitter, m⇤ =  1/(2v2F ),
where  1 is the coupling between nearest neighbour graphite atoms in the plane
and vF is the electron velocity at the Dirac point with vF ⇡ 106 ms 1. The angle
between the current density and the graphite planes is  , shown in figure 4-8.
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where
F (EZ , T, VBC , VAB) = ln
✓
1 + exp (  (Ez + eVAB/2))




Figure 4-11: Model of a single graphite-silicone-graphite barrier. Extended from
the barrier model, shown in section 2.5, by including the bias dropped across the
graphite layer VAB.
and




(   Ez)3/2   (   Ez   eVBC)3/2
⇤◆
(4.6)
Equation 4.4 incorporates both the thermally activated and the tunneling cur-
rents. The supply function, F (EZ , T, VBC , VAB) accounts for the thermo-activated
current (T dependence), the blockade of tunneling by occupied collector states
(VBC dependence) and the opening of an energy gap in the graphite emitter
induced by the electric field (VAB dependence). Coherent tunneling is assumed.
Next we find the current density through the graphite emitter. We assume
that the emitter is a graphite particle orientated between 66  and 78  to the elec-
tric field, such that the bias is dropped across a bilayer, as shown in equation 4.3.














1 + exp( (x+ (eVAB sin )/2))
(4.7)
where u0 is the strength of the scattering potential. A value of u0 ⇡ 1 meV
for the interaction potential with impurities is obtained from the conductivity of
graphene at 4 K [53]. Increasing the temperature reduces the density of thermal
carriers across the gap. At higher temperatures, electron-phonon scattering re-
duces the mobility in the graphite planes according to µ / T 1.2 [35, 87]. We have
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Figure 4-12: At a low bias V (dashed line) the potential is all dropped over the
barrier VBC (red curve) and not the graphite emitter VAB (black curve) ⇡ 0. As
the bias is increased the barrier becomes transparent and the bias starts to be







T 1.2 + 1501.2
which is found from an experimental
fit of the mobility data of Sugihara et al. [87].
We apply the current conservation law across the graphite-silicone-graphite
system by equating equation 4.4 and 4.7, to find the relationship between the
potential dropped across the tunneling barrier VBC and the potential dropped
across the graphite emitter VAB. The equation is solved numerically. VAB and
VBC are plotted as a function of V = VAB + VBC in figure 4-12 for a range of
tunneling barrier widths from 40 nm to 200 nm.
At a low bias the graphite is semi-metallic and the silicone is an insulator.
The applied bias is all dropped across the silicone layer giving VBC(red curve)
⇡ V (dashed line) and VAB ⇡ 0 (black curve), where the dashed line is the total
bias applied to the system (V = VAB + VBC). As the total bias is increased, the
silicone tunneling barrier becomes increasingly transparent, curving downwards.
When its resistance becomes comparable to that of the graphite emitter, VAB
starts to increase and VBC saturates. The increase in VAB is a self-consistent
process. As VAB opens a gap in the embedded graphene bilayer, it causes the
emitter resistance to increase, which further increases VAB.
Relating the total bias across the graphite-silicone-graphite barrier and the
current density, the I   V characteristics can be modelled. The ability to simply
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Figure 4-13: The theoretical calculation of I V curves for barrier widths 40 nm
to 200 nm. The model shows a remarkable similarity to the filling fraction de-
pendence of figure 4-2. In the theoretical calculation the current density drops to
zero however in the bulk 3D composite rerouting of conduction maintain a finite
current.
vary the barrier width, b, and height,  , in the model allows comparisons to be
made to the experimental results, which are shown in the next two sections.
4.3.1 Barrier Width
We model the I   V characteristics of graphite-silicone-graphite system with the
graphite emitter assumed to be orientated for bilayer favoured conduction. The
calculation for barrier widths 40 nm to 200 nm is shown in figure 4-13. The
I   V curves show a remarkable resemblance to that for the experimental I   V
curves for decreasing filling fraction, figure 4-2, with a clear NDR region above a
threshold voltage that increases for increasing barrier width. We explain this as
follows:
At a small bias the emitter particle is semi-metallic and the silicone barrier is
insulating. Increasing V increases the tunneling current, which gives rise to the
Ohmic region of the I  V curves. Near the peak, the resistance of the tunneling
barrier drops to the level of the resistance of the emitter. The potential is now
dropped across the bilayer particle. The opening of the partial band gap causes
the resistance to increase sharply, and the current decreases leading to the NDR
that can be seen from any of the curves in figure 4-13.
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Increasing the tunneling barrier width, b, causes the peak current to shift to
a higher Vp for the simple reason that a wider barrier requires a larger bias to
match the resistance to that of the emitter.
We compare this directly to the experimental results of figure 4-2. Decreasing
the HOPG filling fraction causes the mean barrier width to increase. We estimate
the barrier width, using equation 2.11, through a simple geometrical consideration









where l = 450 nm is the HOPG particle length. Thus b increases from 67 nm at
p = 34.5% to 139 nm at p = 21%. This is in good agreement with the theoretical
calculation’s from a single nucleation site, shown in figure 4-13. The correlation
between the experimental results of figure 4-2 and theoretical results of figure 4-13
support the hypothesis that the NDR originates from a field induced semi-metal
to insulator transition of embedded graphene bilayers.
4.3.2 Barrier Height
We now consider the calculated I   V curves of the single graphite-silicone-
graphite system for a constant barrier width of b = 100 nm and barrier height
  = 165 meV for temperatures 30 K to 210 K, figure 4-14. The onset of NDR
follows a similar trend to that seen for the experimental results in figure 4-6,
with VP decreasing significantly for increasing temperature. The main e↵ect of
temperature is to activate a thermal current above the silicone tunnel barrier,
lowering its resistance and thus causing the barrier to become transparent for a
lower bias. Naturally the current through the barrier decreases with decreasing
temperature due to the loss of the thermo-activated component. This is hidden for
the experimental results where the current arises from the bulk of the composite
and not just a single barrier system.
It is possible to calculate the temperature dependence of the peak position
using the silicone barrier height,  , as the adjustment parameter and equating
equations 4.4 and 4.7 to include both the e↵ects of phonon scattering on the mo-
bility of graphite [35] and the thermal activation of carriers [72]. The theoretical
peak positions for barrier heights ranging from 50 meV to 250 meV are plotted
in figure 4-15. The experimental results for two di↵erent samples are included.
The black squares show the variation in VP for a temperature range 4 K to 200 K
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Figure 4-14: The temperature dependence of the modelled graphite-silicone-
graphite barrier. The onset of NDR occurs as a lower bias for a greater tem-
perature which is the same dependence we observe in the experimental results
show in figure 4-6.
and the blue circles for 90 K to 170 K.
We then use the knee of the theoretical curve, normalising the voltage VP to
extract a best fit for   = 165 meV. This is an estimate of the barrier height in
the GSC. This is close to the values of similar composites, for instance carbon
black-polyethylene composite has a barrier height of 50 meV and a graphite-
polyethylene composite, with the work function of graphite equal to 4.5 eV [88],
has a potential barrier height of 180 meV [89].
We can also use figure 4-15 to find the barrier height that would be required
for room temperature NDR as 250 meV through extrapolating the fit to 300 K.
This is the minimum barrier height required to ensure a finite peak position for an
NDR region. Increasing the barrier height would require chemical modification
of the polymer matrix.
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Figure 4-15: Temperature dependence of the peak position for p = 32% (squares)
and p = 28% (circles) compared to the theoretical temperature dependence’s
calculated for di↵erent heights of the tunneling barrier (full lines). The best fit




The possibility that the NDR observed is caused through a Joule heating mecha-
nism was extensively considered because this has been known to cause non-linear
behaviour in the I   V of some soft conductive composites [90, 91, 92]. The ar-
gument follows that high electric fields cause a large current to flow through the
composite and the power, P = I2R, is dissipated as heat energy in the composite.
The heat generated would cause the composite to heat up due to the low thermal
conductivity of the matrix. If the Joule heating, or self-heating, was significant
it could then cause the silicone rubber composite to pass above its glass transi-
tion temperature, Tg ⇡ 200K. This in turn would lead to an expansion of the
matrix and increase in the tunneling barrier between particles and hence cause
the current to decrease.
To directly measure the extent of Joule heating in the GSC the in situ temper-
ature of the composite was recorded whilst measuring the I   V characteristics.
A platinum temperature sensor was embedded in the centre of the composite.
The sensor was calibrated to within ±1 K and has an area of 1.2⇥ 1.6 mm2. We
immersed the sample in liquid nitrogen and recorded the internal sample tem-
perature while measuring the four terminal I   V curves. The results for a PC
and HOPG composite are shown in figure 4-16 (a) and (b) where both the I  V
curves and internal composite temperature are recorded for a range of voltage
ramp speed.
Some Joule heating was indeed observed but by an increase of just 1 K at
VP in the PC composite and 15 K in the HOPG composite. This is far below
the 120 K increase required to reach the composites glass transition temperature.
Further heating takes place once the sample is in the NDR region with a 4 K
increase in the PC composite and a 65 K increase for the HOPG composite. Both
remain below Tg.
To ensure the measured temperature was at thermal equilibrium the ramp rate
of the voltage sweep was varied over two orders of magnitude from 20 mVs 1 to
2 Vs 1. It can be seen in figure 4-16 that while shape of the NDR does indeed
change with ramp rate; the measured temperature increase does not. Confirming
that we are indeed measuring the temperature at thermal equilibrium and that
the measured temperature increase is small.
If the NDR were due to Joule heating it would be expected that the onset
would be at a similar power for both samples, however the power dissipated at
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(a) (b)
Figure 4-16: The in situ temperature of the PC (a) and HOPG (b) composites
during measurement of the I V curves over a range of voltage ramp rates. Joule
heating is observed however it is not substantial enough to take the composite
above its glass transition temperature, Tg = 200 K with only a 4 K increase for
PC at VP and a 65 K rise in the HOPG composite.
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VP for PC is 540 mW while for the HOPG it is 1500 mW. This is three times
more power for similar sized samples. All these arguments combine to clearly
and unequivocally show that the NDR region is not caused through a heating
mechanism.
We can further make qualitative arguments that if the NDR were caused
through self-heating then a significant hysteresis in sweeping back and forwards
over VP would be expected. The composite melting and refreezing would cause
substantial changes in the conduction network as well as the transition having
a certain heat latency. Also, we later demonstrate the composite ability to os-
cillate, due to the NDR region, up to frequencies as high as 12.5 kHz, which is
considerably faster than any relaxation rate of the composite.
To summarise the NDR cannot be a thermally induced e↵ect as the Joule
heating is substantially below that required to force the composite through the
glass transition temperature.
4.4.2 Applications
The NDR region of the GSC can be used in much the same way as TD are used
in creating oscillators and amplifiers [93]. Biasing a sample into the NDR region
within an LC circuit will allow for AC oscillations to be generated and sustained
as we show in chapter 6.4.1.
The soft malleable nature of the composite gives potential to fabricate flexible
NDR devices which would allow the oscillations to be controlled using bend and
strain, which we explore in chapter 6.4.2.
The greatest problem to overcome is the absence of NDR at room temperature.
We create a paradoxical situation that the composite has to be below the glass
transition temperature for the NDR to be observed and yet we try to create
flexible devices. However this could be overcome by using a di↵erent matrix.
The matrix would need a glass transition temperature above 300 K and have a
work function that creates a higher tunneling barrier of around 250 meV. It may
be possible to chemically alter the current silicone polymer used for this purpose
or otherwise an epoxy or a high density polyethylene may be well suited.
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4.4.3 Summary of NDR Mechanism
This chapter has presented the experimental and theoretical evidence for under-
standing the origins of the NDR region. We now briefly summarise our under-
standing of the mechanism we believe causes the NDR with the aid of figure 4-17.
The schematic depicts a conduction line containing one particle, labelled X, that
is orientated such that the conduction is across a bilayer. At zero bias the barrier
is simply rectangular and current flows equally in both directions. As the bias
increases from, V1 to V2, the potential is mostly dropped over the high resistance
silicone tunneling barriers. The barriers become more and more sloped as the bias
is increased causing them to become more transparent with the barrier resistance
decreasing. At V3 the barrier has become transparent with its resistance close to
that of the graphite nanoparticles. The bias now starts be dropped across the
graphite.
For particle X the bias is dropped across the bilayer and induces an opening
of a partial band-gap. This increases the resistance of the particle. Thus at
V4 a sharp transition takes place whereby the resistance of the bilayer particle
increases. A local electric field domain is created around this particle causing the
potential elsewhere in the composite to decrease. This particle now controls the
current through the conduction line. Further increasing the bias causes a greater
opening of the band-gap and the current to decrease further, therefore giving rise
to the observed NDR region.
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Figure 4-17: Schematic showing the potential variation across the graphite parti-
cles and silicone barriers as the bias is increased from V0 to V4. For particle X the
bias is dropped across a bilayer and a partial band-gap is opened, leading to the
formation of electric field domains with the particle becoming highly resistive.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have shown that there is a robust NDR region in the I V char-
acteristics of a GSC below the glass transition temperature and above a threshold
voltage. We have presented experimental results varying the graphite filling frac-
tion, graphite structure, the probe separation distance and temperature. These
results lead us to understand the NDR phenomenon to be due to a semi-metal to
insulator transition of embedded graphene bilayers within the graphite nanopar-
ticles. The transition is brought about by a transverse bias across specifically
orientated particles opening a partial energy gap at the Fermi level of the bilayer.
This causes the nucleation of highly resistive domain boundaries and the current
to decrease.
We support the experimental evidence with theoretical calculations for the
LDOS of the conduction band across the bilayer with a locally applied potential.
We have calculated the current density across a single graphite-silicone-graphite
barrier with the emitter graphite assumed to be orientated for bilayer conduction.
We used this single barrier system to model the I   V characteristics, varying
the parameters of barrier width and barrier height. Through relating the exper-
imental and theoretical results we extract a barrier width of b ⇡ 100 nm, that





This chapter is an investigation of the electromechanical properties of the GSC
with a view to potential devices and applications. We explore the room tem-
perature conduction processes under bending and di↵erential pressure; gaining
an insight into the transient piezoresistive response and opening up avenues for
potential further work.
Conductive composites are widely studied due to their potential as flexible
skins and while the e↵ect of uni-axial pressure on the piezoresistance has been
previously reported [94, 95, 96], we were curious as to the e↵ect of bend induced
strain on the composite as the bend simultaneously induces longitudinal and
transverse strains. We report a complex time dependent response due to the
viscoelastic nature of the composite. Bending also allows precisely controlled
strain increments and we are able to extract intrinsic properties of the composite
arising from the stress attenuation in di↵erent planes.
One of our most exciting developments is the utilization of conduction line
destruction that arises from abrupt changes to the tunneling percolation network
and viscoelasticity of the matrix which makes the composite sensitive to sudden
changes in pressure. We demonstrate this technique is sensitive enough to detect
acoustic ultrasound pressures of 48 Pa. Further we have been able to utilize
this sensitive behavior in building a di↵erential pressure sensor array based on
resistance spiking ; detecting pressures of < 3.8 kPa.
This technique would help advance current research on flexible electronic skins
that combine conductive rubbers with flexible transistors, as it o↵ers an increased
sensitivity and quick recovery time [13, 15, 97].
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5.1 Introduction
Composites of conductive particles in flexible insulating materials have been ex-
tensively studied for over 30 years due to the potential applications of their
piezoresistive properties [98, 99]. The insulating matrix allows the composite
to be soft and flexible and at the same time provides protection for tough envi-
ronmental conditions while the relatively low cost of the materials means that
they are well suited to large scale monitoring [100]. Applications are numerous
and include detection of deformations and vibrations of vehicle parts [95]; strain
fatigue monitoring in parachute deployment [101]; robotic skins [102]; surgical
instruments [99] and detection of turbulence across aeroplane wings [103].
Piezoresistive composite rubbers are commercially available and used in appli-
cations such as conductive rubber keypads or mechanical pressure switches [104].
Typically the conductive rubbers are fabricated to be close to the percolation
threshold with the conductive filler volume fraction set such that the composite
is just on the point of conducting, i.e with a very high resistance. When a pres-
sure is applied the composite volume is reduced pushing the conductive particles
closer to one another. The composite moves through the percolation threshold
and the resistance decreases by an order of magnitude. The composite is there-
fore highly sensitive to pressure. Many of the reported cutting edge applications
utilize the composite as an on/o↵ switch, rather than as an accurate, calibrated
pressure gauge due to the time dependent e↵ects [15, 100, 102].
Current research is working towards creating the conductive rubbers into large
area flexible devices, with the ability to detect local pressure changes simulta-
neously across the entire area, i.e fabricating a soft robotic skin that has the
sensitivity and resolution of human skin. The di culties that arise are from at-
taining the high resolutions that depends on the number, and proximity, of tactile
sensing elements that are able to measure local changes in resistance of the com-
posite. If a single continuous sheet of composite is used then spatial resolution
issues are encountered due to cross talking between the tactile sensing elements,
[99, 102, 105]. This is driving solutions that combine individual sensing elements
and in situ transistors that allow each sensing element to be uniquely addressed
in turn [2, 13].
One of the most important functions of any stress-strain sensor is the consis-
tent measurement of the piezoresistive response with time and over many strain
cycles. The more widespread use of conductive composite is held back due to
two characteristics. Firstly, the viscoelasticity of the insulating phase causes
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stress-strain relaxation leading to the resistance being strongly time dependent
[10, 75, 96, 106, 107]. Secondly the tendency of the conductive phase to agglom-
erate leads to a large hysteresis over stress/strain cycles as agglomerates break
apart leading to stress-softening of the composite, known as the Mullins e↵ect
[95, 108, 109, 110, 111]. These issues can be worked on by careful selection of the
matrix and improving the particle dispersions.
The piezoresistance of the composite arises from two mechanisms that are
interrelated and occur concurrently. The conduction takes place through the
formation of conduction lines that penetrate through the composite; and simply
the more conduction lines there are, the lower the resistance of the composite.
Each conduction line is formed of closely spaced highly conductive particles. The
particles themselves have a very low resistance and it is the tunneling resistance
between the particles that determines the resistance of the conduction lines and
thus the resistance of the composite.
As discussed in section 2.4 the tunneling resistance is exponentially dependent
on the separation distance between the particles while the insulating matrix binds
the particles in place through an encapsulation. The elasticity of the matrix
allows some restricted movement of the conductive particles. When two particles
move closer together there is a decrease in the tunneling resistance and when they
are forced apart the resistance increases disproportionately. This creates a high
resistance junction between the two particles that breaks the entire conduction
line as depicted in figure 5-1(a).
The elasticity of the encapsulation forces the particles to return back to their
original positions after having been perturbed; restoring conduction along the
conduction line and hence the resistance to decrease back to its original value.
The entire system can be pictured as a line of particles connected by springs
that are damped, figure 5-1(b). When the line is perturbed the particles move
relative to one another, some move closer and some further apart while the mean
separation distance remains constant. However overall this creates a resistance
spike that decays with time. The composite resistance is therefore highly sensitive
to any perturbation such as the application of pressure, elongation or bend that
cause stresses or strains inside the matrix.
In this chapter we explore both the steady state and transient piezoresistive
response. We relate the viscoelastic response to changes in tensile and compres-
sive strain along di↵erent axis through extracting the stress attenuation times
from a Maxwell’s model.
Next we study the AC impedance to examine the frequency range of the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-1: (a) Applying a bend causes the breaking of conduction lines by
increasing the separation distance of the particles. Over time the composite
relaxes and the conduction lines are able to reform. However the mean separation
distance is now increased. (b) When the particle separation is equal the resistance
is at a minimum. When the system is perturbed some particles will move. Those
that are then separated by a large distance will have a high resistance and cause
the destruction of the conduction line. Over time the system relaxes and the
resistance decreases again.
composite and explore how the cut-o↵ frequency varies with strain which we
discuss in relation to the capacitance between particles in the conduction network.
Next utilizing the sensitivity of the composite to di↵erential pressure we
demonstrate the detection of underwater pressure waves. The ultrasound de-
tection is shown to be dependent on the power output of the transducer and
the composite has a pressure detection threshold of 48 Pa. There is a commen-
surability between the ultrasound wave length and composite width; which we
explore through rotating the composite to incident waves; and discuss in relation
to Bragg’s law and the formation of standing waves.
Finally, we present the testing of a DPA of 64 individual composite elements,
whose fabrication was detailed in section 3.6. Rather than measure the change in
steady state resistance; the DPA elements utilizes the resistance spiking to detect
pressures of < 3.8 kPa at a resolution of 10 dpi.
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5.2 The Maxwell Model of Viscoelasticity
Viscoelasticity is where a material exhibits both viscous and elastic characteristics
under deformation leading to a time dependent stress-strain relationship. There
are two di↵erent scenarios, either a constant stress can be applied and the time
dependent strain is measured which is referred to as creep. Or a constant strain
can be applied and the time dependent stress measured, the stress relaxation.
In order to model the viscoelasticity we first start from a simple model that
combines a spring and dash pot in a linear or parallel combination. The springs
have perfectly elastic behaviour with elastic modulus E while the dash pots have
perfect viscoelastic behaviour with viscosity ⌘. The simplest of these models is
the Maxwell model with a single spring in series with a single dash pot, shown
in figure 5-2. The viscoelasticity in the Maxwell model means the material acts
like an elastic body over a short time and a viscous fluid over a long time [112].
In the Maxwell model shown in figure 5-2 the total strain, ✏ must be the sum
of the elastic component, ✏e, and viscous component, ✏v, such that,
✏ = ✏e + ✏v . (5.1)











We then use Hooke’s law and assuming the spring to be elastic,   = E✏e where





























To apply this for stress relaxation, where the strain is held constant in time, we
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(a) (b)
Figure 5-2: (a) The Maxwell model consists of a spring with elastic modulus,
E, in series with a dash pot of viscosity, ⌘. The viscoelasticity in the Maxwell
model means the material acts like an elastic body over a short time and a viscous
fluid over a long time. (b) The generalised Maxwell model is for n spring dash











= 0 . (5.6)
This is the di↵erential equation for describing the Maxwell model for stress re-
laxation and which has the solution,
 (t) =  0 exp ( t/⌧) , (5.7)
where  0 is the initial stress and  (t) is the time varying stress that relaxes
according to the relaxation time ⌧ =
⌘
E
. If a sudden deformation is applied and




where ⌘ and E are fundamental intrinsic characteristics of the material.
The Maxwell model considers a single spring and dash pot in series. How-
ever for a solution that better resembles real materials we consider many of these
spring and dash pot systems placed in parallel with each other. The parallel
arrangement of n systems can be solved by making the assumption that stress
a↵ects arising from contributions, imposed over di↵erent times, overlay without
interfering, referred to as the Boltzmann superposition principle [112]. We there-
fore arrive at the generalized Maxwell model for an arbitrary number of Maxwell
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and  n the initial stress in system n. In a macroscopic composite
there will be a large number of polymers and composite particles all interacting.
However it is unnecessary to consider each polymer chain as its own spring and
dash pot as similar polymer chains will all have the same intrinsic characteristics
and therefore can be combined together as a single spring dash pot. Instead the
n systems in parallel represents n di↵erent mechanisms that simultaneously take
place. We make the assumption that we have two mechanisms at work in our
GSC composite. Using figure 5-2(b) and equation 5.8, we write,







representing two di↵erent stress attenuation speeds of
two distinct mechanisms that arise from the high aspect ratio of the composite
with di↵erences in the transverse and longitudinal planes.
We do not measure the direct stress attenuation of the composite; instead
we measure the electrical resistance of the composite over time for a constant
strain. It has been clearly shown in numerous studies that the change in con-
duction through the network, i.e the resistance, is directly related to changes in
stress within the composite, [10, 94, 114, 115, 116]. Therefore we can rewrite
equation 5.9 in terms of the resistance,
R(t) = R(1) + A1 exp( t/⌧1) + A2 exp( t/⌧2), (5.10)
where A1 and A2 are constants relating to the resistance peaks. We also add the
term R(1) as the resistance of the composite does not tend to 0 after an infinite
time after the stress has relaxed. Finally to apply the equation without having
to wait for an infinite time for R to settle we subtract R(tc) for constant time,
tc = 295, and define the change in resistance  R as,
 R = A1 (exp ( t/⌧1)  exp ( tc/⌧1))+A2 (exp ( t/⌧2)  exp ( tc/⌧2)) . (5.11)
This equation is the four parameter model for relating the resistance relaxation
in a conductive polymer composite due to two distinct stress attenuation speeds.
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5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Precision Bending to Induce Bilayer Strain
Strain was applied to the composite through bending. The strain could be chosen
to be either compressive or tensile strain through putting the composite, mounted
onto a flexible substrate, on the inside or outside of the bend. Bending such that
the composite is on the outside of the bend corresponds to a tensile strain, +✏,
and an inside bend a compressive strain,  ✏. Using the apparatus described
in section 3.5, accurate adjustment of the bend radius, and hence the strain, is
achieved through altering the bend radius via a horizontal displacement of two
clamps that hold the sample in place and force it to bend outwards or inwards.
The induced bilayer strain is calculated from the bend radius which is a
trigonometric relation to the horizontal displacement. These equations are de-
rived in section 3.5. To have complete control over the strain and to be able to
reproduce consistent strains within the composite we employ a stepper motor to
produce the horizontal displacements.
The stepper motor was programmed to produced steps in the horizontal dis-
placement of either 20 µm or 200 µm . The time between the steps was controlled
using a LabView program and was varied from 60 s to 4,800 s. The bend radius
and the bilayer strain was calculated, using the equations derived in section 3.5,
directly from the total horizontal displacement, l, measured with respect to the
flat length, l0.
The change in resistance,  R, is the percentage change of resistance with
 R = (Rt   R0)/R0 where R0 is the initial starting resistance at t = 0 and
Rt is the resistance after time t. When comparing the resistance due to strain
increment n, the resistance, RnF is the lowest resistance reached after strain in-
crement n but before the next strain increment. The percentage change in RnF
is then given by  RF = (RnF  R0F )/R0F where n is the nth strain increment and
R0F is the settled resistance for the composite under no strain (flat). This gives
the steady state resistance change due to strain. As the resistance decays expo-
nentially after the strain is applied, the time between strain increments was set
such that RnF would e↵ectively represent a settled steady state resistance. In the
transient analysis  R is used to compare the exponential decay of resistance for
di↵erent strain increments where  R = Rnt  RnF .
To minimise environmental disturbances the apparatus was placed on an inch
thick foam board to dampen vibrations; enclosed within a tight fitting box to
stop air drafts; and the temperature was monitored.
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5.3.2 AC Impedance Measurements
To measure the change in the bandwidth of the composite due to strain; the
frequency was swept and the impedance measured for increasing strain in both
compression and extension. The frequency measurements were automated using a
33120A Agilent function generator sweeping the frequency from 10 Hz to 1 MHz
with 100 steps per logarithm with an amplitude of 1 V. The impedance was
measured in a voltage divider circuit with a 100 k⌦ resistor in series. The voltage
over the composite, vout, was measured with an Agilent DSO6014A oscilloscope.
The average amplitude was recorded over 32 oscillations for each frequency. The
strain was increased after each sweep with a 200 µm displacement step. The
resistance was allowed to settle for 600 s before the next frequency sweep was
initiated. The gain was calculated according to,






and the cut-o↵ frequency defined as fC =  3 dB. The capacitance of the com-





where Rn0 is the DC resistance for the n
th strain.
5.3.3 Ultrasound Pressure Measurements in Water
We were interested in finding the pressure detection threshold of the composite.
We used ultrasound to apply an acoustic pressure that causes the composite
resistance to increase due to conduction line destruction. We incidentally find
commensurability between the width of the composite film and the ultrasound
wavelength with resonances which we probe by rotating the sample relative to
the direction of incident waves. This is discussed in relation to Bragg’s law and
the creation of standing waves.
The 4T resistance of the composite was measured in response to the acoustic
pressure created through a short ultrasonic burst from an A380-SU transducer
placed in a large water tank. The composite sample was positioned 8.5 cm away
from the transducer and carefully aligned in the x and y direction to the center
of the transducer face, the angle of the composite face to the transducer could be
altered using a rotating platform, as shown in figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: Experimental set-up for the ultrasound acoustic pressure measure-
ments. Function generator A produces a continuous square wave of frequency
3.5 MHz and amplitude vin that is varied between 10 mV and 110 mV. Func-
tion generator B produces a single cycle burst square waveform when manually
triggered. The ON burst lasts for the programmed burst length tB that is varied
between 0.1 s and 10 s. The electronic switch closes during tB; so the 3.5 MHz
signal is fed to the amplifier; onto the impedance matching transformers; and
into the transducer. The composite is 8.5 cm from the transducer and the angle
it makes to the transducer is altered using a rotating platform. The 4T resistance
of the composite is continually measured.
The transducer was controlled through two function generators and an elec-
tronic switch that enabled 3.5 MHz bursts to be applied to the transducer with
a precisely controlled burst length, tB. Function generator A was used to contin-
uously produce a 3.5 MHz square wave with amplitude, vin, between 10 mV and
110 mV. The signal was then turned on and o↵ using an electronic switch that
was switched through function generator B. Function generator B could be man-
ually triggered to create a single TTL pulse of pre-programmed burst length tB.
The switch output was fed through an amplifier with a gain of 300 to create pulse
inputs of up to VPP = 30 V and then into an impedance matching transformer
connected using a low impedance cable to the transducer. The 4T resistance of
the composite was measured in time along with the amplitude and length of the
pulse input.
The power into the transducer was varied by increasing vin from 10 mV to
100 mV. The burst length, tB, was varied from 0.1 s up to 10 s and the angle,
✓, between the composite face and transducer face was altered between 0  and
90 . Each burst was repeated four times, with 60 seconds resistance recovery
time, to enable an average response to be found. The change in resistance,  R,
is defined as  R = Rt   R0. The peak response,  RB due to the burst is defined
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as  RB = RH  RL where RH is the maximum resistance of the composite at the
end of the burst and RL the resistance at the onset of the burst.
The acoustic pressure applied to the composite is calculated by first consid-








where R = 1.35 M⌦ is the impedance of the transducer and nt = 2.7, the
turn ratio on the impedance matching transformer. We then use the conversion
e ciency of electrical power to mechanical power given by k2c where kc = 0.55
[117] and find the ultrasound intensity, IT , output of the transducer, with radius





Typically IT varied between 1 mW up to a maximum of 28 mW. The transducer
produces a 3.5 MHz signal that is transmitted into the distilled water with a
velocity cw = 1, 480 ms 1 and corresponding wavelength   = 420 µm [118]. As
the sample is 8.5 cm away from the transducer it is inside the near field distance,
calculated as N =
r2
 
< 0.085, which means we can assume the attenuation
is negligible [119, 120]. The acoustic pressure, Pa, is found from the relation





where ⇢w is the density of water. Combining equations 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 we
therefore find the expression for the acoustic pressure at the composite as a








The maximum Vpp of 30 V equates to an acoustic pressure of 200 Pa incident on
the composite. This is an estimate of the acoustic pressure carried in the water
to the composite. Inside the near field distance there are local variations in the
pressure which have not been accounted for [119]. Further we have not considered
the velocity change as the wave passes into the composite. However as cw is close
to that of the velocity in silicone rubber [122], equation 5.17 provides a suitable
first approximation for the acoustic pressure.
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Figure 5-4: The C-stamp and B-stamp were used to exert pressure on specific
composite pixels. The C-stamp was machined so that every protrusion was ex-
actly the same height and includes holes for the guiding bars allowing it be
dropped from a 1 cm height onto the composite. The B-stamp was not machined
and thus some pixels were of an uneven height. With no guiding bars the B-stamp
required careful alignment over the composite pixels.
5.3.4 Di↵erential Pressure Array Test Procedure
The design and fabrication of the DPA is discussed in detail in chapter 3.6. Here
the tests to measure its performance are explained. To initially test the sensitivity
of the device individual elements were perturbed through applying a quick light
touch with a pen nib. The resistance with time was recorded and the spike and
decay times were used to set the sensitivity settings for the pressure mapping
LabViewprogram.
Two stamps were used to test the device, a C-stamp and a B-stamp as shown
in figure 5-4. The C-stamp comprises of 26 ON pixels and 38 OFF pixels. The
stamp was machined so that the protruded ON pixels were domed shaped with
the peaks aligned on a 2.54 mm lattice spacing. Guiding bars of the top face on
the device align the C-stamp so that the stamps protruded pixels apply pressure
to the centers of the composite pixels.
The B-stamp has 20 protruded ON pixels and 44 recessed OFF pixels. It is
also on a 2.54 mm lattice. The pixels are cylindrical with the end face centered on
the lattice with a diameter of 2 mm. There is no guiding system for the B-Stamp
so the stamp is carefully aligned by placing it on the array such that the centers
of each circular protrusion exactly sit on the center of a composite pixel.
A 100 µm thick plastic layer was placed over the composite array to protect
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the soft pixels from damage. It also provided an electrically insulating layer
to ensure there was no short circuiting between the stamp and the composite
pixels. As the layer is very thin and flexible, it doesn’t influence the application
of pressure to the pixels.
The device was connected to the measurement circuit and the LabView pro-
gram was used to monitor and display the perturbation response of each stamp.
The C-stamp was tested through the addition of a 32 g weight on the back of
the stamp, giving a total weight of 40 g. It was then dropped, using the guiding
bars, from a height of 1 cm onto the composite array. The stamp was left on the
composite for one minute before it was lifted o↵.
The B-stamp was tested through placing it on the composite with care taken
to align the composite pixel centers with the centers of the circular protrusions.
After one minute the B-stamp was gently rocked forward and backwards. After
another minute the B-stamp was gently tapped. Finally one minute later the
stamp was removed.
For all the tests the graphical display on the LabView program was recorded
as well as the data for the resistance of each composite for every sweep. The
entire measurement process was filmed to demonstrate the real time application
of the DPA and can be found at [123].
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Steady State Piezoresistance with Bilayer Strain
We are interested in how the steady state resistance of the composite varies
under bilayer strain. A typical change in resistance,  R, with time for three
decreasing strains is shown in figure 5-5. The sample has an initial strain of
✏ = 16% . The resistance before the first strain decrement is steady and after
800 s the strain is decreased by releasing the sample bend in an automated 200 µm
horizontal displacement step lasting 3 s. This creates a resistance spike with the
initial resistance increasing by 3%, from 161.8 k⌦ to 166.7 k⌦. The resistance
then decays exponentially to reach a steady state resistance  R1F = 0.77% after
3,000 s.
The second strain decrement occurs at 5,600 s. The resistance again spikes
from  R = 0.9% to  R = 5.1%. The resistance spike is even greater than that
of the previous spike. The resistance then decreases again and settles to a higher
steady state resistance of  R2F = 2.8%. The trend continues for the third strain
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Figure 5-5: The piezoresistive response of a composite for three decreasing strains.
The change in resistance,  R = (Rt   R0)/R0 decays exponentially with time
and eventually settles after ⇡ 4, 000 s. The minimum resistance reached is a
complex function of the strain that depends on whether more or less conduction
lines have formed and whether the mean separation distance of particles in the
conduction lines has increased or decreased.
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decrement, the resistance spikes and then settles with time to a higher steady
state value  R3F = 4.8%.
The steady state resistance is a complex function of the strain that depends
on whether more or less conduction lines have formed and whether the mean
separation distance of particles in the conduction lines has increased or decreased.
The focus of the following work is on understanding the changes in steady state
resistance in relation to tensile and compressive strain; with the discussion of the
exponential decay of resistance in section 5.4.2.
We examine the e↵ect of strain on resistance more closely as we bend the com-
posite in extension from flat to high strain in ten, 200 µm horizontal displacement
steps, allowing 300 s between each bend increment for the resistance to decay.
The bend is then decreased in a further ten, 200 µm steps so that the composite
returns to being flat. This is repeated for two samples, A and B, as shown by
the red and blue lines in figure 5-6, with both samples A and B showing similar
resistance traces. Initially, for the first two steps, as the strain is increased the
resistance RnF increases. After the third step the resistance then decreases as the
strain is further increased with the resistance for the maximum bend, at 3,000 s
and after the tenth step, being less than the initial starting resistance.
As the strain is then decreased a similar dependence is observed. The re-
sistance increases again up to a maximum and then for the final two steps it
decreases. This creates the M-shaped curve. To understand this complex depen-
dence we need to consider that the composite is three dimensional and that it
is mounted to an acetate layer, so that the application of bend creates a bilayer
strain.
When bending in extension the composite lies on the outside of the bend. Due
to the di↵erence in Young’s moduli between the acetate and silicone, more than
two order of magnitude given in chapter 3.5.3, during bending the neutral axis
of zero strain will always be in the acetate. Therefore this creates a longitudinal
stretch along the length of the composite, a tensile strain. This tensile strain
causes the mean separation distances of the particles in the longitudinal conduc-
tion lines to increase. This in turn creates an increase in tunneling resistance
and thus the resistance of the composite increases.
However as with applying a stretch to any soft material continuing to increase
the tensile strain will also cause a transverse compressive strain, figure 5-7. As the
matrix itself is soft and the conductive particles are incompressible, the transverse
compression causes the conductive particles to become closer to those above and
below, in the transverse direction. This allows new conduction lines to form
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Figure 5-6: The composite is bent in extension to produce a tensile strain. The
bend is increased through ten 200 µm horizontal displacement steps. The com-
posite bend is then decreased again in a further ten steps returning it to flat.
The composite is given 300 s between bends for the resistance to relax. This is
repeated for two samples, A and B, shown as red and blue.
and therefore the resistance will decrease as the bend, in extension, is further
increased.
To study this complex dependence more closely we apply smaller strain in-
crements through 20 µm horizontal displacements up to ✏ = 6.3% and then in
200 µm up to ✏ = 16.5%. The resistance,  RF , is measured 60 s after the
strain increment, with  RF = (RnF   R0F )/R0F , where R0F is the resistance of
the unstrained composite. The change in  RF with tensile strain is shown in
figure 5-8.
The resistance increase at low strains is now clear. The resistance increases
rapidly up to ✏ = 7.5%. At which point there is a sharp turning point and the
resistance then decreases with further increasing strain. This decrease appears
to be almost linear with strain. We interpret this as the competition between
the two mechanisms. The strain simultaneously causes both an extension in the
longitudinal direction, that causes an increase in the tunneling distance between
particles and consequently a rapid increase in resistance, and a compression in the
transverse direction leading to the formation of a greater number of conduction
lines and hence a decrease in resistance.
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Figure 5-7: Bending in extension, tensile strain, causes a longitudinal stretch in
the composite and a transverse compression. These two opposing mechanisms can
increase or decrease the overall electrical resistance of the composite. Bending
inwards causes a longitudinal compression in the composite and a transverse
extension. On the inside of the bend the particles have small separation distances
forming a low resistance path.
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Figure 5-8: The change in resistance,  RF , with strain as the sample is bent in
extension. The step size is 20 µm up to ✏ = 6.3% and then 200 µm thereafter with
60 s recovery time between increments. The transition between  RF increasing
with strain and decreasing with strain occurs at ✏ = 7.5%. The decrease in
resistance for ✏ > 7.5% is almost linear with strain.
To assess this reasoning we now apply a compressive strain by bending the
composite inwards, with ✏ < 0. The composite is bent in compression in twelve
200 µm steps and given 500 s to relax between steps. To enable a direct com-
parison the same sample is bent with the same strain sequence but in extension,
✏ > 0. The results of  RF with |✏| are shown in figure 5-9.
Straining in compression causes a 33% decrease in resistance for ✏ =  16%.
The compressive strain produces only a decrease in resistance. This is because the
compressive bilayer strain creates a longitudinal compression causing the mean
separation distance of the particles to decrease. There is also a transverse exten-
sion, which would be expected to increase the resistance, however the resistance
is defined by the lowest possible conduction path, which is found at the inside of
the bend, figure 5-7 and thus no resistance increase is seen.
The results so far presented have been carried out on new, previously un-
strained, samples. We now examine the resistance strain behaviour for a sample
that has undergone many strain cycles, figure 5-10. It can be seen that bend-
ing at low strains in extension no longer produces the decrease in resistance,
instead the resistance now remains almost constant up to ✏ = 7.5% after which
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Figure 5-9: The di↵erence between bending in compression and extension. In
compression the  RF monotonically decreases while in extensions  RF increases
and then decreases with the turning point around ✏ = 7.5% The strain increments
are in 200 µm steps every 500 seconds.
it decreases linearly with strain. When the extension is then decreased the resis-
tance increases again along the same path with little hysteresis. Below ✏ < 10%
the resistance tends to a slightly reduced resistance of  5% as the sample has
undergone stress-softening.
Initially bending in extension causes the particles to move apart and when the
extension is relaxed the particles move back. However due to the Mullins e↵ect
[110, 111], the stress-strain curve depends on the previous maximum loading
and when the load increases beyond its all time previous maximum the rubber is
softened and after which requires a greater strain to produce the same stress. The
particles on further bends are not moved apart by so much and so the resistance
increase is suppressed.
The Mullins e↵ect of stress-softening occurs due to the breaking up of agglom-
erates of conductive particles. This is an irreversible rearrangement and causes
the observed hysteresis. The stress-softening e↵ect is always more pronounced
for high filling fractions of filler, like we have in these samples [110]. This is
because creating homogeneous filler dispersion becomes more di cult for high
filling fractions. Leading to the formation of agglomerates, which then break
apart irreversible when strained.
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Figure 5-10: A sample that has already undergone many strain cycles is strained
up to ✏ = 19% (red squares) and then returned to flat (blue diamonds) in 200 µm
steps with 600 s between steps. The resistance no longer shows a significant
increases when ✏ < 7.5%. For ✏ > 7.5% the decrease in  RF is almost linear
with strain and returns along the same path during relaxation with less than a
5% change in the unstrained resistance.
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Figure 5-11: Comparing  RF with strain for bending in compression and exten-
sion in 200 µm steps every 600 s. In compression  RF decreases linearly with
strain from ✏ = 0 to ✏ = 19.1% with a gradient  R/|✏| = 2.77. In extension the
gradient of the linear region  R/|✏| = 2.70. The similarity in the linear response
in both extension and compression makes the composite well suited as a flexible
skin device.
The Mullins e↵ect means that over strain cycles a greater strain will be re-
quired to produced the same stress, and so a hysteresis is observed. When bending
in extension we have these two di↵erent mechanism simultaneously competing in
di↵erent planes, longitudinal extension and transverse compression. The Mullins
e↵ect only applies for tensile stretching of the composite [111]. Thus in figure 5-
10 we see the suppression of the increasing resistance for ✏ < 7.5% while the
compression, ✏ > 7.5%, remains much the same. When the strain is relaxed the
resistance follows exactly the same resistance-strain path back up to ✏ = 10%,
below which a slight decrease of resistance is observed of around 5%. With fur-
ther strain cycles, while not exceeding the maximum strain, we would expect the
hysteresis to be further reduced [108].
When we compare the e↵ect of RF with strain for compression and extension
after strain cycling we see that the compression now follows an almost linear fit
of |✏| to  RF and that the rate of change in resistance with strain is almost equal




Figure 5-12: The change in resistance  R = Rnt   RnF from figure 5-6 for each
strain n. The maximum  R at t = 0 varies as a function of the strain. However
the decay is shown through equation 5.11 to be governed through time constants
⌧1 and ⌧2 that are independent of ✏.
for ✏ = 0 to ✏ = 19.1%. In extension
 RF
|✏| = 2.70 for ✏ = 7.5% to ✏ = 19.1%.
Therefore bending in tensile and compressive strain, ±✏ leads to similar change
in  RF once the composite has undergone stress softening.
As the response for bending in both compression and extension yields a linear
fit to strain it means that the composite is well suited to the design of a sensor,
such as a piezoresistive flexible skin. The main drawback though is the time
dependent relaxation of the resistance which we shall now examine.
5.4.2 Transient Piezoresistance due to Viscoelasticity
Next we turn our attention to the resistance decay between strain increments
which occurs due to the viscoelastic nature of the composite. We take each step
shown in figure 5-6 and find the change in resistance,  R, between strain incre-
ments, and decrements, where  R = RnT RnF with RnT the resistance immediately
after strain increment, n, and RnF the resistance just before the next strain in-
crement. Thus  R is the change in resistance from t = 0 to t = 295 s for each
strain, as shown in figure 5-12.
The maximum  R for each strain is always immediately after the strain in-
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Figure 5-13: Fitting parameters A1 and A2 from equation 5.11. Both A1 and A2
are a function of strain, with A1 showing the largest decrease from 12.3 k⌦ at
✏ = 0 to 2.7 k⌦ at ✏ = 16.8%. A2 has a smaller response and initially increases
for low strains before decreasing.
crement at t = 0. It can be seen that this maximum  R is greatest for the lowest
strains and decreases as strain is increased. It then increases again when strain is
decreased. This is because the change in strain is greatest for the same horizontal
displacement at low strain; at high strain the same horizontal displacement pro-
duces only a small strain increment. Therefore at low strain the same horizontal
displacement causes the greatest disruption to the conduction network.
The four parameter model, derived in section 5.11, is fitted to the transient
data of figure 5-12 using data fitting software. The change in the fitting param-
eters A1 and A2 with ✏ are shown in figure 5-13. Both A1 and A2 are a function
of strain, with A1 showing a significant decrease from 11.7 k⌦ to 3 k⌦ while A2
initially increases slightly to a maximum of 5 k⌦ and decreases to almost zero at
maximum strain.
The fitting of the data finds that ⌧1 and ⌧2 remain constant with strain with
⌧1 = 193.3 s and ⌧2 = 12.9 s as shown in figure 5-14. This is what we would
expect as they are intrinsic properties of the composite relating to viscosity and
Young’s modulus, which are not a function of strain. The two time constants
have di↵erent orders of magnitude and correspond to di↵erent stress attention
speeds in the composite. The mechanism for n = 2 is much faster and has a
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Figure 5-14: Fitting parameters ⌧1 and ⌧2 extracted from applying the four pa-
rameter model derived for viscoelasticity in equation 5.11. The time constants
do not vary with strain with ⌧1 = 193.3 s and ⌧2 = 12.9 s and correspond to two
di↵erent stress attenuation speeds in the composite.
smaller comparative influence at low strains than for n = 1.
We repeat the experiment for another sample of the same dimensions and
filling fraction. Applying the four parameter model yields a similar strain depen-
dence of A1 and A2 and values of ⌧1 = 195.1 s and ⌧2 = 4.9 s. These values are
similar to those extracted for the first sample with ⌧1 varying by less than 1%,
and the values for ⌧2 being within 8 s of each other. This provides evidence that
⌧1 and ⌧2 are intrinsic to the composite as they are consistent between similar
samples.
Finally to satisfy ourselves that there are indeed two distinct stress attenua-
tion speeds we plot ln( R) against time, figure 5-15. Two clear slopes are observed
that correspond to ⌧1 and ⌧2. The slopes run parallel for di↵erent strains which
shows the that ⌧1 and ⌧2 remain constant with strain again showing that ⌧1 and
⌧2 are intrinsic properties of the composite.
The two distinct stress attenuation speeds arise due to two concurrent mech-
anism in the composite. We believe that they relate to di↵erences between the
stress relaxation in the transverse and longitudinal planes. As discussed for the
changes in steady state resistance there is both a tensile strain in the longitudi-
nal plane and a compressive strain in the transverse plane. It is feasible that the
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Figure 5-15: The two slopes correspond to di↵erent time constant values ⌧1 and
⌧2. The four parameter fit of the data follows the experimental data closely. The
red line corresponds to S1 at 17.7% strain while the blue S2 at 16.8%. The time
constants are independent of strain and vary little between similar samples.
stresses from these two strains will relax on di↵erent time scales. The influence
of the conductive particles within the silicone rubber could lead to di↵erent val-
ues of the Young’s moduli in strain and compression. According to the spring
dash pot model the stress attenuation speed is equal to the ratio of viscosity to
Young’s modulus and assuming the viscosity of the composite remains constant
then the Young’s modulus between the longitudinal and transverse strain will
vary by around a factor of 15.
To summarize we measure the stress relaxation speeds of the composite in-
directly via the resistance decay between strain increments. We have applied a
four parameter viscoelastic model to show that there are two stress attenuation
speeds. The stress attenuation speeds remain invariant under strain. As the
values are an order of magnitude di↵erent, we suggest they relate to two distinct
mechanisms related to the bilayer strain that causes both longitudinal extension
and transverse compression within the composite.
5.4.3 Bandwidth and Capacitance with Strain
Next we investigate the band width of the composite with strain. The input
frequency was swept from 10 Hz to 500 kHz (63 rad s 1 to 3.14 Mrad s 1) at a
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Figure 5-16: A bode plot showing the shift in cut-o↵ frequency caused through
straining the composite in compression. At ✏ = 0% !C = 48, 468 rad s 1 and
at ✏ = 19.1% !C = 63, 001 rad s 1. This is a shift in !C of 30%.
constant amplitude Vin = 1 V. The output voltage across the composite, Vout, was
recorded with a 100 k⌦ resistor in series. The frequency sweeps were repeated
as the composite strain was increased from ✏ = 0% to ✏ = 19.1% in fourteen,
200 µm horizontal displacement steps. The composite was allowed to relax for
600 s between the strain increment and then commencing the frequency sweep.
The gain, G, calculated from equation 5.12 is shown as a function of angular
frequency in figure 5-16 for the sample unstrained, ✏ = 0 (red) and the sample
under maximum compressive strain ✏ =  19.1% (blue). Increasing the compres-
sive strain increase the cut-o↵ frequency. At ✏ = 0% !C = 48, 470 rad s 1 while
at ✏ =  19.1% !C = 63, 000 rad s 1. A shift in !C of 30%.
The incremental increase of !C with |✏| for both compressive and tensile
strains is shown in figure 5-17 where the cut-o↵ frequency increases monotonically
for both. The shift due to tensile strain is not by as much for the compressive
strain, with an increase in !C from 49,750 rad s 1 to 57,170 rad s 1, at ✏ = 19.1%,
an increase of 15%. To examine this further we take the DC resistance, Rn0 , for
each strain and use equation 5.13 to estimate the capacitance of the composite
for each strain, n, in both compressive and tensile strain. Plotting the variation
of the composite capacitance with strain in figure 5-18 shows that the capaci-
tance of the composite increases with increasing strain. The increase is greatest
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Figure 5-17: The cut-o↵ frequency with |✏| for compressive and tensile strains up
to |✏| = 19.1%. The cut-o↵ frequency increases monotonically for both compres-
sive and tensile strains. The increase is greatest when bending the composite to
induce a compressive strain. The shift is as much as 30% at |✏| = 19.2%.
Figure 5-18: Increasing the strain increases the capacitance of the composite
both in compressive and tensile strain. The increase is greatest for strain in
compression where the capacitance increases from 77 pF to 125 pF.
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for compressive strain with the composite capacitance increasing from 77 pF to
125 pF. There is also an increase under tensile strain from 82 pF to 109 pF.
It is interesting to note that with the cut-o↵ frequency increasing it would
be expected that the capacitance should then decrease with increasing strain.
However we see the opposite with the capacitance increasing for both tensile and
compressive strain. This is because the change in DC resistance is significant
enough to overcome the increase in !C . The capacitance should be dependent
on the separation distance between the conductive particles with particles, that
are not in touching contact, forming micro-capacitors with surrounding particles.
If the separation distance decreases with bend then the capacitance between
particles would increase.
We can approximately relate the macroscopic bulk capacitance to the micro-
capacitance between individual particles, using the laws for combining capacitors,
as the particles can be considered to form lines of capacitors in both parallel and
series. Taking the dimensions of the composite we find that there are around
1,000 particles in series along a conduction line and 1,000,000 of these conduction
lines in parallel. Therefore the bulk capacitance C ⇡ 1000CP where CP is the






where d is the separation distance, A is the particle area, 400 nm ⇥ 400 nm,
✏0 = 8.85 ⇥ 10 12 Fm 1 is the permittivity of free space and that the dielectric
constant ✏d ⇡ 5 ⇥ 103 (based on similar high filling conductive composites
[124, 125, 116]).
Using equation 5.18 and the bulk capacitance values from figure 5-18 we
can calculate that the particle separation changes with compressive strain: At
|✏| = 0% d = 92 nm and at |✏| = 19.1% d = 57 nm. The separation distance for
the unstrained composite, d = 92 nm, is consistent with the value extracted when
we considered the barrier width in chapter 4.3. The decrease in mean particle
separation distance of 35 nm on straining is large and could explain why we see
such a large resistance decrease in the samples under strain.
In summary we have shown that the composite has a bandwidth of 7.7 kHz.
Straining the composite in compression yields an increase in bandwidth of 30%, to
10 kHz. We relate this to changes in the capacitance between graphite particles
that is caused through a decrease in separation distance of 35 nm when the
composite is strained.
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Figure 5-19: The 4T resistance with time for two 2 s bursts of ultrasound. The
resistance changes are of the order 0.3 ⌦ and the background noise is ±50 m⌦.
At the onset of the burst the resistance is low, RL, and increases while the burst
is applied. At the end of the burst the resistance peaks at its highest value, RH ,
and then decays.
5.4.4 Detection of Acoustic Pressure from Ultrasound
We demonstrate the sensitivity of the GSC by applying an acoustic pressure via
ultrasonic waves transmitted through water. The intensity, and hence pressure,
of the ultrasound can be controlled by altering the voltage applied across the
transducer. The composite can be rotated at an angle to the incident waves.
During a two second burst of ultrasound the 4T resistance, R, can be seen to
increase, figure 5-19. As soon as the burst ends the resistance begins to decay
back to close to the initial starting resistance. The decay is fast with a decay
time of the order of just 10 s. There is some noise in the resistance, around
±50 m⌦, due to the sample being immersed in water making it sensitive to any
waves or disturbances in the water tank. The resistance of the composite sample
is ' 430 ⌦ and the maximum change in resistance is 0.3 ⌦.
Applying the ultrasound burst creates a response similar to that seen when
strain or direct pressure is applied. The resistance spikes. This is because the
acoustic pressure of the longitudinal sound waves causes movement of the con-
ductive particles within the composite leading to the breaking of conduction lines
and hence an increase in resistance.
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We first consider three successive bursts, of tB = 10 s and of constant power.
To enable comparison between the bursts we superimpose one over another by
setting the start of each burst as t = 0, shown in figure 5-20. All three resistance
traces show the same behaviour, highlighting the reproducibility of the measure-
ment technique. The maximum resistance increase is 1 ⌦ at the end of the burst
at t = 10 s. When the burst is switched o↵ the resistance decays immediately
and at a similar rate for all three bursts. The resistance decays back to close to
the initial starting resistance within 15 s of the burst ending.
Whilst the burst in ON  R increases with time. This is because the composite
integrates the power transferred to it over the time interval of the burst [121].
The total energy transferred to the composite will therefore increase as the burst
continues. The incident waves cause small movements of the conductive particles,
causing the tunneling distances to change, and the resistance to increase. Medical
ultrasound uses this movement of particles to create localised heating in the body
[120].
Clearly  RB is not a direct measurement of the energy absorbed. The increase
in  RB is not linear with tB and instead follows approximately a square-root de-
pendence. There must be an increasing energy requirement for the same resis-
tance increase as the burst becomes longer. Possibly this is because it becomes
more di cult to vibrate the molecules further from their equilibrium position.
We next examine the e↵ect of increasing acoustic pressure, Pa, as a function
of  RB = RH   RL for a fixed burst duration tB = 5 s shown in figure 5-
21. The pressure is varied by the input voltage, Vpp, and then calculated using
equation 5.17. Increasing Pa from 51 Pa to 130 Pa causes a linear increase in  RB
from 0.01 ⌦ to 0.15 ⌦. The error bars show the maximum and minimum  RB
from the four pulses. Extrapolating the linear fit to  RB = 0 we find a pressure
detection threshold of 48 Pa.
The e↵ect of increasing the acoustic pressure is to create a greater disrup-
tion to the conduction network. The pressure calculated in equation 5.17 is the
peak acoustic pressure. We can picture the ultrasound longitudinal wave passing
through the composite creating local maximum and minimum pressures with a
wavelength,   = 420 µm. The greater the pressure gradient the greater the move-
ment of the conduction particles in the matrix. Each particle will only be subject
to a very small displacement as they are encapsulated by the matrix, however the
macroscopic e↵ect, of all the very small particle displacements from equilibrium,
is to cause the resistance to increase.
Below the pressure detection threshold of 48 Pa there is no longer a detectable
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Figure 5-20: Comparing three successive bursts of ultrasound at a constant power
and tB = 10 s. All three bursts show a similar increase in resistance,  R during
the burst and decay at the same rate once the burst is switched o↵.
change in resistance. What is not clear is whether this is due to the change in
resistance being too small to be measurable or, if there is a certain minimum
pressure required before it begins to influence the conduction network i.e a min-
imum pressure may be required before the particles are able to move relative
to one another. This has similarities to what we observed in figure 5-10 where
initially the increasing strain does not cause any sizable change in resistance and
then for ✏ > 7.5% the resistance begins to decrease linearly with strain. However
there are di↵erences between the two situations as in figure 5-10 the resistance
is decreasing due to the formation of a greater number of conduction lines while
in figure 5-21 the resistance increases as the ultrasound pressure causes particle
movement in the conduction lines leading to conduction line destruction. For
the utilization of the composite in sensory applications it will be important to
understand if there is a minimum pressure, or strain, required before a change of
resistance is detectable as this will always be the fundamental limit of the sensor.
Lastly we consider the angular dependence of the composite to the incident
ultrasound waves. Initially this test was performed to confirm that the changes in
composite resistance were due to the incident acoustic pressure. This is because
altering the angle of the composite controls the power incident as the function
cos ✓. When ✓ = 90 , due to the high aspect ratio of the composite, there is
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Figure 5-21: Increasing the acoustic pressure causes  RB to increase for bursts of
the same tB. A greater acoustic pressure causes more disruption to the conduction
network and hence a greater  RB. The minimum pressure to cause a disruption
to the conductive network, extrapolated from the linear fit to  RB = 0, is 48 Pa
(indicated by the black arrow).
e↵ectively no ultrasound power that will be incident on the composite. The
change in  RB as the composite is rotated away from the incident waves by angle
✓ is shown in figure 5-22.
Firstly we note that  RB ' 0 at ✓ = 90  confirming that the resistance
changes we observe are certainly due to the incident ultrasound waves and not
from a spurious electrical e↵ect. However the maximum  RB does not occur at
✓ = 0 , as one might expect as this is when the greatest power is incident on the
composite.
In fact we observe a complex response that contains three peaks in  RB at
10 , 35  and 50 . With the greatest increase in  RB occurring at 35 . To under-
stand this we need to consider the dimensions of the high aspect ratio composite
with height, h = 90 µm, and width, w = 1.33 mm. The height of the com-
posite is shorter than the ultrasound wavelength,   = 420 µm. However when
the composite is rotated multiple wave fronts can exist across the width of the
composite. The e↵ective length of the composite in the plane of the direction
of wave propagation varies as a function of sin ✓. At certain angles the e↵ective
length becomes equal to an integer number of wavelengths, n, and similarly to
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Figure 5-22: Rotating the composite at an angle ✓ to the incident wave causes a
complex response of  RB. We observe three peaks at 10 , 35  and 50 . There are
also minima at 20  and 45 . The shaded red and blue lines indicate the calculated
angles for destructive and constructive interference in the composite.
Bragg’s law, these angles are found using,
n  = 2w sin ✓ . (5.19)
It is likely that at integer values of n standing waves are created within the
composite, shown in figure 5-23. As the waves are longitudinal odd values of
n will create destructive interference within the composite and even values of
n will lead to constructive interference. Where there is destructive interference
the acoustic pressure in the composite will be at a minimum and where there is
constructive interference the acoustic pressure will be greatest and  RB will be
greatest. We calculate ✓ using equation 5.19 with d = 1.33 mm and   = 318 µm,
instead of   = 420 µm, as we take account of the reduced sound velocity in the
composite, cc = 1275 ms 1 [122]. The calculated values of ✓ for n = 1 to 7 are
shown in table 5.1 along with the observed maxima and minima.
The close fit between the calculated and observed values are remarkable con-
sidering the uncertainly in measuring the rotation angle is ±5  and the incre-
mental step size between rotations is large.
If we also consider that the incident power reduces as cos ✓, shown as the
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n Calculated ✓ Observed ✓ Type
1 7.9 0± 5 destructive
2 15.9 10± 5 constructive
3 24.3 20± 5 destructive
4 33.2 35± 5 constructive
5 43.3 45± 5 destructive
6 55.3 50± 5 constructive
7 73.6 80± 5 destructive
Table 5.1: Comparing the calculated values of ✓ from equation 5.19 and the
observed maxima and minima in  RBof figure 5-22. Odd values of n correspond
to destructive interference and mimima in  RB and even values of n to peaks in
 RB.
Figure 5-23: At even values of n = 2, 4 and 6 a standing wave is created along
the composite width that constructively interferes to create a greater acoustic
pressure and hence a larger increase in  RB. As the composite is rotated the
power incident on the surface reduces as cos ✓, shown graphically by the red
shaded areas reducing in width as ✓ is increased.
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red shaded areas in figure 5-23, we begin to understand the complex angular
dependence observed: The greatest  RB occurs at ✓ = 35  due to the balance
between the total incident power decreasing and the greatest disruption to the
conduction lines along the plane of the composite.
In summary we have shown unequivocally that the composite is able to detect
ultrasound waves. We have shown that increasing the total energy absorbed
by the composite, by increasing the burst length, increases the resistance peak.
We have also shown that a greater resistance peak is obtained by increasing
the acoustic pressure. The pressure detection threshold is found to be 48 Pa.
Finally we observe commensurability between the ultrasound wavelength and
the composite width. We explain this as the creation of standing waves across
the width of the composite that constructively or destructively interfere to create
greater or less acoustic pressure to disrupt the conduction network.
5.4.5 Di↵erential Pressure Array Imaging
The DPA was built to demonstrate the sensitivity and a potential application for
the resistance spiking phenomena. An array of 64 composites were used to create
images with each composite forming a single pixel.
The individual elements of the array were first tested through directly apply-
ing a small perturbation to individual composite pixels with singular taps with
a pen nib. The small perturbation causes a large resistance spike in the pixel.
Only the resistance of the perturbed pixel changes while the resistance of the
other pixels remains constant. The resistance with time plots of three taps to the
same pixel with two minutes between taps is shown in figure 5-24.
The tap causes the resistance to increase from 4.5 k⌦ to over 6.5 k⌦. The tap
is sharp and the resistance quickly decays back to close to the initial resistance.
The resistance spike response is much greater than that seen in the bend-induced
strain or ultrasound measurements. This is because the pressure applied is larger
with the force directly applied to a small area. Also the geometry of the pixel
means that the pressure applied is along the same axis as the direction of con-
duction. All the conduction lines will therefore be equally perturbed causing a
greater resistance spike. The fast decay of the resistance could be attributed
to the high filling fraction of the composite, ⇢ = 34.8%. Further the NDI-Si
molecules were included in the composite which act to better bind the composite
in the silicone and possibly lead to a faster stress attenuation. It is not likely that
the resistance spikes are caused by changes in contact resistance as the compres-
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Figure 5-24: Applying a gentle perturbation to a composite in the array with a
pen nib causes a spike in resistance. For the third perturbation there is a 92%
increase in resistance.
sion is more likely to causes a decrease in the resistance as it acts to compress
the composite onto both the contacts.
Now we examine the third perturbation more closely, figure 5-25, where the
percentage change,  R = (R0   R)/R0, is shown with time. The resistance,
having increased, falls from 92% to 25% in just 0.5 s. While after 10 seconds the
resistance has fallen to  R < 10%. The four parameter model of viscoelasticity,
equation 5.11, can be applied to find that A1 = 931, A2 = 655, ⌧1 = 0.48 s and
⌧2 = 7.68 s. Confirming that the decay times are significantly faster than seen
previously. With ⌧1 < 0.5 s, and A1 being the greater factor, the pixel could
detect seperate pertubations with a frequency of up to 2 Hz.
The decay times and maximum resistance change were used to determine the
sensitivity and time delay settings for the LabView program that monitors all the
sensing elements. The sensitivity was set close to 15 %, i.e requiring a resistance
change greater of  R > 15%, while the sweep frequency was set to 4 Hz, with
each pixel addressed every 0.25 s so that the resistance spike could be captured
for all 64 pixel array elements. A time delay of 10 s was used to enable the
resistance to settle before continuing with the monitoring of the triggered pixel.
Screen shots for the graphic representation of the array from the C and B
stamps are shown in figure 5-26(a) and (b). All pixels that were ON, i.e had a
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Figure 5-25: The resistance decays at a fast rate, returning to its starting value
in under 60 s. (inset) Close inspection shows that the resistance change falls from
92% to 25% in 0.5 s and to under 10% within 10 s.
pressure applied, were found to correctly respond for both stamps. The C-stamp
was imaged through dropping the stamp of weight 40 g from a height of 1 cm.
All the ON pixels lit up within one sweep of the array after the stamp impacting
the array. No OFF pixels were lit showing that the pixels are both electrically
and mechanically isolated from one another.
The B-stamp responded well to rocking, with the rock forwards causing the
top half of the array’s ON pixels to trigger while the rock backwards did the same
for the bottom half. With no guide bars for the B-stamp care was taken to keep
the protrusions aligned over the center of the pixels.
A gentle tap to the B-stamp did not always cause all the ON pixels to trigger.
This is because the force is spread over 20 pixels and with the area 20 times
larger, the pressure is 20 times smaller. Further not all the protrusions of the
B-stamp were of the exact same height which would cause a greater pressure
to be exerted on some pixels than others. Likewise removing the B-stamp did
not consistently cause all the pixels to trigger. Whereas removing the C-stamp,
which was specifically machined such that all the protrusions were exactly the
same height to ±10 µm, did cause all the correct pixels to trigger. Removing




Figure 5-26: (a) The computer image of the array immediately after the C-stamp
impacts on the pixel array. The white pixel squares correspond to the pixels
in the array that have undergone a resistance change of  R > 15%. (b) The
computer image for the B-stamp with same sensitivity setting. A video of the
real time imaging can be found at [123]
The di↵erential pressure, P , detected by the C-stamp can be estimated by
taking the mass of the stamp, 40 g, and the area each pixel, A = 4 mm2, so that




= 3.8 kPa . (5.20)
The composite is able to detect pressures less than 3.8 kPa as the sensitivity was
set such that a 15% spike in resistance was required to trigger a pixel. Reducing
the mass of the stamp to just 8 g and the sensitivity to 8%, triggered all but
a few pixels. It is possible that these were pixels where the composite height
was slightly reduced and so the full pressure wasn’t exerted. However this would
correspond to a detection of just 0.75 kPa per pixel.
In summary the DPA has been shown to reliably detect changes in pressure of
less than 3.8 kPa caused by resistance spikes from the destruction of conduction
lines. This is a sensitive imaging technique for measuring the di↵erential pressure
changes. The recovery time of the resistance is of the order of just a few seconds.
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5.5 Summary
This chapter has discussed some of the electromechanical properties of GSC at
room temperature. The changes in resistance due to bilayer strain, stress re-
laxation, AC impedance, acoustic pressure and di↵erential pressure have been
presented.
The bend induced bilayer strain is an accurate technique for altering the strain
within the composite. We have shown that induced changes of the steady state
resistance, after stress relaxation, is complex due to the di↵erences in tensile and
compressive strains created in the transverse and longitudinal directions. How-
ever once the composite has undergone stress softening the composite exhibits
a reproducible linear change in resistance for both bending in compression and
extension. The composite is well suited as a sensor such as a flexible skin. Ex-
cept, that the viscoelasticity of the composite means that the resistance can take
up to 300 seconds to settle. We analyse the resistance decay through the four
parameter viscoelastic equation derived from a Maxwell spring dash pot model.
We have shown that there are two time constants, that are invariant under strain,
which we interpret as di↵erences between elastic moduli in the longitudinal and
transverse planes.
We have shown that the bandwidth of the composite is increased by as much as
30% with strain due to changes in the capacitance of the composite. We extract
the capacitance from the cut-o↵ frequency and relate this to the capacitance
between individual particles to show that the particle separation distance decrease
under strain.
The use of GSC to detect ultrasound via conduction line destruction is novel
and we have used it to highlight how sensitive the percolation network is to
perturbations. The pressure detection threshold was shown to be 48 Pa. We also
observed a commensurability between the composite width and the ultrasound
wavelength. We show that this can be interpreted in terms of the creation of
standing waves inside the composite and that the maxima and minima follow
Bragg’s law.
Finally the composite is used in the DPA to consistently detect di↵erential
pressures of < 3.5 kPa. This is better than the piezoresistance of conductive
rubbers and is a novel method of detection [126]. There is potential for creating
one of these arrays on a flexible substate and using flexible transistors, such as
pentacene transistors, an entirely flexible skin could be fabricated. Using the
resistance spikes caused by conduction destruction allows a better sensitivity
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than the pieozoresistance. Further through consideration of the pixel geometry
and using NDI molecules the viscoelastic could possibly be reduced to under a
second allowing for dynamic measurements to be made. For a large array, say
64 by 64, a high frequency input signal will be required to allow the change in
impedance to be detected. However due to the intrinsic capacitance and cut-o↵




Electronic Amplification in the
NDR Region
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate that the GSC is capable of function-
ing as an active device, by sustaining oscillations in an inductor-capacitor (LC)
circuit when biased in the NDR region. We first explain how this is possible by
demonstrating a lambda diode as an oscillator and amplifier. In the process we
derive and confirm equations for the oscillation frequency, the cut-o↵ frequency
and the gain of the amplifier.
We then show that the NDR region of the GSC can sustain oscillations, at
the LC tank frequency, up to 12.5 kHz. We confirm that the oscillations are only
present when the composite is biased in the NDR region.
The second aim of this chapter is to explore how the oscillations vary when
a strain is induced in the composite. We strain the sample through bending and
show that this shifts the NDR region. We show this can be used to vary the
amplitude of the driven oscillations.
We also report the unexpected discovery of intrinsic oscillations, independent
of the LC frequency, that can be tuned with strain. We show the intrinsic os-
cillation frequency increasing by as much as 84 Hz / % strain. Demonstrating a
flexible oscillator with the strain encoded as frequency and showing the potential
of the GSC as a flexible active device.
Finally we create a flexible strain-tuned amplifier. Using the NDR we are
able to amplify a signal, at the intrinsic frequency, with a gain that can be tuned
between 1 and 4.5.
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter demonstrates the use of the NDR, exhibited in the GSC at low tem-
peratures, as an active region to create oscillator and amplifier circuits. We show
that straining the composite through bend induces changes to the oscillations.
By utilizing the active region and combining this with the flexible nature of the
composite we demonstrate a flexible and active electronic skin. Through encoding
the strain as a frequency signal, i.e bending the sample and detecting a change
in frequency, the composite mimics the behaviour of mechanoreceptor neurons in
the human skin that provide the sense of touch. Mechanoreceptor neurons, such
as Merkel receptors that lie just under the skin, respond to physical displacements
such as bending. The bend applies a pressure to the cell membrane that causes
sodium ions to enter the cell and generate an action potential. The greater the
pressure, the more sodium ions are able to enter and the greater the number of
action potentials, which increases the response frequency. The pressure is there-
fore encoded as a frequency: Whereby the greater the pressure, the higher the
frequency [127]. It is this behaviour we attempt to mimic in the GSC.
The composite’s physical characteristics, with its soft flexible and durable
silicone matrix, make it well suited to applications in robotic skins. A few years
ago one of the leaders in the field of flexible electronics stated that, electronics of
the future will be soft and rubbery [11]. However the creation of flexible soft active
devices has been di cult to achieve as they require new materials that are very
di↵erent to current technology, based on silicon electronics, that is not suitable.
Using an intrinsic NDR in a flexible material is one such path with which flexible
electronics could progress and has not before been demonstrated.
Two of the most published research groups on flexible electronic skins use
a conductive rubber to sense pressure as a passive element and develop flexi-
ble transistor arrays to interpret the signal [2, 13]. The focus for these groups
has been the creation of large flexible transistor arrays that enable switching
between individual pixels of the conductive rubber. One approach of Javey’s
group, in Berkeley California, has been to make the transistors from semicon-
ducting nanowires, where the nanowires are small enough to remain robust to
pressure changes [16, 128]. Recently they have also demonstrated this with semi-
conducting carbon nanotubes in place of the nanowires [12].
The approach of Someya’s group, at the University of Tokyo, is to create flexi-
ble organic pentacene transistors that are flexible and then measure the resistance
change in a graphite based conductive rubber [2, 14, 15, 97, 126]. The pentacene
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transistors are built on a net, like a chain linked fence, with transistors positioned
on each link. In this way the overall material is flexible and stretchable while the
transistors remain unstrained. Javey’s later publications also adapt this method
through laser cutting a honeycomb mesh around the transistors [12].
Another group have also created thin film carbon nanotube transistors. The
transistors are flexible and have an impressive mobility. While the devices they
show are not for pressure detection they have been able to combine arrays of the
transistors to create a ring oscillator [25].
These groups represent the state of the art, with many of the cited references
here having been published in major journals within the last few years, and are
highlights of the current intense research into flexible electronics. The flexibil-
ity of the devices mentioned arise from the combination of very thin films, and a
conductive rubber as the pressure sensitive element. What we are able to demon-
strate however, is the use of the composite as an intrinsically active component,
via the NDR region, with strain tunable oscillations.
This chapter proceeds by initially explaining how NDR based oscillators and
amplifiers operate, starting with the basics of oscillations in a LC circuit. The
analysis for the incorporation of a NDR device in an LC circuit follows that of
books by Chow and Chang which were originally written in regard to TD devices.
However, the analysis is readily adapted to any device with NDR characteristics
[93, 129]. Due to TDs no longer being widely available we construct a lambda
circuit, from combining an n-channel and p-channel junction field e↵ect tran-
sistor (JFET). The lambda circuit is shown to have a wide NDR region which
is utilised in demonstrating oscillator and amplifier circuits. The results of the
tuned amplifier circuit are analysed and compared to equations derived for the
gain and phase shift.
Next we incorporate the GSC in an oscillator circuit and the NDR is clearly
demonstrated to be capable of sustaining oscillations. A strain is applied through
bend and the changes in oscillation frequency and amplitude are examined. An
unexpected intrinsic frequency is discovered which can be tuned through strain.
We attempt to explain the physical origins of the intrinsic frequencies by a positive
feedback amplification mechanism caused by transient charge accumulations.
A resonant e↵ect is found to occur when the LC tank frequency is set to
the intrinsic frequency with a sharp increase in amplitude and stability of the
oscillations. This resonance e↵ect is taken advantage of in a tuned amplifier
circuit where the composite is utilized in creating a strain-tuned amplifier, with
a tunable gain between 1 and 4.5.
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Figure 6-1: In the LCR circuit there is a continual exchange of energy between
the inductor and capacitor that occurs at a frequency dictated by the inductance,
L, and capacitance, C. The oscillations decay due to resistance, R, in the circuit.
6.2 Oscillator Circuit Theory
The parallel combination of an inductor and capacitor creates an LC circuit that
is an electronic resonator, shown in figure 6-1. The behaviour of this circuit can
be analysed starting from Kirchho↵’s law and from the characteristic equations
for the components, to arrive at a following di↵erential equation to describe the
time varying current i(t) through the circuit as,
VR + VL + VC = 0 , (6.1)
where,







i(t) dt . (6.2)













. The solution to the second order di↵erential equation is an





. For example the solution for R = 5 ⌦, L = 1 mH,
C = 1 µF and initial current i(0) = 1 A is shown in figure 6-2. The red line
shows the oscillations that occur at a constant frequency fLC = 5, 033 Hz, while
the blue dotted line shows the exponential decay.
The exponential decay of the oscillations is due to the energy lost in the
resistance R. However, if the resistance were negative then the oscillations would
not decay; instead they would grow, indefinitely supplying energy to the circuit.
Obviously negative resistance is not possible but a di↵erential negative resistance,
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Figure 6-2: The time varying current from the solution of equation 6.3. The
oscillations are at a constant frequency fLC = 5, 033 Hz with an exponentially
decaying amplitude.
as we have in our composite, is enough to sustain oscillations and overcome the
damping of the resistance in the circuit. The NDR requires that
 I
 V
< 0 and thus
we can define a negative conductance  |g| that will be used to sustain oscillations
with the ‘negative resistance’ equal to   1|g| .
Creating oscillators and amplifiers from NDR devices caused a lot of excite-
ment in the late 1950’s with the discovery of the tunneling diode in 1958 by Leo
Esaki [130]. The Esaki diode, or TD, combines highly doped p and n regions that
have a very small depletion region, ' 5 nm, that form a tunneling barrier. When
a small bias is applied electrons are able to tunnel across from the conduction
band of the n region to the valence band of the p region and a current can flow.
However as the bias is increased the number of empty states available for the
electrons to tunnel into starts to decrease and the current decreases leading to a
NDR region.
In TD the NDR allows oscillations to be sustained, and the tunnel barrier
being small means the characteristic tunneling times are extremely fast, allowing
for high frequency applications. These devices were therefore very successful
as microwave oscillators and amplifiers. However they were overtaken in time
by more conventional semiconducting devices that were easier to integrate into
circuits. As it is di cult to get hold of TD devices we reproduce their I   V
characteristics through the combination of two JFET transistors arranged as a
lambda circuit.
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Figure 6-3: The lambda circuit combines an MPF102 n-channel JFET and a
2N3820 p-channel JFET. The sources of the two JFETs are connected together
and the gates of each are connected to the drain of the other. This creates a two
terminal NDR device.
6.3 Lambda Diode Example
The lambda circuit, or lambda diode, combines an n-channel JFET and p-channel
JFET to create an NDR device. The sources of the two JFETs are connected
together and the gates of each are connected to the drain of the other as in figure 6-
3. An MPF102 is used for the n-channel JFET and a 2N3820 for the p-channel
JFET to create a two terminal NDR device. To understand how the lambda
diode creates the NDR region we must first understand the basic characteristics
of the JFET. The n-channel JFET allows a large current to flow from drain to
source when the gate - source voltage is zero, VGS = 0, when a negative gate-
source voltage is applied the depletion region extends across the channel and the
current drop quickly to zero. For a p-channel JFET a current flows from source
to drain when VGS = 0 and when a positive VGS is applied the depletion region
extends across the p-channel and the current is pinched o↵.
The combination of the n-channel and p-channel JFET as shown in figure 6-3
leads to an NDR region as follows. Initially as a small voltage, V , is applied
current, I, is able to flow. However as the current flows, due to the resistance
of the JFET a positive potential is applied to the gate of the p-channel and a
negative potential to the gate of the n-channel. This causes the resistance of the
channels to increase. Further increasing V causes the channels to become further
pinched and the current to decrease, creating a NDR region that extends up until
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Figure 6-4: The I   V characteristics of the lambda diode exhibit a linear NDR
region between 3 V and 4 V with
 I
 V
= |g⇤| = 0.58 mS corresponding to a
negative resistance of   1|g⇤| =  1, 720 ⌦.
no current can flow, with the voltage completely switching o↵ conduction.
The I   V characteristics of the lambda diode are shown in figure 6-4. The
onset of the NDR region in the lambda diode is at VP = 2 V and IP = 1.15 mA.
The current is pinched at 5.5 V and does not increase again, which leads to a
wide NDR region that supports oscillations. The slope of the curve in the NDR
region is linear between 3 V and 4 V where,
 I
 V
= |g⇤| = 0.58 mS, (6.4)
which corresponds to a negative resistance of   1|g⇤| =  1, 720 ⌦. This allows for
the lambda diode to support regular stable oscillations with amplitudes of up to
1 V.
6.3.1 Lambda Diode Oscillator
To create an oscillator the lambda diode is placed in parallel with an LC circuit
and biased into the NDR region through a DC source. The lambda circuit of
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Figure 6-5: To create a simple oscillator the lambda diode, with negative con-
ductance  |g⇤|, is place in parallel with an LC circuit. A DC voltage source VDC
is used to bias the lambda diode into the NDR region.
figure 6-3 in now considered as a single 2T device with conductance |g⇤|. The
resistance R represents the internal resistances of the circuit, which mostly arises
from the inductor. The complete oscillator circuit is shown in figure 6-5.
To understand how the oscillator circuit functions we follow the analysis of
Chow [93]. Originally this was specifically for TD devices however the results
are generic for any NDR devices including the lambda circuit and our GSC de-
vice. The only di↵erence is that we assume that the internal inductance and
capacitance are negligible in comparison to the external L and C.
We start the circuit analysis by considering the small signal impedance of the
oscillator circuit, ZT , shown in figure 6-5, when biased into the NDR region with,








Including the characteristic impedance of the resistive, capacitive and inductive
elements at oscillation frequency !,
ZT = R + j!L+
1
j!C   |g⇤| , (6.6)
and then separating the real and imaginary parts,
ZT = R  |g⇤||g⇤|2 + !2C2 + j!
✓




For the circuit to initially start oscillating ZT must be negative at ! = 0 which
leads to one of the most important conditions for NDR based oscillators that,
|g⇤|R < 1 . (6.8)
This means that the absolute of the negative di↵erential resistance must always
be greater than the resistance in the circuit such that the overall resistance of
the circuit is negative and oscillations can grow.
Next, for the oscillations to be sustained with AC power generated by the
oscillator, <(ZT ) < 0, i.e the overall circuit resistance must remain negative.
The real part of equation 6.7 is a monotonically increasing function of ! that
starts o↵ negative when |g⇤|R < 1 but at some frequency it will no longer be
negative and above this frequency oscillations cannot be sustained. At this cross






R|g⇤|   1 . (6.9)
Above fCO the oscillating circuit is no longer considered as active as oscillations
cannot be sustained due to the resistance of the circuit now being positive and
the AC power is absorbed.
Next we determine the frequency at which the circuit will oscillate, f0, assum-
ing the source is purely DC, through equating the imaginary part of equation 6.7
to zero,
!0L  !0L|g⇤|2 + !20C2
= 0 , (6.10)











This is a variation on the frequency of oscillation in the resistor-inductor-capacitor








however when |g⇤| or L is small f0 will tend towards fLC . Usually we assume
f0 = fLC , however in some cases we will require the full expression for f0.
In order to analyze the stability of the oscillator circuit and describe transient
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behaviour, we construct a general second order di↵erential equation for the time
varying current. Applying Kirchho↵’s circuit laws we equate,
VDC = VR + VL + Vg , (6.13)












i3(t)  i1(t) dt , (6.14)
We assume that the NDR region is a linear slope with gradient |g⇤| around point
V0, I0 such that,
Vg =
I0   i3(t) + V0|g⇤|
|g⇤| . (6.15)












and then di↵erentiate equation 6.14 to find i3(t),
i3(t) = i1(t)  C dVg
dt
, (6.17)






















The general solution of this second order di↵erential equation is,
i1(t) = A1 exp( 1t) + A2 exp( 2t) +
I0 + |g⇤|(V0   VDC)
C
, (6.19)
where A1 and A2 are constants that can be found from the initial starting condi-






















The stability of the oscillator circuit can be considered through the four potential
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regions of solutions for equation 6.20 that can be positive or negative; real or
imaginary. A detailed stability analysis can be found in Chow [93] which we
summarize as,
Region 1 Solutions that are positive and real will have no oscillations. The
current will grows exponentially, which is unstable.
Region 2 Solutions that are negative and real will have no oscillations and the
current will decay exponentially.
Region 3 Solutions that are negative and complex will produce sinusoidal oscil-
lations that decay exponentially.
Region 4 Solutions that are positive and complex will provide sinusoidal oscil-
lations that grow exponentially.
Wherever the solutions are complex, i.e in regions 3 and 4, the solutions
to equation 6.19 will be sinusoidal. The oscillations will exponentially decay if
L|g⇤|
C
> R, or exponentially grow if
L|g⇤|
C
< R. If we take the special case where





= 0 , (6.21)
we find,








This has the same form found for the oscillation frequency, !0 in equation 6.11.
The solution for i1(t) thus becomes
i1(t) = exp(j!0t) + exp( j!0t) + I0 + |g⇤|(V0   VDC)
C
= 2 cos(!0t) +




The oscillations are steady and are sustained with the NDR exactly overcoming
the resistive losses in the circuit.
As an interesting extension to equation 6.19 we can introduce a time varying
|g⇤| to represent any instabilities in the NDR region. This might not necessarily
apply to the well behaved lambda circuit but is very relevant for the GSC, as here
there are significant instabilities in the NDR region. We set reasonable values of
L = 0.1 mH, C = 1 mF and R =
LG
C
and then define |g⇤| to be slowly time
varying where |g⇤| = 0.58⇥ 10 4 | sin!1 t| with !1 << wLC .
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Figure 6-6: Modelling equation 6.19 with a time varying |g⇤| yields a bursting
behaviour. The oscillations within the bursts have a slowly varying frequency
which creates a broader FFT spectrum.
The simulated results show that the oscillations now occur in bursts in the
form of wave packets, figure 6-6. The bursting occurs because the solutions cycle
between Region 3, Region 2 and then Region 4. with the oscillations only
possible when the solutions are complex and |g⇤|R < 1.
As the frequency of oscillation is given by equation 6.11 and |g⇤| is time
varying we find the frequency varies slightly within the bursts. This yields a
broader distribution of the oscillation frequency and if the FFT were to be plotted
a broader peak would be observed. This simple model will help explain some of
the transient e↵ects observed for the GSC oscillator.
The analysis described above is based on that done by Chow [93]. We have
seen how the lambda diode is able to be combined in an LC circuit to create an
oscillator. Circuit analysis yields two important results, firstly for oscillations to
be sustained |g⇤|R < 1. Secondly, the frequency of oscillations has the additional
term that includes the slope of the NDR, equation 6.11.
6.3.2 Lambda Diode Amplifier
One of our objectives was to create a flexible amplifier using the NDR region of
the GSC. To explore how amplifier circuits function and to be able to arrive at a
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Figure 6-7: The tuned amplifier circuit. The lambda diode is in parallel with the
LC circuit that sets the tank frequency, fLC , and is biased into the NDR region
using DC source, VDC . The signal to be amplified comes from the AC source, vin.
The output voltage, vout, is measured using an oscilloscope. The gain Av =
vout
vin
is tuned through varying resistance, RS.
circuit design suitable for the GSC we first used the lambda diode as the active
device.
We identified the tuned amplifier circuit, shown in figure 6-7, as most suited
for our application due to its simplicity and close relation to that of the oscillator
circuit. This type of circuit could be used in the volume control of a radio, as
varying the resistance, RS, controls the gain, Av, at the frequency set by the LC
tank.
If we consider the AC equivalent circuit in figure 6-8(a) and arrange it in the
form of a potential divider, figure 6-8(b), we can form a set of equations to find
Av. Usually in a potential divider circuit vout would not exceed vin as both Z1
and Z2 would be positive values. However due to the the negative conductance
 |g⇤| in some situations Z2 < 0 and thus can yield Av > 1. This is the amplifying
response. The additional energy required for the amplification is supplied by the
DC source, that is biasing the device into the NDR region.





















Figure 6-8: (a) The AC equivalent circuit of the tuned amplifier. The boxed
region Z2 resembles the oscillator circuit, with an LC tank, but with an additional
load resistance RL. (b) Combining the components enclosed in the box as a single
impedance Z2 allows us to visualise a simple voltage divider circuit. In a passive
device both Z1 and Z2 would be positive values and thus vout would always be
less than vin however due to the negative conductance  |g⇤| in some situations
Z2 is negative and thus vout > vin producing a gain Av > 1.







+ j!dC   |g⇤|+ 1
RL
◆ . (6.26)





















The absolute gain, |Av| is,
|Av| = !dLs















while these equations appear complex, if vin is set such that it equals the tank
frequency, fd = fLC =
1p
LC
and taking RL << RS the imaginary component




The gain increases dramatically when
1
|g⇤| ⇡ RS. Any deviation from fd = fLC
will cause the gain to decrease and for a phase shift to occur. If fd << fLC or
fd >> fLC the phase will be shifted to either +90  or  90  respectively.
We tested the tuned amplifier circuit of figure 6-7 and compared the measured
gain and phase shift to that described by equations 6.28 and 6.29. This was
repeated for both a low LC tank frequency, fLC = 1.5 kHz and a higher LC tank
frequency fLC = 30.3 kHz. The results over a range of drive frequencies, fd, of
vin are shown in figure 6-9, where panels (a) and (c) correspond to the lower tank
frequency; and (b) and (d) to the higher tank frequency.
At low tank frequency the calculated maximum gain cannot be attained by
the circuit, 6-9(a). This is because the resistance of the inductor, which is not
included in equations 6.28, is significant at 68 ⌦. This additional series resistance
absorbs some of the power, increasing the overall resistance of the circuit, and thus
reducing the gain. Also at low tank frequency the measured phase shift is lower
than that expected, due to the coupling capacitors having a sizable reactance at
low frequencies.
For the higher tank frequency the measured gain and phase shift follow closely
the calculated values. The inductance is smaller and has a negligible resistance
while the coupling capacitors have a much smaller reactance at the higher drive
frequencies.
Finally we show the maximum gain of the tuned amplifier circuit at the tank
frequency, fLC = 30.3 kHz. We set the drive frequency equal to the tank fre-
quency, fd = fLC and then increased the resistance, RS from 0 ⌦ to 1, 800 ⌦ and
recorded the gain, figure 6-10.
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Figure 6-9: The experimental values of the gain, |Av|, and phase shift,  , of the
tuned amplifier circuit for two values of tank frequency, fLC . Panels (a) and
(c) show |Av| and   for fLC = 1.5 kHz. Panels (b) and (d) the |Av| and  
for fLC = 30.29 kHz. The calculated values of |Av| and   from equations 6.28
and 6.29, red lines, follow closely that of the measured values at the higher tank
frequency.
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Figure 6-10: The tuned amplifier showing that the gain Av increase as |g⇤|RS
tends to unity. A stable gain of 17.5 is observed for RS = 1, 700 ⌦ where |g⇤|RS =
0.99, above this the gain becomes unstable and vout is no longer sinusoidal. This
is because vout exceeds 1 V which is outside the linear region of the I   V curve
of the lambda diode. The red line shows the theoretical gain modelled using
equation 6.27.
The x-axis is shown as |g⇤|RS so that the gain should be maximum when
|g⇤|RS = 1. The blue diamonds mark the measured gain and the red line the
theoretical fit. The gain increases as expected up to |g⇤|RS = 0.99 where Av =
17.5. The final data point at |g⇤|RS = 1.015 exceeds the theoretical maximum
gain. This is because the amplitude is greater than the width of the linear region
in the NDR and so the oscillations are no longer sinusoidal.
6.3.3 Summary of the Lambda Diode
In summary the lambda diode has been used to discuss and explain oscillator
and amplifier circuits based on NDR devices. Equations to describe both the
frequency of oscillations and the cut-o↵ frequency have been derived. A model
is shown that can be used to demonstrate bursting behaviour when the negative
conductance is time variant.
The tuned amplifier circuit was found to be correctly described by the circuit
equations. Only small discrepancies arise due to the resistance of the inductor
and reactance of the coupling capacitors. A similar tuned amplifier circuit will
be used for the GSC device.
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6.4 Active Response of the GSC in the NDR
region
6.4.1 Sustaining Oscillations in the NDR Region
The primary goal of this chapter was to establish whether the NDR region found
in the GSC was capable of sustaining oscillations, in a similar manner to the
lambda diode described in the previous section. Therefore the composite was
placed in an oscillator circuit, replacing the lambda diode of figure 6-5. The LC
tank frequency was set to fLC = 4.1 kHz with L = 10.1 mH and C = 149 nF and
the composite was biased into the NDR region.
Oscillations were immediately apparent with an amplitude varying between
5 and 20 mV, shown in the time series of figure 6-11(a). To confirm that the
oscillations varied with the LC tank frequency the capacitance was decreased
to C = 49 nF and the composite biased to the same point in the NDR region.
Oscillations were again observed at the LC tank frequency and are shown in
figure 6-11(b). The amplitude of the oscillations exhibits some transient bursting
behaviour. Between bursts the oscillation amplitude decreases, < 1 mV, and is
noisy with frequent phase shifts in time. In the oscillation bursts the amplitude
grows to 6 mV with the frequency and phase remaining almost constant during
the burst, which lasts for around 14 cycles.
To determine the oscillation frequency the FFT of the time series was calcu-
lated. The FFT amplitude with frequency, fout is shown for both capacitance
values 149 nF in red and 49 nF in blue in figure 6-11. Clear peaks can be seen
for both. For C = 149 nF the peak is sharpest, with a peak of 2.8 mV at
fp = 4.16 kHz, while for C = 49 nF the peak of 1.2 mV is at fp = 7.18 kHz. This
confirms that the oscillations are indeed set by the LC tank frequency and gener-
ated by the NDR region of the composite. As previously discussed the oscillation











where |gc| is the negative conductance of the composite which can be readily
extracted from the I   V curves. For this sample the slope of the I   V curve
was found to vary between 0.23 < |gc| < 0.55 mS. Inserting these values into
equation 6.31 for the high value capacitance, 149 nF, yields 4.07 < f0 < 4.12 kHz
while for the 49 nF capacitor yields 6.96 < f0 < 7.14 kHz. The measured
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Figure 6-11: (a) The composite oscillations when biased in the NDR region in an
oscillator circuit with L = 10.1 mH and C = 149 nF. (b) Decreasing the capac-
itance to C = 49 nF leads to transient bursting with the oscillations appearing
to occur in wave packets. The bursting is due to time variations of |gc| from
instabilities in the NDR region. (c) The FFT spectrum is computed for each
time series. The higher capacitance produces a sharper and more pronounced
peak at 4.16 kHz, red curve, while the lower capacitance has a broader spectrum
centered on 7.18 kHz.
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FFT peaks of figure 6-11 are very close to these calculated values. The smaller
capacitance makes the second term in equation 6.31 more significant. Thus the
same variation in |gc| produces a more significant variation in frequency and is
why the FFT peak is broader.
The bursting behaviour also arises from the time variance of |gc|. This leads
to the oscillation amplitude changing with time and the creation of wave packets
of oscillations. This e↵ect was earlier modelled and shown in figure 6-6.
Next, to determine the oscillation behaviour over a range of frequencies the
capacitance was varied between C = 149 nF and C = 2.66 nF for a fixed induc-
tance of L = 10.1 mH. The time series of 35 cycles for di↵erent C values is shown
in red, and for two cycles in blue, in figure 6-12(a-i). The oscillations have the
greatest stability and least noise for the higher values of capacitance, the lower
frequencies with the transient bursting behaviour that changes as the capacitance
decreases.
In panel (a) each burst can be seen to lead almost straight into the next with
the bursts lasting over 20 cycles while for (c) and (e) there are time delays of the
order 1 ms between bursts. The bursts only now lasting for around 10 cycles in
(c) and 5 cycles in (e) The oscillations in (g) and (h) are noisier and less defined,
as the bursting lasts just a few cycles. This arises from the time variations of |g⇤|
having a much greater e↵ect when C is small. The oscillation amplitude remains
roughly the same over the entire range from fLC = 4.1 kHz to 30.8 kHz with
amplitudes of 20 mV in the bursts.
To establish that the oscillations arise due to the NDR region, the bias across
the composite was increased in 0.5 V increments up to and beyond VP , whilst
in the oscillator circuit with L = 43 mH and C = 100 nF. At each voltage step
a time series was recorded and the corresponding FFT calculated. The I   V
curve is shown by the solid red line in figure 6-13. The colour map is generated
from a normalised amplitude of the FFT, at each bias, with red indicating the
maximum amplitude.
Below VP = 25 V the composite is quiet and the FFT is flat. Above VP
the composite begins to oscillate at a frequency that is independent of the bias.
This unequivocally establishes the oscillations are due to NDR region of the
GSC, confirming that the composite is behaving as an active 2T device with the
negative conductance sustaining the continual generation of oscillations.
There are in fact two distinct oscillation frequencies in figure 6-13. One peak
corresponds to the expected LC tank frequency indicated as fLC = 2.32 kHz.
A second peak can be seen at a slightly higher frequency indicated as X with
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Figure 6-12: Time series for 35 oscillations (red) and 2 oscillations (blue) for a
range of capacitor values spanning 149 nF to 2.66 nF and with the inductance
held constant at 10.1 mH. Oscillations are clearest at the lower frequencies, (a)
to (f) while for (g) to (i) the oscillations become noisy. This is due to the time
variance of |gc| which at low C creates a broadening of the oscillation frequency.
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Figure 6-13: The I   V characteristics of the composite are recorded whilst in
the oscillator circuit. At 0.5 V increments a time series is collected and an FFT
is performed. The oscillations are mapped across the I   V curve. Oscillations
are only present in the NDR region confirming that the composite is acting as
the active element sustaining oscillations. Two distinct frequencies are observed
one at the LC tank frequency, fLC = 2.32 kHz, and the other indicated as X
with fX = 2.58 kHz.
fX = 2.58 kHz.
We next explore the range of frequencies over which the composite is active as
well as identify how this secondary oscillation frequency X varies with the tank
frequency. The inductance was fixed at L = 2.24 mH and the capacitance varied
in small increments such that the LC tank frequency could be varied from 1 kHz
to 25 kHz in 0.5 kHz increments. A time series was recorded for each frequency
and an FFT was performed. To enable a clean FFT spectrum a combination of
electronic band pass filters and averaging was used, as described in chapter 3.4.4.
The colour plot of fout against fLC is shown in figure 6-14. It is immediately
apparent that there are two distinct behaviours with peaks extending in two
di↵erent directions.
Firstly a line of peaks, (band of red), runs diagonally across the color map
showing that the peak in the frequency spectrum, fout, is proportional to the tank
frequency, fLC . The pink dashed line indicates f0 from equation 6.31 and shows
that the oscillation frequency of the composite is at the LC tank frequency. The
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Figure 6-14: A 2D colour map to examine fout as a function of fLC . The pink
dashed line indicates the theoretical oscillation frequency, f0. The composite
oscillates at f0 up to where it intercepts the cut-o↵ frequency, fCO, indicated by
the blue line, at 12.5 kHz. The intrinsic frequency shown as the dotted blue line
marked X remains invariant with fLC , at fX = 2.85 kHz.
theoretical cut-o↵ frequency, fCO, shown by the solid blue line in figure 6-14, is
calculated from equation 6.9 with RS = 12 ⌦ from the resistance of the inductor
and |gc| = 0.34 mS extracted from the I  V curve. Above fCO the composite no
longer oscillates at the tank frequency, fLC . The interception between fCO and f0
sets the maximum LC driven frequency at 12.5 kHz. The cut-o↵ frequency, de-
termined by the slope of NDR region, is where f0 intercepts fCO. Here the active
region stops providing AC power and instead starts absorbing power, therefore
no longer being able to sustain oscillations.
The second ridge of peaks can be seen to remain at a constant frequency
at fout = 2.85 kHz. The blue dashed line marked X remains invariant with
fLC . These oscillations appear above the theoretical cut-o↵ frequency. They are
therefore not related to the LC tank frequency of the oscillator circuit and must
be an intrinsic frequency to the composite. This is interesting as an intrinsic
frequency was not observed below VP in figure 6-13 which means it arises from a
process occurring in the NDR region.
Where fX = fLC the oscillations become most stable and have the largest
amplitude, and the sharpest peak in frequency domain. This is due to a resonance
e↵ect, with the amplitudes from the two di↵erent mechanisms constructively
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combining .
A summary of the results for the composite in the LC oscillator circuit is as
follows:
1. The composites NDR region is capable of sustaining oscillations up to the
cut-o↵ frequency.
2. No oscillations are present outside the NDR region.
3. The oscillation frequency is given by the LC tank frequency
4. A bursting behaviour arises due to the instabilities in the NDR region.
5. An intrinsic frequency is observed that is independent of the LC tank fre-
quency, remaining constant over di↵erent LC values.
6. The intrinsic frequency is able to be resonant when fX = fLC .
So far we have not discussed the possible origins of intrinsic frequency however
this will be addressed in the following sections as we study the e↵ect of strain on
the composite oscillations.
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6.4.2 Strain Dependant Oscillations
We now consider the e↵ect of applying a strain to the composite on both its
low temperature I   V characteristics and its ability to function as the active
component in an oscillator. The motivation being that if the application of strain
can switch the oscillations on or o↵, or tune the oscillation frequency, then we
have a flexible oscillator that could be used as a flexible skin.
A bilayer strain was applied to the sample using the lead screw actuator ar-
rangement as described in section 3-10. This allowed the composite to be placed
in either compressive,  ✏, or tensile, +✏, strain. The system was then cooled to
77 K and the I   V characteristics and oscillations were recorded. In order to
change the bend radius the composite was thermally cycled to room tempera-
ture. After an initial temperature and strain cycle the composite exhibited only
minimal hysteresis over further cycling. The strain is calculated using the bilayer
strain equation derived in section 3.8. The maximum bend before permanent
deformation of the acetate corresponds to a bilayer strain of around 20%.
The influence of increasing strain on the composites I   V characteristics is
significant. There are changes to the low field resistance, onset of NDR and slope
of the NDR region, all of which can be seen in figure 6-15 and figure 6-16 and are
described as follow:
Low Field At low field, V < VP , the resistance increases for both increasing
compressive and tensile strain. This is as much as 585 ⌦ to 851 ⌦ for
✏ = 0 to ✏ =  15% and a 585 ⌦ to 799 ⌦ increase for ✏ = 0 to ✏ = 13%.
This response is di↵erent to the room temperature response of resistance to
strain where both compressive and tensile strain decreased resistance and
is due to the composite being below its glass transition temperature.
NDR Onset The voltage threshold, VP , for the onset of the NDR region in-
creases substantially. A 15 % compressive strain leads to a shift in VP of
22.7 V to 26.4 V; a 16 % increase.
NDR Region The slope of the NDR region, |gc|, reduces for increasing strain.
This will a↵ect both the oscillation frequency and cut-o↵ frequency as they
are both a function of |gc|. A calculation for the change in cut-o↵ frequency
due to changes in |gc| can be found in appendix E.
To ascertain if any of these changes in the I   V characteristics could then
lead to a change in the oscillating behaviour, the composite was placed in an
oscillator circuit with L = 22.7 mH and C = 4.7 µF. The composite was then
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Figure 6-15: Straining the composite in compressive,  ✏, or tensile, +✏, strain
leads to a significant shift in the I   V characteristics. The low field resistance
increases by 45% for ✏ = 0 to ✏ =  15%. While VP shifts from 22.7 V to 26.4 V,
a 16 % increase in VP .
biased to two di↵erent voltages 15.0 V and 22.5 V that lie close to, and either
side, of VP . The I V characteristics for each strain and oscillations at each bias
are shown in figure 6-16.
At ✏ = 0 there are small, < 0.5 mV, but stable oscillations at 15 V as this
is at the onset of the NDR region. While for ✏ = +11% and ✏ =  13% at 15 V
there are no oscillations and instead there is just noise with amplitude < 0.2 mV.
This is because the strain has caused VP to increase and thus a 15 V bias is not
su cient for the composite to be in the NDR region and oscillations are therefore
not sustained.
Biasing the composite at 22.5 V is su cient to bring the composite into the
NDR region for all strains. Oscillations can be observed at the tank frequency of
490 Hz for all strains. There is no measurable change in the oscillation frequency
due to strain. This is because the change in |gc| is small. Which means, using
equation 6.31, that the di↵erence in oscillation frequency, f0, compared to the
LC tank frequency fLC will be just 10 Hz even at the maximum strain.
The oscillations have the greatest stability and amplitude for ✏ = 0, exceeding
3 mV. The oscillation amplitude decreases for both compressive and tensile strain
by more than a factor of 5. This is due to the composite being furthest into the
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Figure 6-16: The composite is placed in an oscillator circuit with L = 22.7 mH
and C = 4.7 µF and the I V characteristics recorded for tensile and compressive
strain. At two voltages 15 V and 22.5 V the oscillations are recorded. At 15 V
the composite is just in the NDR region for ✏ = 0 and oscillations are observed,
while for ✏ =  13% there are no oscillations at 15 V. Demonstrating that the
composite oscillator can be switched ON or OFF using strain to shift the I   V
curves. At 22.5 V all curves are in the NDR region and oscillations are observed
for all strains. The oscillations exhibit the least noise and have the greatest
amplitude for ✏ = 0 as here the NDR is steepest and with the least fluctuations.
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Figure 6-17: The spectral density FFT spectrum for a composite at the same
bias in an LC circuit with fLC = 488 Hz. Increasing the compressive strain
decreases the peak output power significantly. From 0.19 mV Hz 0.5 at ✏ = 0 to
0.07 mV Hz 0.5 for ✏ =  11% to 0.04 mV Hz 0.5 for ✏ =  15%.
NDR region for ✏ = 0. This then provides a wider NDR region and thus larger
oscillations are accessible. Further the slope of |gc| appears to become more
stable, with fewer fluctuations, and thus the oscillations have a greater stability.
We have therefore demonstrated that the composite can be used as an os-
cillator that can be switched ON and OFF by using strain to shift the I   V
characteristics, for the same bias point, in and out of the NDR region. We have
also shown that the oscillation amplitude is a function of strain, with an increas-
ing strain causing a decrease the oscillation amplitude.
We now show this in the FFT spectrum for three di↵erent strains in figure 6-
17. The LC tank frequency is 488 Hz and the peak frequencies of all three
strains remains close to this. However the peak spectral density decreases from
0.19 mV Hz 0.5 at ✏ = 0; to 0.07 mV Hz 0.5 for ✏ =  11%; to 0.04 mV Hz 0.5
for ✏ =  15%. This shows another possible oscillator application whereby the
oscillation amplitude is directly tunable via strain reducing by 79% with a 15%
increase in composite strain.
Next we explore how the cut-o↵ frequency changes with strain and how the
intrinsic frequency responds to strain. The composite was placed in an oscillator
circuit with L = 43.3 mH and biased into the NDR region. The capacitance was
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then varied from 14.62 µF to 9.1 nF such that the LC tank frequency increases
from 200 Hz to 4,000 Hz in 200 Hz steps. The FFT spectrum was measured for
each step using the method described in section 3.4.4. This was repeated for a
range of compressive strains, shown in figure 6-18 with (a) ✏ = 0, (b) ✏ =  7.0%,
(c) ✏ =  9.9%, (d) ✏ =  12.2% and (e) ✏ =  14.1%. The yellow dashed line
shows f0 up to the yellow point, which is the calculated cut-o↵ frequency, fCO, for
each strain. The calculation offCO from the slope of the NDR region is described
in appendix E.
Starting with ✏ = 0, there are no clear oscillations that follow f0. Instead the
spectrum is dominated by two lines of oscillations at 314 Hz and 2.1 kHz both
of which are independent of the LC tank frequency. As the strain is increased
to ✏ =  7.0% the composite now oscillates at the LC tank frequency. These
oscillations continue up until the calculated fCO.
As the strain is further increased the composite continues to oscillate at f0
up to fCO. The cut-o↵ increases with increasing strain due to the reduced slope
of |gc| and for each strain the calculated fCO follows that of the maximum f0
observed.
We turn our attention to the oscillations that are independent of fLC , marked
by the blue dashed line X. We have already mentioned the intrinsic oscillation
frequency in the previous section figure 6-14. Here we see that fX , while invariant
under fLC , increases with strain. As panel (f) of figure 6-18 shows fX increases
from 2.1 kHz at ✏ = 0 to 3.3 kHz at ✏ =  14.1%. The increase is almost
linear at a rate of 84 Hz / % increase in strain. The intrinsic frequency is more
apparent above fCO. This is because the oscillations at f0, below fCO, dominate
the spectrum and thus mask fX . We now consider the origins of these intrinsic
frequencies in more detail.
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Figure 6-18: (a)-(e) The frequency response with increasing compressive strain,
 ✏. The composite oscillates at the LC tank frequency up to the cut-o↵ frequency
fCO. The yellow dashed line indicates the calculated fCO, from appendix E, that
increases with strain. The blue dashed line, labelled X is the intrinsic frequency
that linearly increases with strain. (f) The shift in fX is from 2.1 kHz at ✏ = 0
to 3.3 kHz at ✏ =  14.1% a significant increase of 84 Hz / % strain.
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6.4.3 Strain Tunable Intrinsic Frequency Mode
The appearance of an intrinsic oscillation frequency was unexpected. Before
attempting to explain the origins of this mode we first summarise the key obser-
vations:
1. The intrinsic frequency mode is independent of the LC tank, remaining
invariant to changes in LC tank frequency, shown in figure 6-14
2. Oscillations at fX only appear when the composite is biased into the NDR
region, as shown in figure 6-13.
3. The intrinsic frequency mode is related to the strain applied to the com-
posite with fX having a linear relationship to ✏. The increase is significant
at 84 Hz / % strain, shown in figure 6-18(f).
4. If fLC = fX then a resonance e↵ect takes place with much larger oscillations
that are stable with little phase shifting or bursting e↵ect. We make use of
the resonance e↵ect in constructing a flexible amplifier.
5. The oscillations occur even after the LC circuit has been removed confirming
that they are completely independent of the LC tank frequency.
It is reasonable to speculate that the observed intrinsic frequencies are related
to the conduction processes occurring within the composite when it is biased into
the NDR region. This is for two reasons. Firstly, the oscillations only occur when
the composite is biased in the NDR region and not before. Secondly, the intrinsic
frequency shifts in response to physical changes of the composite, strain, but not
to changes in the oscillator circuit.
As established in chapter 4, the NDR occurs due to highly resistive domains
being formed from the breaking of the conduction band in individual graphite
particles. It is possible that these resistive domains will cause charge to accu-
mulate around the resistive particle creating a local potential across the domain
cell. Transient charge accumulations across the cell could then cause oscillations
in the following way:
Transient charge accumulation (+ Q) in one particle will increase the ca-
pacitive bias in the adjacent silicone barrier (+ V ). As the cell is biased into
the NDR region, the current decreases (  I). This in turn reduces the charge
accumulation (+ Q) and the local bias drops (  V ). However the cell remains
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Figure 6-19: A possible mechanism by which the intrinsic oscillations occur is
through transient charge accumulations across the highly resistive domains that
materialize when the composite is biased into the NDR region. This leads to
cyclic changes in the charge  Q, local bias  V and current  I that occur over
a period ⌧ .
biased in the NDR region and so this causes the current to increase (+ I) and re-
sume the transient charge accumulation. Leading to a cyclic feedback mechanism
as shown in figure 6-19
A positive feedback loop of this kind instigated by the NDR could explain the
intrinsic oscillations. The feedback loop will oscillate on a time scale, ⌧ , which
could then be related to the intrinsic frequency as ⌧ =
1
fX
= 0.46 ms. If ⌧
is due to a capacitive charging e↵ect then it can be considered as an RC time
constant with ⌧ =
C
|gc| . This yields a value of C ⇡ 100 nF that decreases with
strain. It is not clear why the capacitance would decrease with strain but it is
likely to be associated with the changes in particle separation distances due to
the compression of the matrix. However this does not correlate well with the
observed changes in capacitance in section 5.4. Clearly further work is required
to better understand the origins of these intrinsic oscillation modes.
Despite not fully understanding the origins of the intrinsic frequencies we can
still take advantage of them. We make use of the resonance e↵ect when fLC = fX
to construct a flexible amplifier.
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Figure 6-20: Time series comparing vin and vout for two di↵erent values of |gc|RS.
(a) For |gc|RS = 0.1 the gain is just 1.05 with vout just exceeding the input signal,
vin. (b) When |gc|RS = 0.8 there is now a substantial gain of 4.5. The amplitude
and phase fluctuate due to changes in |gc|.
6.4.4 Strain-Tuned Flexible Amplifier Via NDR
Having demonstrated that the composite functions as an oscillator when biased
into the NDR region we next include it as the active component in a tuned
amplifier circuit. We use the same tuned amplifier circuit as for the Lambda diode
amplifier in figure 6-7 but with the active component replaced as the GSC device.
Based on the observed resonance e↵ect, the input frequency to be amplified was
chosen as the composites intrinsic frequency, fX , with the LC tank frequency set
such that, fD = fX = fLC . This generates the greatest possible amplification
and stability. The key parameter in the tuned amplifier is the resistance, RS,
and its relation to the negative conductance |gc|. When |gc|RS ! 0 there is no
amplification, and when |gc|RS ! 1 the gain is at a maximum.
The composite intrinsic frequency was found to be 2.75 kHz and thus the tank
frequency was set to L = 104 mH and C = 34.3 nF and fD = 2.75 kHz with
amplitude, vin = 5 mV. The I   V curve was taken in order to extract the slope
the negative conductance as |gc| = 1.3 mS.
First we present two time series where |gc|RS = 0.1 and |gc|RS = 0.8, shown
in figure 6-20 (a) and (b) respectively. For |gc|RS = 0.1 the oscillations are in
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Figure 6-21: The gain of a tuned amplifier circuit with the composite as the active
component. The averaged gain, blue diamonds, follows that of the theoretical
gain, red line, closely up to a maximum AV = 4.5. Above |gc|RS = 0.8 the gain
remains constant due to the bursting behaviour caused by instabilities in |gc|.
The error bars are the standard error of the gain.
phase and vout just exceeds that of the input, vin such that AV = 1.05. However
the amplitude of vout is not constant due to fluctuations in |gc|.
For |gc|RS = 0.8 there is a substantial gain of 4.5. The gain is again variable
due to fluctuations in |gc|. There is also a phase shift that is not constant as fd
does not exactly equal fLC and when |gc| fluctuates the phase shifts forward and
back. However overall the composite is functioning as the active component of
the tuned amplifier device.
Next we vary RS in 50 ⌦ steps up to |gc|RS = 1. Calculation of the exact
gain is di cult and a program was written that segmented 600 ms of data into
25 cycle length sections where the gain is steady. A bandpass filter of 1 kHz to
5 kHz was applied and the amplitude for each oscillation was calculated to find




The gain as a function of |gc|RS is shown in figure 6-21. The red line shows the
theoretical gain calculated using equation 6.28 with |gc| = 1.3 mS, L = 104 mH,
C = 34.3 nF and RL = 1 M⌦. The composite closely follows the theoretical gain
up to |gc|RS = 0.8 where the gain reaches a maximum of AV = 4.5.
As |gc|RS is further increased the gain does not increase further. This is due
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to a significant bursting e↵ect with short bursts of high gain followed by a low
gain. Single oscillations have amplitudes of over 40 mV, AV > 8, however the
oscillations quickly decay to only a small gain. Therefore the averaged gain does
not continue to increase beyond |gc|RS = 0.8.
We have demonstrated a flexible amplifier where the gain can be tuned be-
tween 1 and 4.5 via a resistance. A gain greater than 4.5 could be achieved if the
instabilities in |gc| could be eliminated. In order to amplify at a di↵erent signal
the composite would need to be strained to induce a change in the intrinsic fre-
quency. The LC tank must then be made equal to the intrinsic frequency. In this
manner the composite is a strain-tuned amplifier capable of amplifying signals
between 2.1 and 3.3 kHz.
6.5 Summary
The foremost aim of this chapter was to convince the reader of the GSCs ability
to function as an active device; capable of generating and sustaining oscillations.
It was unequivocally shown that the LC driven oscillations arise solely due to the
NDR region through demonstrating that, outside the NDR region the composite
is quiet and in the NDR region there are spontaneous oscillations at the LC
frequency.
The second aim of this chapter was to explore how the oscillations varied with
strain. Various dependence’s were observed.
1. Increasing the strain shifted the onset of the NDR region to a greater value
of VP . This, with careful biasing, allows the oscillations to be switched on
and o↵ with strain.
2. The oscillation amplitudes vary with the bias position relative to the NDR
region. Thus the oscillation amplitude is also a function of strain when the
bias point lies close to VP .
3. Intrinsic frequencies are observed that are independent of the LC tank fre-
quency and increase with strain by approximately 84 Hz / % strain.
This third point is the most interesting as it is most similar to the behaviour
of mechanoreceptor neurons in human skin, where the strain is recorded as a
frequency. We believe that the intrinsic frequencies arise from transient charge
accumulations across highly resistance domain boundaries when the composite is
in the NDR region.
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The composite was included as the active element of a tuned amplifier circuit
and using the intrinsic frequency we were able to create a strain-tuned amplifier.
The gain was then shown to be tunable between 1 and 4.5. The presence of
bursting and an unsteady phase shift were due to the time variance of |gc|.
The demonstration of a flexible amplifier is impressive as usually NDR based
amplifiers are built from TD devices with a specifically engineered band struc-
tures. Yet, we are able to show a soft flexible material as an active amplifying
device. Furthermore, we have been able to combine strain and the active proper-
ties of the GSC to encoding the strain as a frequency using the intrinsic frequency.
This is an e cient method in which to measure the strain and would lend itself
well to a flexible skin.
What this chapter does not address is that although the composite is described
as a flexible oscillator, the NDR is only present at low temperatures, 77 K. This is
below the glass transition temperature of the composite. The composite must be
bent at room temperature to induce strain and then cooled to 77 K. The eventual
goal is to raise the temperature at which the composite exhibits the NDR to room
temperature. The various methods by which this could be achieved are discussed
in the following chapter.
Another draw back that arises is from the time variance of |gc| for a fixed bias.
The fluctuations appear random when the composite is biased in the NDR region.
If |gc| remained constant the I V characteristics would allow for oscillations with
amplitude of the order ± 5 V but instead we only observe ± 50 mV oscillations.
The next stage of work is to identify where these instabilities arise from and then
to attempt to stabilize the NDR.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has presented research regarding the electromechanical properties of
a composite formed of graphite nanoparticles in a silicone rubber matrix. We
have made the exciting discovery of a NDR region in the I   V characteristics
of the composite at low temperatures. We have conducted a detailed study on
the e↵ects of volume fraction, filler type, probe separation and temperature de-
pendence; combined with theoretical modelling of the LDOS in graphite and the
tunneling current across a single graphite-silicone barrier. From this evidence we
arrived at the conclusion that the NDR occurs due to the composite breaking
up into domains of constant electric field, separated by highly resistive domain
boundaries. These are identified as individual graphite nanoparticles whose orien-
tation in the electric field favour conduction across an embedded bilayer graphene.
An electric field opens a partial energy gap at the Fermi level causing the current
carrying bilayer to undergo a semi-metal to insulator transition. The current
therefore decreases, causing the NDR.
Part of the significance of this discovery is that the NDR creates an active
region in a flexible soft composite; usually NDR is only seen in silicon based
technology which is not inherently flexible. The composite is therefore suitable
as a flexible electronic skin and subsequent work was towards the realization of
a flexible active device.
With this in mind, we explored the electromechanical properties of the com-
posite. Through bending the composite on an acetate substrate we induced a
bilayer strain and studied the piezoresistance. We found that this was domi-
nated by resistance spiking, due to conduction line destruction. We discussed
the viscoelastic properties of the composite that lead to the long resistance re-
laxation times. Rather than find ways to minimise the resistance spiking we
instead embraced it as a mechanism that is extremely sensitive to perturbations.
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We were able to utilize the composite in the detection of ultrasound waves and
demonstrated a pressure detection threshold of 48 Pa. We also observed a com-
mensurability between the composite width and ultrasound wave length due to
the creation of standing waves along the composite width, in accordance with
Bragg’s law.
We also described in detail the fabrication of a DPA, designed for the detection
of resistance spikes. We used the DPA device to image shapes and objects with
pressures less than 3.8 kPa, with a raster scan frequency of 4 Hz over the 64 pixel
array. Traditionally conductive rubbers are used for their piezoresistance but we
believe that conduction line destruction o↵ers a greater sensitivity. Possibly why
we observed such large resistance spikes from small pressures is due to the high
concentrations of graphite particles we achieved in our composite.
Having explored the strain dependence and pressure spiking we next utilized
the active region to create a flexible oscillator and amplifier. We found that the
composite was indeed capable of sustaining oscillations at the LC tank frequency.
We were able to demonstrate the LC driven oscillations up to 12.5 kHz where
the composite’s NDR region reached its cut-o↵ frequency. The amplitude of the
oscillations was around 20 mV which is two orders of magnitude smaller than that
implied by the width of the NDR region. The reduced amplitude as well, as the
bursting behaviour we observed, is caused by inherent instabilities in the slope
of the negative conductance. We understand this as the rerouting of conduction
paths in the percolation network.
Despite the small oscillation amplitude and bursting behaviour we imple-
mented our vision for a flexible active device through straining the composite
whilst biased in the NDR and incorporated in an oscillator circuit. We observed
changes in the oscillation amplitude but not significant changes in the LC driven
frequency. However, we also discovered an unexpected intrinsic frequency of the
composite that was found to be independent of the LC tank frequency whilst
having a significant linear dependence on the induced strain, 84 Hz / % strain.
We explain the intrinsic frequencies as arising from transient charge accumula-
tions in the resistive regions of the conduction network. While we do not fully
understand this yet, the intrinsic frequencies are well suited for creating a flex-
ible active device as encoding the strain as a frequency mimics the response of
mechanoreceptor neurons of the human skin. Further we were able to demon-
strate the composite in an amplifying circuit with the NDR region shown to
provide a gain that is tunable between 1 and 4.5. This was achieved by matching
the LC tank frequency to the strain dependant intrinsic frequency.
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Where we fall short of presenting a truly flexible active device is that the
NDR region occurs only at low temperatures, from the requirement of the silicone
matrix being below its glass transition temperature. Above the glass transition
the matrix is able to expand under Joule heating such that the silicone barrier
never becomes transparent enough for the semi-metal to insulator transition to
be induced. Clearly the composite is therefore not actually flexible and a device
requiring cooling to 77 K is of little practical use. However ideas for overcoming
this problem and to bring the NDR up to a room temperature e↵ect, are discussed
in the future research section.
The DPA and ultrasound detection have shown good potential for developing
a flexible skin, although not an active one, except that the viscoelasticity of the
composite needs to be considered. The resistance is time dependant and the
relaxation time sets an upper limit for the maximum frequency for recording
separate perturbation incidents at around 2 Hz. Also describing the DPA as a
fully flexible device is not quite accurate as only the composite pixels are soft
and still require in situ silicon transistors for the read-write address procedure.
Again this is a problem that can be overcome and is explained next.
7.1 Future Research
Two significant areas for future research into GSC are; the development of a
room temperature NDR device; and the creation of a completely flexible high
resolution DPA.
7.1.1 Towards Room Temperature NDR
It is highly desirable to be able to manipulate the tunneling conduction in the
GSC so that it can exhibit room temperature NDR. There are two main problems
that need to be overcome to achieve this:
1. The glass transition temperature of the composite needs to be increased to
300 K, or above, so that there is no thermal expansion of the composite as
the current flows.
2. The height of the tunneling barrier needs to be increased from 165 meV to
about 250 meV so that thermo-activated currents, that inhibit the NDR,
are quenched [4].
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Solutions to overcoming these two key problems reside around altering the struc-
ture and chemistry of both the graphite and polymer matrix and include:
• Finding a host polymer with a higher glass transition. We have identified
epoxy, polyethylene and polystyrene all as being potentially well suited and
with glass transition temperatures above 300 K. Some of these polymers
may become saturated before enough graphite can be introduced. It may
also be possible to chemically modify the current silicone polymer through
changing the functional groups on the siloxanes. The di culty though, is
that in altering the matrix we still require a high volume fraction of graphite
within it, for the narrow tunneling barriers.
• The graphite nanoparticles could be replaced by graphene nano-platelets.
The nano-platelets consist of just a few graphite layers and have a high
aspect ratio. Incorporating these and using an electric field to align the
particles may allow suitable conduction lines for NDR to be formed at
lower volume fractions.
• It is possible to increase the graphite miscibility in polymer. We have
developed NDI based molecules, with Dr Dan Pantos, with aromatic cores
that attach to the graphite planes. Appendages can be included that then
directly polymerize with the surrounding silicone rubber, anchoring the
particle into the matrix, and so increasing the miscibility. The preliminary
studies, presented in chapter 3.3, show this is a promising line of enquiry.
The next stage would be to use the presence of the NDI molecule to alter
graphite’s electronic properties through altering the aromatic ring to be
either electron rich or electron deficient. Using this in conjunction with the
nano-platelets should lead a controllable surface conductivity. Also covering
the graphene nano-platelets with a resistive layer may assist in quenching
the thermo-activated current, as well increasing miscibility.
In summary to progress towards room temperature NDR it is important that
we are able to find ways to control the tunneling barrier and height while also the
chemistry of the polymer. This should enable us to increase the glass transition
temperature and quench thermo-activated currents over the barrier.
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7.1.2 A High Resolution Flexible Skin
To create a flexible high resolution DPA that has a resolution better than that
of human skin and that is suitable for cutting edge applications, such as flexible
electronic skins, we envisage an array of 64 by 64 composite pixels, of size 100 µm
in order to create a 1 cm2 4,096 pixel array with a resolution exceeding 250 dpi.
To make the array truly flexible we would follow the method of Someya
and fabricate organic flexible pentacene transistors, that have a mobility of
1.4 cm2V 1s 1 and that can be switched with a 20 V gate voltage [15]. These can
be readily made on the size of array discussed above using clean room fabrication
techniques. Creating the gates and contacts can be achieved through thermal de-
position of Au on to a flexible substrate. We have so far used acetate sheet as our
flexible substrate but other similar flexible substrates may be better suited such
as a polyethylene naphthalate film that has suitable stretching characteristics and
a smooth surface.
The next stage would then be to combine the flexible transistors with the com-
posite pixels. This could be achieved via the novel imprint lithography methods
we developed in chapter 3.2.3. Finally, the electronic addressing and measure-
ment system described for the DPA prototype in chapter 3.6, could be simply
scaled up for the larger array.
The processes briefly described above could be used to create a truly flexible
di↵erential pressure sensitive array. The ultimate objective would be to then
combine a room temperature NDR composite with the array described above
to enable encoding the strain into frequency at a sensitivity and resolution that
exceeds that of human skin.
7.2 Concluding Remarks
The work described in this thesis has demonstrated the potential for GSCs as a
flexible electronic skin. We reported the discovery of a NDR region in the low
temperature I   V characteristics of the composite and have shown the NDR
region to exhibit strain-tuned oscillations. We also demonstrated a sensitive
method for di↵erential pressure detection that advances the methods used in
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The procedure for the stamp fabrication was as follows:
1. Clean [100] silicon wafer with acetone and IPA
2. Spin photoresist S1813 for 30 s at 5000 rpm
3. Bake for 15 minutes at 90 C
4. Soak in chlorobenzene for 5 minutes
5. Bake for a further 15 minutes at 90 C
6. Expose, using Hall bar mask, for 8.5 s (bulb power dependant)
7. Develop in 351 developer (10:35 Di water to 351) for 30 s
8. Deposit 300 nm of chromium in 60 nm stages, allowing cooling between
runs
9. Lift o↵ in warm acetone to leave silicon Hall bar exposed
10. Use ICP-RIE to etch according to recipe in appendix C.
11. Measure depth of etch ( ⇡ 110 µm with rate 475 nm/minute)
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Appendix C
ICP-RIE Recipe for Deep Silicon
Etch
The ICP-RIE recipe used for etching was run for 5 minutes followed by a period
of 10 minutes cooling. This was repeated 48 times for an etch of over 100 µm.
The parameters on the Oxford Instruments Plasmalab System 80 were:
• 12 sccm SF6 and 10.5 sccm O2
• 240 V DC Bias




The ICP-RIE recipe was developed through a process of trial and error. The
advantage of the recipe used was that it allowed a fast etch rate of 475 nm/minute
with minimal undercutting. The etch proceeds through a creation of a plasma
containing SF6 and O2 which under the influence of the strong electric field gen-
erates free radicals of F⇤ and O⇤. The fluorine radicals react with the exposed
silicon and form SiF4, the etching process, while the oxygen radicals passivate the
silicone surface through forming SiOxFy (siliconooxyfluoride) inhibiting the etch.
During the etching process there is clearly a competition between the competing
mechanisms of etching and passivation. Through the correct balance of parame-
ters of RF power, pressure, flow rates and temperature it is possible to optimised
the competing mechanisms to attain high anisotropic etching and have complete
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control of the shape of the side walls, (ideally vertical) [131]. The anisotropy is
achieved due to a thick build up of the SiOxFy layer (which is proportional to O2
content) on the side walls while at the trench bottom the layer is extremely thin
because of the intense ion bombardment [132].
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Appendix D
Synthesis of Silane Functionalized
Naphthalenediimide
The reaction was performed on 0.744 mmol (200 mg) of 1,4,5,8 - naphthalene-
tetracarboxylic dianhydride and 1.56 mmol (0.27 ml) of (3-aminopropyl)trimeth-
oxysilane which were suspended in 6 ml dimethylformamide in a pressure tight
microwave tube. The reaction mixture was then sonicated for 30 minutes at
which point gelation occurs. The reaction mixture was heated under microwave
irradiation for 10 minutes at 140± 5 C. The resulting solid was filtered from the
mother liquor. The product was purified by sequential suspension for 1 hour and
filtering of solid from water, 1M HCl(aq), acetone, dichloromethane and acetone,




Calculation of Cut-O↵ Frequency
The theoretical cut-o↵ frequency of the oscillations generated from the NDR






RS|gc|   1. (E.1)
The cut-o↵ frequency therefore depends on the series resistance in the circuit, R,
and the negative conductance, |gc|, of the composite. The value of |gc| can be
extracted from the 4T I   V characteristics of the composite. The slope of the
NDR region for di↵erent values of strain are shown by the blue lines of figure E-1.
The series resistance can be found by comparing the di↵erence in the low field
resistance between the 2T and 4T curves, shown as black and red respectively in
figure E-1. This will be the sum of, the contact resistance of the sample, ⇡ 120 ⌦;
the internal resistance of the inductor, 32 ⌦; and the resistance of the low pass
filter on the voltage source, 150 ⌦, which is then subtracted as this resistance
does not impact on the AC equivalent circuit.
Having extract R and |gc| it is then possible to calculate fCO. The increasing
fCO with strain is shown in table reftab:fcuto↵Values. These values are used to
compare the observed and calculated cut-o↵ frequency in figure 6-18.
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Figure E-1: The 4T and 2T ( red and black) I V curves of the composite under
increasing strain. The slope of |gc| and the series resistance, R, can be extracted
in order to calculate fCO.
|✏| (%) R (⌦) |gc| (mS) fCO (Hz)
0 108 3.125 512
7.0 121 0.7 1346
9.9 110 0.59 1414
12.2 129 0.364 1962
14.1 146 0.26 2480
Table E.1: The extracted values of the series resistance of the circuit, R, and the
negative conductance |gc| are used to calculated the theoretical cut-o↵ frequency,
fCO, of the oscillator under increasing bilayer strain, |✏|.
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